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Abstract

Multi-user wireless systems employing multiple input multiple output (MIMO) an

tenna techniques have recently attracted considerable research interest. A major 

problem in the multi-user MIMO systems is the spatial layer separation on the 

downlink. This thesis contributes to the design of the nonlinear pre-processing and 

nonlinear joint transmitter-receiver (Tx-Rx) processing algorithms for spatial layer 

separation on the multi-user MIMO downlink.

A generalized zero-forcing (ZF) nonlinear pre-processing structure achieving 

minimum bit error rate (BER) for each mobile under any given power allocation to 

different data streams is proposed. Based on this structure, different ZF-based non

linear pre-processing algorithms satisfying various performance requirements are 

realized. Then, a minimum mean-square error (MMSE) criterion based nonlinear 

pre-processing algorithm is introduced. The MMSE-based algorithm mitigates the 

noise enhancement, and outperforms the ZF-based counterpart.

An optimal ordering lemma is introduced. This lemma gives the conditions un

der which the “best-first” ordering is optimal. Subsequently, it is used to solve the 

ordering problems in nonlinear pre-processing and nonlinear joint Tx-Rx process
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ing algorithms proposed in this thesis.

The remainder of the thesis focuses on the nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithms for the multi-user MIMO downlink with multiple-antenna mobiles. A 

nonlinear multi-user MIMO decomposition (NL-DECOM) technique is proposed. 

The application of nonlinear pre-processing at the base station pre-eliminates multi

user interference (MUI) among different mobiles. As a result, an equivalent single- 

user MIMO channel is created for each mobile, and self-interference among the 

multiple data streams directed to each individual user can be eliminated using spa

tial layer separation algorithms available for single-user MIMO systems. This NL- 

DECOM technique can achieve significantly better performance than the linear 

multi-user MIMO decomposition (L-DECOM) technique known in the literature. 

To further improve the performance, the ZF and MMSE criteria based nonlinear 

joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms are proposed. In these algorithms, nonlinear 

pre-processing is applied at the transmitter to pre-eliminate the MUI, while the self

interference is suppressed via joint nonlinear pre-processing and linear receiver pro

cessing. This approach improves performance by utilizing processing capabilities 

of the mobiles, while at the same time maintaining their relatively low complexity. 

Significant performance gain can be achieved with the application of the proposed 

novel algorithms.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

With the introduction of mobile Internet and mobile multimedia services, the 

demand for high data rate transmission in wireless communications is rapidly 

growing. It is stated by International Telecommunication Union 

Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) that up to approximately 100 Mbits/s for 

mobile access and up to approximately 1 Gbits/s for nomadic and local wireless 

access are the targets of the future wireless communication systems [1]. However, 

the radio spectrum that wireless communications can use is a precious and scarce 

resource. Therefore, techniques that can increase spectral efficiency are o f critical 

importance to the next generation wireless communications.

The multiple input multiple output (MIMO) antenna techniques are among 

the most prominent breakthroughs in wireless communications in the recent years. 

By creatively taking advantage o f the multipath, they increase the number of 

degrees o f freedom in the channel in the spatial domain, resulting in the capacity 

increase without bandwidth expansion or transmitted power increase. Since its 

outset, MIMO antenna techniques have gained considerable research interest and 

there is a general consensus that they will be a major factor in the future evolution 

of high data rate wireless systems [1]—[4].

1.1 Brief Introduction to MIMO Systems

In the traditional antenna systems, only the base station is equipped with multiple 

antennas since the extra cost and space are more affordable at base stations than at 

user terminals. The uplink, where the transmission is from a mobile to a base 

station, can be viewed as a single input multiple output (SIMO) antenna system. 

The downlink, where the transmission is from a base station to a mobile, can be 

viewed as a multiple input single output (MISO) antenna system. Antenna 

diversity [5], [6] and beamforming [7], [8] techniques can be applied in the SIMO

1
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and MISO antenna systems. Using antenna diversity techniques, one can transmit 

the same signal over several independent or highly uncorrelated paths created by 

different transmit-receive antenna pairs. Thus the probability that the signal over 

each path undergoes a deep fade at the same time is reduced significantly and 

hence the reliability of the wireless link is increased. Antenna beamforming 

techniques, on the other hand, use antenna array processing algorithms to 

maximize antenna gain in the direction of the desired user. Antenna gains in the 

directions of the interfering users may also be minimized at the same time. 

Accordingly, the system performance will be improved as a result of the increased 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR).

Currently, MIMO antenna systems, where both the transmitter and the 

receiver are equipped with multiple antennas, are made possible due to hardware 

advances and relaxed size constraints o f some user devices (such as laptops) in 

high data rate wireless communications. A typical M x  A  MIMO system is shown 

in Figure 1.1. In the transmitter, the data stream to be transmitted is coded, 

modulated, split into parallel streams, and then mapped onto N  transmit antennas. 

The receiver employs M  receive antennas to receive and then recover the 

transmitted data. If  frequency non-selective (flat) fading is assumed and channel 

is assumed to be constant over each symbol interval, the channel between N  

transmit antennas and M receive antennas can be represented by an M x  N channel 

gain matrix H whose z'th row and j th  column element, A , denotes the complex

gain of the channel between the zth receive antenna and they'th transmit antenna.

2
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Receiver
Transm itter

Channel H

N transmit M receive
antennas antennas

Figure 1.1 Basic structure of an M x TV MIMO system.

Different from the traditional diversity and beamforming techniques, a novel 

and important idea behind the MIMO techniques is that it makes good use of the 

multipath, which was previously thought of as a disadvantage in wireless 

communications, to improve wireless communications system capacity without 

extra radio spectrum resources or increased transmitted power. It is shown in 

[9]—[ 11 ] that in a rich scattering wireless environment (for example, indoor 

wireless communications), where the signals arriving at each receive antenna 

from each transmit antenna undergo highly uncorrelated fading, the MIMO 

system capacity can be substantially improved compared with the traditional 

communication systems. Particularly, if  the paths between individual transmit- 

receive antenna pairs are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh 

faded, at high SNR and with the knowledge of channel matrix H at the receiver, 

the capacity of an M  x iVMIMO system can be written as

C = min(M, N)  log2 SNR + 0(1) bits/s/Hz (1.1)

where min(M, N)  log2 SNR is the dominant term and 0(1) is a small term of 

negligible impact in comparison to the SNR [9]—[12]. Eq. (1.1) shows that at high 

SNR the capacity of an M  x N  MIMO system grows linearly with min(M,/V). In 

other words, the capacity of the MIMO channel can be approximately equivalent 

to the sum capacity of min(M,7V) single input single output (SISO) channels.

3
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Researchers have designed different schemes to achieve high spectral 

efficiency in MIMO systems. Generally, these schemes can be divided into two 

categories, schemes aiming to exploit the degrees of freedom that a MIMO 

system can provide, and schemes aiming to exploit the maximum diversity gain 

that a MIMO system can provide [13]. The tradeoff considerations between these 

two goals have been investigated in the literature [12], [14], [15].

MIMO systems can provide a gain with respect to the degrees of freedom in 

the spatial domain. The degrees of freedom, which are defined as the dimensions 

of the received signal space, dictate the number o f different signals that can be 

reliably distinguished at the receiver [16]. For an M  x N  MIMO system, if the 

paths between individual transmit-receive antenna pairs are i.i.d. Rayleigh faded, 

the number of spatial degrees o f freedom of this system is min(M,N) [16], which 

means min(M,7V) independent streams of data can be transmitted through this 

channel simultaneously. It should be noted that MISO system, SIMO system, and 

SISO system can only offer a spatial degree-of-freedom of one.

Utilizing the degree-of-freedom gain provided by the MIMO systems, the 

spatial multiplexing scheme transmits independent streams of data in parallel 

through the MIMO channel to maximize the transmission data rate. However, the 

parallel transmission of independent data streams introduces severe inter-stream 

interference at the receiver end. Therefore, signal processing (spatial layer 

separation) algorithms at the receiver or/and at the transmitter are required to 

suppress this inter-stream interference. According to the location of the 

processing, the signal processing algorithms can be classified as the receiver- 

processing (or signal detection) algorithms, transmitter pre-processing algorithms, 

and the joint transmitter-receiver (joint Tx-Rx) processing algorithms.

A typical example of a system that uses spatial multiplexing over MIMO 

channel, the vertical Bell Labs layered space-time (V-BLAST) [17], [18], 

demonstrates very high spectral efficiency. Unprecedented wireless spectral 

efficiencies of 20-40 bits/s/Hz in a MIMO system with N  = 8 transmit and M =  12 

receive antennas have been observed. This result shows that the MIMO systems 

using spatial multiplexing have a big potential in commercial applications.

4
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Besides the degree-of-freedom gain, there is also a diversity gain in the 

MIMO systems. The diversity gain determines the slope at which the average 

error probability decays at high SNR. That is, if  d  is the diversity gain, the 

average error probability decays as 1 / SNRJ . The maximum diversity gain of an 

M x N MIMO system is MN.  It should be noted that the diversity gain also exists 

in an M x  1 SIMO system and a. \ x N  MISO system where the maximum 

diversity gains are M  and N, respectively. Space-time coding (STC) schemes are 

used to achieve the maximum diversity gain for MIMO systems. In a STC 

scheme, a space-time encoder at the transmitter encodes the data and outputs N  

streams, which will then be transmitted by N  transmit antennas. The space-time 

codes can be classified as the space-time trellis codes (STTC) [19] and the space

time block codes (STBC) [20], [21]. The STTC can provide the full diversity gain 

MN,  but it requires trellis decoding at the receiver and may imply very high 

decoding complexity [19]. The most significant benefit of the STBC is that the 

decoding uses linear processing, which makes it much simpler than the decoding 

of the STTC. The STBC can also achieve full diversity gain. It should be noted 

that unlike in spatial multiplexing, on average at most one independent stream of 

data could be transmitted through the MIMO channel using the STTC and the 

STBC.

1.2 Brief Introduction to Multi-User MIMO Systems

Most recently, multi-user MIMO systems have been given much attention since 

the accommodation of multiple users is necessary in public wireless 

communication systems. The multi-user MIMO system is defined as a system in 

which multiple mobile stations with one or more antennas are simultaneously 

communicating with the base station equipped with multiple antennas. Data 

transmission o f different users over the same channel is achieved by space 

division multiplexing (SDM).

5
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N  antennas

m j antennas

m2 antennas

mK antennas

MS

MS

MS

Figure 1.2 Basic structure of a multi-user MIMO system.

Figure 1.2 shows the basic structure of a multi-user MIMO system. Here we 

assume that the base station (BS) has N  antennas and there are K  mobile stations 

(MSs), MSi, MS2, ... and MS*-, in this system. The mobile station MS,-has mi

K

antennas, and M  = ^ j mi is the total number of antennas at all mobiles. This
;= i

system can be seen as a point-to-point MIMO antenna system with N  antennas at 

one end and M  antennas at the other end, but the mobiles cannot process signals 

cooperatively. If the channel paths between individual transmit-receive antenna 

pairs are i.i.d. Rayleigh faded, it is shown that at high SNR the sum capacity (total 

transmission rate of all mobiles) also grows linearly with min(M,N) for the uplink 

provided that the base station knows the channel state information (CSI) [10], 

[22], and for the downlink provided that the base station and the mobiles all know 

the CSI [16], [23]—[26].
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1.3 Precoding for Spatial Layer Separation on Multi-user 

MIMO Downlink and Summary of Contributions

In multi-user MIMO systems, through spatial multiplexing, multiple data streams 

can be transmitted within the same frequency band and in the same time slot. 

Thus very high throughput can be achieved. However, the parallel transmission of 

independent data streams introduces severe inter-stream interference at the 

receiver end. Therefore, the cancellation of the inter-stream interference (or the 

spatial layer separation) is an important problem for the multi-user MIMO 

systems.

In the uplink of multi-user MIMO systems, a large body of receiver- 

processing (signal detection) algorithms developed for single-user MIMO systems 

can be applied at the base station to recover the transmitted data vector from the 

received signal vector. The V-BLAST algorithm [17], [18], [27], [28] is a well- 

known example of this approach. An iterative “nulling and cancellation” method 

is used in the V-BLAST, and this method can be shown to be equivalent to the 

decision-feedback detector (DFD) in [29]. The maximum likelihood detector 

(MLD) [30]-[32], the zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square error 

(MMSE) linear detector [30] are other examples of signal detection algorithms 

that can be used to cancel the inter-stream interference. These algorithms are all 

fundamentally the same as multi-user detection (MUD) algorithms that have been 

proposed for code division multiple access (CDMA) systems. There are also 

many other signal detection algorithms with various performance and complexity 

tradeoffs discussed in the literature, e.g., [33]—[39].

However, in the multi-user MIMO downlink, receiver-processing algorithms 

cannot be used due to the absence of coordination among receivers of different 

independent mobile users. Pre-processing algorithms have to be applied at the 

transmitter to pre-distort the signals of multiple users in such a way that they no 

longer interfere at the individual antennas of mobile receivers. Compared to the 

well-developed receiver-processing algorithms, there are many open questions for 

the transmitter pre-processing algorithms.

7
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Linear transmitter pre-processing algorithms based on the ZF and MMSE 

criteria have been proposed in [40]—[43], but their performance is only 

comparable to that of the linear detection algorithms using the same criterion (ZF 

or MMSE) since they suffer from the transmitted power increase [43], [44], 

Therefore, the design of the nonlinear pre-processing algorithms, which can 

achieve better performance, has attracted increasing research interests recently.

The optimal capacity-maximizing nonlinear precoding is the Costa’s dirty- 

paper coding [45], Costa proves that for a SISO channel if interference is known 

at the transmitter but not known at the receiver, the full non-causal knowledge of 

the interference can be used in the precoding so that the same capacity as if  the 

interference is absent can be achieved. This result is utilized in [24] to achieve the 

sum capacity of the multi-user MIMO downlink. The scheme in [24] applies 

linear precoding to make the channel spatially causal, and then the dirty-paper 

coding is used to cancel the residual causal inter-stream interference. However, 

the optimal dirty-paper coding is not a practical scheme, since it operates on 

blocks whose lengths approach infinity. A lattice quantization based precoding 

strategy proposed in [46] and [47] was shown to be able to achieve the same 

system capacity as the dirty-paper coding, and this strategy can also be used to 

derive the sum capacity of the multi-user MIMO downlink. However, the 

dimension of the optimum lattice quantizers used in this strategy approaches 

infinity, which also prohibits its practical implementation. The Tomlinson- 

Harashima precoding (THP) technique [48]—[50] first proposed to pre-equalize 

the inter-symbol interference (ISI) in a dispersive SISO channel, can be seen as a 

practical implementation of the dirty-paper coding. It applies a modulo device to 

constrain the transmitted power increase, so better performance can be achieved 

as compared to the linear precoding techniques [51]. The application of the THP 

for spatial layer separation in the multi-user MIMO downlink has been recently 

proposed by [51] and [52], Since the design of implementable precoding 

algorithms is the focus of this thesis, nonlinear pre-processing algorithms utilizing 

the THP are of our interest.

8
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It has been shown that the nonlinear pre-processing algorithm of [51] and [52] 

can achieve significantly better performance than the linear pre-processing 

algorithm when used in the multi-user MIMO downlink [52]. The processing 

matrices of the nonlinear pre-processing algorithm of [51] and [52] satisfy the ZF 

criterion, and the algorithm of [51] and [52] is called the conventional ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm in this thesis. However, for the nonlinear pre

processing structure proposed in [51] and [52], the solution for the processing 

matrices that satisfies the ZF criterion is not unique. The processing matrices of 

the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm are introduced intuitively 

without any optimization. Also, the design of nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

based on the MMSE criterion needs to be analyzed. Therefore, this thesis 

addresses the above questions and makes the following contributions.

• We analyze possible solutions for the processing matrices that satisfy 

the ZF criterion for the nonlinear pre-processing in a multi-user MIMO 

downlink, and then propose a generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

structure. This structure can realize ZF-based nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm that achieves the minimum bit error rate (BER) for each 

mobile under any given power allocation to different data streams. The 

choice of power allocation scheme for the generalized ZF nonlinear 

pre-processing structure based on different performance requirements 

is also discussed. Based on this structure, we have designed the ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, which achieves minimum BER at 

each mobile under any given relative SNR requirement, the ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, which achieves minimum total 

transmitted power while satisfying the individual SNR target at each 

mobile, and the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, 

which achieves minimum average BER of the system.

• An MMSE criterion based nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, the 

MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, is proposed for multi-user 

MIMO downlinks. This algorithm can achieve significantly better 

performance than its ZF criterion based counterpart.

9
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For the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm of [51] and [52] 

and the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm we propose, it can be found 

that the system performance can be improved if the rows of the channel matrix are 

suitably ordered. We present solutions of how to find a proper order for the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the MMSE nonlinear 

pre-processing algorithm in this thesis. Our contributions can be summarized as 

follows:

• An optimal ordering lemma is proposed. This lemma gives the 

conditions under which the “best-first” ordering method in the V- 

BLAST systems [18], [28] can achieve the optimal order.

• The optimal ordering lemma is subsequently used to solve the ordering 

problems in the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

and the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. Using this lemma, 

it is shown that the “best-first” ordering method can achieve the 

optimal order in the minimax noise variance sense for the conventional 

ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the optimal order in the 

minimax error variance sense for the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm.

• Other applications of the optimal ordering lemma will also be 

addressed in this thesis.

For the downlink of multi-user MIMO systems with multiple-antenna 

mobiles, it is possible to utilize the processing capabilities o f the mobiles to 

design joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms to achieve better performance than with 

pre-processing only algorithms. Linear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms, where 

linear transmitter processing and linear receiver processing are applied at the base 

station and each mobile, have been proposed in [53]—[56] for the downlink of 

multi-user MIMO systems with multiple-antenna mobiles, but the processing 

matrices there have to be found by iterative methods, which leads to high 

computational complexity. In [57]—[60], a linear multi-user MIMO decomposition 

(L-DECOM) technique, which realizes joint Tx-Rx processing and provides 

closed-form solution, is proposed. This technique uses linear pre-processing to
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pre-eliminate multi-user interference (MUI), the interference from the data 

streams of other users, at the transmitter. The data streams of each user can be 

seen as passing through an equivalent single-user MIMO channel without any 

MUI. The self-interference from other data streams of the same user can then be 

mitigated by any single-user MIMO layer separation algorithm. With the 

application o f different single-user MIMO processing algorithms, L-DECOM 

technique based joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms for the multi-user MIMO 

downlink with multiple-antenna mobiles are realized, and closed-form 

expressions for processing matrices can be derived. However, the performance of 

these joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms is limited by the linear pre-processing 

used by the L-DECOM technique. The design o f the nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithms where nonlinear THP is applied to constrain the transmitted 

power increase is still an open question. This thesis will also investigate this 

question and our contributions in this regard include:

• A nonlinear multi-user MIMO decomposition (NL-DECOM) 

technique for the multi-user MIMO downlink with multiple-antenna 

mobiles. This technique uses nonlinear pre-processing instead of linear 

pre-processing to pre-eliminate the MUI at the transmitter. When this 

technique is applied the data streams of each user can also be seen as 

passing through an equivalent single-user MIMO channel without any 

MUI, as is the case with the L-DECOM technique. It will be shown 

that the NL-DECOM technique achieves better BER performance, 

realizes much higher maximum achievable sum rate at high SNR, and 

affords higher flexibility in system design than the L-DECOM 

technique.

• The nonlinear pre-processing in the NL-DECOM technique only pre

eliminates the MUI. When the NL-DECOM technique is used, since 

the nonlinear pre-processing at the transmitter changes the transmitted 

signal [51], the single-user MIMO spatial layer separation algorithms 

that employ the THP cannot be applied directly to cancel the self

interference. On the other hand, for the joint Tx-Rx processing of

11
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multi-user MIMO downlink with multiple-antenna mobiles, to achieve 

better performance and reduce the complexity of the mobiles, it is 

desirable to introduce algorithms that apply nonlinear THP to suppress 

both the MUI and self-interference at the transmitter. In this thesis we 

propose the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm and the 

MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm. In these 

algorithms, nonlinear THP and linear receiver-processing are used to 

perform the spatial layer separation on multi-user MIMO downlink 

with multiple-antenna mobiles. These joint Tx-Rx algorithms 

effectively utilize the processing capabilities of the base station and the 

mobiles, while the complexity o f the mobiles is kept low since linear 

receiver processing is applied.

1.4 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 focuses on the design of nonlinear pre-processing algorithms for spatial 

layer separation on the multi-user MIMO downlink. First, system model and 

assumptions will be described. As background knowledge, the principle of 

operation of the THP will be introduced, where we will show how the modulo 

device in the THP can constrain the transmitted power. The conventional ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm of [51] and [52] in which the processing 

matrices are introduced intuitively without any optimization will be briefly 

introduced. Then, a generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure will be 

proposed in this chapter. This structure can realize ZF-based nonlinear pre

processing algorithm that achieves minimum BER for each mobile under any 

given power allocation to different data streams. Then, the choice of power 

allocation scheme based on different performance optimization requirements will 

be discussed. We will show that the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm can be seen as a special implementation of the generalized ZF nonlinear 

pre-processing structure. In this chapter, the nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

based on the MMSE criterion (the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm) 

will also be proposed for the downlink of multi-user MIMO system. This
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algorithm achieves significantly better performance than the ZF criterion based 

counterpart since it avoids the noise enhancement effect by minimizing the mean- 

square error (MSE).

In Chapter 3, the ordering problems of the nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithms employing the THP will be studied. We will first show the importance 

of ordering in the nonlinear pre-processing algorithms employing the THP, and it 

will be found that if the rows of the channel matrix are suitably ordered, better 

performance can be achieved. The change o f the system structure caused by 

ordering the rows of the channel matrix will be revealed. Then, an optimal 

ordering lemma will be introduced. This lemma gives the conditions under which 

the “best-first” ordering method is optimal. Using this lemma, we will show that 

the “best-first” ordering method can achieve the optimal order in the minimax 

noise variance sense for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

and the optimal order in the minimax error variance sense for the MMSE 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm we propose. An efficient way to perform the 

“best-first” ordering for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

and the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm will be presented. The 

ordering problems of the generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure based 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithms proposed in Chapter 2 will also be addressed.

Chapter 4 is concerned with the design of nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithms for the downlink transmission of multi-user MIMO systems where the 

mobiles are equipped with multiple antennas. The system model and assumptions 

for the multi-user MIMO downlink with multiple-antenna mobiles will first be 

described. The L-DECOM technique [57]—[60], which realizes the decomposition 

of the multi-user MIMO channel into parallel independent single-user MIMO 

channels by linear pre-processing, will then be introduced. Our NL-DECOM 

technique for the multi-user MIMO downlink with multiple-antenna mobiles will 

be proposed, and the advantages o f the NL-DECOM technique over the L- 

DECOM technique will be analyzed. It will be shown that the NL-DECOM 

technique can achieve better BER performance and achieve much higher 

maximum achievable sum rate at high SNR than the L-DECOM technique.
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Moreover, the restriction on the number of transmit antennas and the restriction 

on the number of data streams for each mobile in the NL-DECOM technique are 

less strict than those in the L-DECOM technique, which means the NL-DECOM 

technique affords higher flexibility in system design. When the NL-DECOM 

technique is applied, it will be found that the mobiles can be ordered properly to 

further improve the system performance, and the “best-first” ordering method is 

proposed to improve the overall system performance in the systems, in which all 

the mobiles have the same number o f antennas and the same self-interference 

cancellation algorithm is used for each mobile. In order to overcome the problem 

that the single-user MIMO layer separation algorithms employing the THP cannot 

be combined with the NL-DECOM technique, the ZF and MMSE nonlinear joint 

Tx-Rx processing algorithms will be proposed. A ZF criterion based algorithm, 

the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm, can ensure the complete 

elimination of the inter-stream interference, while it does not require the 

knowledge of the statistics of the transmitted signal and the noise. An MMSE 

criterion based algorithm, the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm, 

minimizes the MSE, which includes both the residual inter-stream interference 

and noise. Hence, it mitigates noise enhancement, and achieves better 

performance in comparison with its ZF-based counterpart. In these two 

algorithms, closed-form expressions for the transmitter and receiver processing 

matrices are developed to optimize the performance of each mobile.

Chapter 5 concludes this thesis by summarizing the major contributions and 

suggesting future directions of research work.

1.5 Notation

Some symbols and operators used in this thesis are defined here. Boldface small 

symbol denotes a vector (e.g., a), and boldface capital symbol denotes a matrix 

(e.g., H). Notation diag\xIrx2,---^D\ denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal 

elements xh x2, ..., xD, while diag(A) denotes a vector made up of the diagonal 

elements of A. The null space [61] of A is denoted by null(A), and the range [61] 

of A is denoted by ran(A). [A],y denotes the element at the z'th row andy'th column
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of A, (A); denotes the zth row of A, and [A]/ denotes the j th  column of A. 0x y 

denotes an x x y  matrix with all zero elements. The real part of a is denoted by 

Re {a}, and the imaginary part of a is denoted by Im{a}. tr(-) denotes the trace of
T  1/

a matrix. E[-] denotes expectation, (•) denotes a transpose, while (•) denotes a 

conjugate transpose. (•)' denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse (Assuming 

A is an M x  N  matrix, A f is: if  M  < N, Af = A H( A A H )_1; if  M = N ,  Af = A-1; if 

M  > N, A* = ( A h A)"1 A h ) [61],
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Chapter 2 Nonlinear Pre- 

Processing Algorithms for 

Multi-User MIMO Downlink

In this chapter, the design of nonlinear pre-processing algorithms for spatial layer 

separation in the multi-user MIMO downlink will be considered.

To realize spatial layer separation in the multi-user MIMO downlink, linear 

transmitter pre-processing algorithms proposed in [40]—[43] can be applied. 

However, these algorithms cause significant transmitted power increase, which 

greatly limits their performance [62]. As a result, the performance of the linear 

pre-processing algorithms is only comparable to that of the linear detection 

algorithms, and hence there is a large performance gap compared with nonlinear 

detection algorithms [43], [44]. In [51] and [52], a nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm was proposed. This algorithm utilizes the THP device to constrain the 

transmitted power increase while pre-eliminating the inter-stream interference. 

Thus, it achieves significantly better performance than the linear pre-processing 

algorithms, and its performance is comparable to or even better than that of the 

nonlinear DFD algorithm due to the avoidance of the error propagation [44], [52]. 

The processing matrices of the nonlinear pre-processing algorithm of [51] and 

[52] satisfy the ZF criterion, so we call this algorithm the conventional ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm in this thesis.

For the nonlinear pre-processing structure proposed in [51] and [52], the 

solution of the processing matrices that satisfies the ZF criterion is not unique. 

The processing matrices of the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm are introduced intuitively without any optimization. In this chapter, a
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generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure is proposed. This structure can 

realize ZF-based nonlinear pre-processing algorithm that achieves minimum BER 

for each mobile under any given power allocation to different data streams. Then, 

the choice of power allocation scheme based on different performance 

requirements is discussed. Based on this structure, we have designed the ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, which achieves minimum BER at each 

mobile under any given relative SNR requirement, the ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm, which achieves minimum total transmitted power, while 

satisfying the individual SNR target at each mobile, and the minimum BER ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, which achieves minimum average BER of the 

system. Moreover, it will be shown that the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm can be seen as a special implementation o f the generalized 

ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure, and the generalized ZF nonlinear pre

processing structure provides a simplified way to achieve power allocation for the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm.

On the other hand, MMSE criterion can lead to better performance than the 

ZF criterion since the noise enhancement effect can be avoided [44], [63], [64]. 

Therefore, design of the nonlinear pre-processing algorithm based on the MMSE 

criterion becomes of interest. Nonlinear pre-processing algorithms that minimize 

the total transmitted power while satisfying individual MSE (or SINR) target at 

each mobile have been proposed in [16], [65], and [66], based on the uplink- 

downlink duality between linear precoding (downlink beamforming) combined 

with dirty-paper coding and linear receiver processing (uplink beamforming) 

combined with perfect successive interference cancellation (SIC) discussed in 

[16], [26], [65], and [66]. The optimum solutions in these algorithms have to be 

found by iterative methods, which makes their computational complexity high. In 

this thesis, the MMSE-criterion-based nonlinear pre-processing algorithm which 

minimizes the sum MSE at all the receive branches (the trace of the error 

correlation matrix) under a fixed total transmitted power is proposed. This 

algorithm achieves significantly better performance than the ZF criterion based 

counterpart. Moreover, a closed-form expression for the processing matrices is
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found for the proposed algorithm, which makes it potentially attractive for 

practical implementation.

In the following, system model and assumptions will first be described in 

Section 2.1. As background knowledge, the principle of operation o f the THP will 

be briefly introduced in Section 2.2. The conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm o f [51] and [52] will be described in Section 2.3. In Section

2.4, the generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure will be proposed. 

Finally, the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm will be proposed in 

Section 2.5.

2.1 System Model and Assumptions

In this thesis, the downlink transmission of multi-user MIMO systems is 

considered. Flat Rayleigh fading channel is assumed. The channel is also assumed 

to be constant over each symbol interval and change independently from one 

symbol interval to the next. We assume the transmitter has perfect knowledge of 

the CSI. The knowledge of the channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) 

can be obtained by channel estimation in time division duplex (TDD) systems 

(such as IEEE 802.16e [67], HIPERLAN/2 [68], and TD-SCDMA/UTRA TDD 

1.28 Mcps option [69]) where the uplink and downlink are reciprocal or by 

feedback from the receivers.

Since pre-processing algorithms are the focus of this chapter, for simplicity 

we assume that only one antenna is equipped at each mobile. It is noted that the 

algorithms discussed and proposed in this chapter can be utilized directly in the 

multi-user MIMO systems where some or all the mobiles are equipped with 

multiple antennas.

It is assumed that there are N  transmit antennas, which are denoted as 

Anti,Ant2,...,Ant,v, deployed at the base station. There are M  mobiles 

simultaneously communicating with the base station, and the mobiles are denoted 

as MSi,MS2,...,MSm- Vector a = (al,a2,...,aM)r is the data vector, where data 

symbol a. is for MS/. It is assumed that all the data symbols are independent and 

have unit power, i.e., R a = E[aaH ] - 1 . To ensure the transmission of M
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independent streams of data in this system, the number of transmit antennas 

should be larger than or equal to M, so N>M is assumed1.

Since pre-processing is applied, we assume x = (x,,x2,...,xv)r is the pre

processing output, where xl,x2,...,xN are the signals transmitted by the transmit 

antennas Anti,Ant2,...,Antjy. The received signal at MS, is

T , = ( H ) , x +  «,.

where (H); = (hn,hi2,...,hjN) is a row vector made up of the channel gains from 

the Anti, Ant2,...,AntAr to MS,, and ni is the additive white zero-mean complex 

Gaussian noise at the input o f MS,-.

The received signals at all the mobiles can be written into one larger vector

y = Hx + n (2.2)

where y s  (yv y 2,...,yMf , n = {nv n2,...,nM)T , and H s [ (H ) [ ,(H ) J , . . , (H )^ f .

Since flat Rayleigh fading is assumed, the entries of H are assumed to be 

normalized i.i.d. zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables. nx,n1,...,nM are 

assumed to be mutually independent and have the same variance, i.e., 

Rn = E[nnw ] = cr^I.

In this thesis, the decision device applies symbol-by-symbol maximum 

likelihood detection. Channel coding is not considered in this thesis, since our 

focus is on the spatial layer separation algorithms. It should be noted that by 

encoding/decoding the independent data streams individually, channel coding can 

be effectively integrated into the spatial multiplexing scheme. We also assume 

that all the data symbols are using the same modulation size.

1 In systems with a large number o f mobiles, this assumption can be satisfied by mobile 
scheduling schemes, which select a subset of mobiles for communication with the base station 
simultaneously. The mobile scheduling schemes are beyond the scope of this thesis, and they are 
one direction of possible future research work.
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2.2 Introduction to the Tomlinson-Harashima Precoder

The Tomlinson-Harashima (TH) precoder was originally proposed to pre-equalize 

the ISI in a dispersive SISO channel in [48]—[50]. Its structure is shown in Figure

2 . 1.

Tomlinson-Harashima (TH) Precoder

H(z)

H(z)~ 1

H(z)-1

Equivalent Structure of the TH Precoder

Figure 2.1 Structure o f the TH precoder for SISO channel with ISI.

In Figure 2.1, ak is the signal to be transmitted, and nk is the noise sample at 

the receiver. H ( z ) is the z -transform of the channel impulse response, i.e.,

H(z) = Y h kz~k . The channel is assumed to have L taps while h0 = 1 . If
k

precoding is not applied, the received signal can be represented as
L - 1 L - 1

y k = ak +'^_hiak_i +nk . The term 'Y_hiak_j is the ISI for the signal ak . If the
1=1 ;=i

channel is known at transmitter, the ISI can be simply pre-eliminated by
L - 1

transmitting a precoded signal ak 1 = ak ~'Y_hiak_i ' instead of ak . However, this
<=i

will lead to an increase of the transmitted power. To avoid the transmitted power
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increase, in the TH precoder the precoded signal ak ' goes through a modulo 

device MOD/)(-) before it is launched into the channel. The function of the 

modulo device MOD^(-) is to constrain its output into \ - A I 2 , A I 2 ) , i.e.,

y  = MOD^ (y) = y  -  A |_(y + AIT)I  A^ = y  + d  (2.3)

where operation [x j  finds the nearest integer less than or equal to x and 

d  = - A |_(y + A I2 ) I  A \  is an unique integer multiple o f A. The value of A is 

determined according to the power of the transmitted signal and the modulation 

used [51]. For example, if  M c -ary PAM is used and a, is from the set

{±1,±3,...,±(MC-1 )} , A should be chosen as 2M c . If  M c-ary square QAM is 

used and af is from the set {a1 + j a Q \ a1 ,aQ e  {±1,±3, . . . ,±Q M c -1)}}, A should 

be chosen as 2^/Mc .

For the system shown in Figure 2.1, if  we assume both the transmitted signal 

and the channel impulse response are real, the output of the modulo device is

dk =MOD^ (ak ') - a k '~ A\{ak'+ A / 2) / A J = ak ’+ dk = ak + dk -  £  htak_t . (2.4)
i= l

Thus, the TH precoder can be seen as generating an effective data symbol 

vk = ak + dk where dk = - A ^ ( a k ’+ A / 2 ) / A j  is called precoding symbol. Then,

vk is passed through a feedback filter to pre-eliminate the ISI. It is generated by

the modulo device to constrain the dynamic range of the precoding output. This 

equivalent structure o f the TH precoder is also shown in Figure 2.1. This 

equivalent structure provides a linear representation of the TH precoder, so it is 

extensively used in the design of processing algorithms employing THP.

Applying THP, one can find that the received signal becomes 

yk = ak + dk +nk . Since dk can be removed by the modulo device MOD/)()  at 

the receiver end, the signal ak is transmitted through the system without any ISI.

In the above introduction of the TH precoder, the transmitted signal and the 

channel are assumed to be real. If the transmitted signal and the channel are both 

complex, the modulo device should operate on both the real part and the
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imaginary part o f its input [51], [70]. We use a[ and a f  to represent the real and 

imaginary parts of ak , and use a[ and a f  to represent the real and imaginary 

parts of the precoding output ak . Thus, one has

L - 1 L - 1

a[ = MODA(a'k - R e { ^ a h .}) = a[ + d ’k -R e { £ d ,d t_,.} (2.5)

d! = - A

i = l  i= l

L - 1

(a'k -  Re { £  hflk_t} + A / 2) / A (2.6)
1=1

L - 1 I - 1

a f  = MOD,,(af - I m = a f  + d f  - I m f c h & J  (2.7)

d ? = - A

i = 1 i = l

L - \

(2 .8)(a f -Im { ^ /? ,d t_,.} + A I2 ) I  A

It can be easily verified that the received signal after going through the modulo 

device is the ISI free version of the transmitted signal and the equivalent structure 

of the TH precoder shown in Figure 2.1 can also be used.

Another situation is the application of the THP for real signals on complex 

channels, which is not explicitly explained in the literature. Transmitting BPSK 

signals on wireless channels is an example o f this scenario. In this situation, since 

ak is a real signal, to effectively constrain the transmitted power, the output o f the 

TH precoder should also be a real signal, so the imaginary part of the input to the 

TH precoder should be discarded. In this case, the linear description of the TH 

precoder in Figure 2.1 can still be used to represent the precoding procedure, but 

the real and imaginary parts of the precoding symbol dk should be generated

differently. The real part of dk is still generated using the modulo device as in 

(2.6). However, the imaginary part of dk, d f  , should be a real number (no longer 

restricted to an integer multiple of A) which lets d f = 0, i.e.,

L - 1 I - 1

a? = (af -  + = a f  + af -  l m = 0 (2.9)
1=1  1 =  1

a f  ^ ( a f - I m j f y .4 . , } )  (2.10)
1=1
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Therefore, ak will be a real signal as ak , and its value is restricted to 

[- A  / 2, A12).  At the receiver, the received signal is y k = ak + dk + nk . Only the 

real part o f y k goes into the modulo and decision device, while the imaginary part 

of y k is discarded, so d f  leaves no influence on the decision of ak .

It should be noted that using the TH precoder, although the value o f the 

precoder output, ak, is restricted to a specific range, since the value of ak is not

taken from the constellation points, there is still a transmitted power increase. 

However, this transmitted power increase is significantly smaller as compared to 

that with linear pre-processing algorithms [62], and it is negligible for moderate 

modulation sizes and vanishes completely as the modulation size approaches 

infinity [51]. The precoding loss, which is defined as y 2p = E[| a |2]/ E[| a |2] , is 

used to measure this transmitted power increase [51].

2.3 Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing 

Algorithm

The structure o f the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm for the 

downlink of multi-user MIMO systems proposed in [51] and [52] is shown in 

Figure 2.2. In this structure, matrix F (size N x M )  at the transmitter works as a 

feedforward filter, and matrix (B-I) works as a feedback filter, where B (size 

M x M ) should be a unit lower triangular matrix (a lower triangular matrix with 

ones on the main diagonal) [61]. In Figure 2.2, the block outlined by the dashed 

line at the transmitter is the TH precoder. From the introduction of the TH 

precoder in Section 2.2, one can see that the precoder equivalently generates an 

effective data vector v = ( y \ v TK)T = a + d as the input to B_1 , where 

d = (d f ,d 2 ,...,d^)r is the precoding vector used to constrain the transmitted 

power, a = (a ^ a ^ ,...,a ^ )r = B“'v  = B_1(a + d) is the precoded output vector.
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Figure 2.2 Structure of the nonlinear pre-processing on the downlink of a multi

user MIMO system.

At the receiver end, the modulo operation can retrieve the data vector a from 

the received effective data vector v. In the structure shown by Figure 2.2, each 

received signal needs to be scaled before going into the modulo and decision 

device. The scaling factors at all the mobiles, g n ,g 22’—^ mm > are determined at 

the transmitter. Hence, their values need to be transmitted to the mobiles.

For the system structure illustrated in Figure 2.2, we introduce a diagonal 

matrix G =diag[gn ,g 22,...,gMW], whose diagonal elements are made up o f the

scaling factors at all the receivers. The signals y \ , y ' 2,...,y'M that will go through

the modulo and decision devices can be represented as

y - G y

= G H FB 'v + Gn (2.11)

= GHFB_1v + n

where y ' = ( y \ , y ' 2,. .. ,y'Mf , and n = {r\,n2,...,nM)T = G n .

The ZF criterion ensures that all the inter-stream interference is pre

eliminated, so

G H FB1 = I (2.12)
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is required.

For the nonlinear pre-processing structure shown in Figure 2.2, although the 

power of the TH precoder output a is constrained by the modulo operation, the 

transmitted power is still influenced by the linear pre-processing matrix F. For a 

practical system the available transmitted power is fixed, so transmitted power 

constraint should be applied in the design of the pre-processing matrix F. The 

most commonly used transmitted power constraint is the average transmitted 

power constraint, which requires the average total transmitted energy per symbol 

interval EtI to be a constant. Since

Ea = E[x"x] = tr{FRsF"} = t r fF F " } ^  , (2.13)

constraint on F as

tr{FF"} = M  (2.14)

can make the average transmitted power constant. Here the assumption that 

R a = cr2-l  is used as in [51] and [52], and the value of <y\ for different

modulations can be found using the results for precoding loss in [51].

It is noted that the solution o f processing matrices B, F, and G that satisfies 

(2.12) and (2.14) is not unique. In the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm proposed in [51] and [52], processing matrices B, F, and G are obtained 

using the following equations.

H H " = R R "  (2.15)

G c= d iag [[R ][;,[R £ ,...,[R ]^ ] (2.16)

BC=GR (2.17)

Fc=HfR  (2.18)

where (2.15) is the Cholesky factorization [61] of H H W, and R  is an M  x M  

lower triangular matrix with real diagonal elements.

Equivalently, matrices B, F, and G in the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm can also be obtained by performing the QR factorization 

[61] to H w, i.e.,
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h " = [ q  q ]
R'

0,
(2.19)

( N - M ) yM  _

where Q is an N  x M  matrix, Q is an N  x (N-M) matrix, and R ' is an M  x M  

upper triangular matrix with real diagonal elements. Then,

G c =diag[[R f t , [R f t , -  , [R T ft1 (2-20)

Bc =GcR'w (2.21)

Fc = Q • (2.22)

It can be easily found that the processing matrix F of the conventional ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm satisfies F^FC = 1 , so the transmitted power 

constraint in (2.14) is satisfied.

From (2.11) and (2.12), one can see that if  the ZF criterion is satisfied, y ' is 

y ' = v + n . (2.23)

Therefore, all the inter-layer interference is eliminated. The performance of MS, 

will be determined by the variance of the noise nt . The covariance matrix of the 

noise vector n is

O ifi= E [n n ft 

= cr2G cG "
" c c (2.24)

= d ia g t f  /[Rtf,,*;2 /[R]22,...,cr„2

= diagK 2 /[R ']2,,cr2 /[R ']22,-.,c r2 /[R'fMM]

From (2.23) and (2.24), the SNR of MS,-’s received signal y  \ is

yj = E [ |fl,.|2]/E [|n ,.|2] = [R]2/c7n2 . (2.25)

Here, we assume the modulo device at the receiver can successfully remove the 

precoding vector d from the received effective data vector v.

To examine the performance of different mobiles when the conventional ZF 

nonlinear p re-p rocessin g  algorithm  is  app lied , the fo llo w in g  lem m a from  [71] and

[72] is useful.

Lemma 2.1: Assume A is an M  x N  matrix ( M  < N )  with i.i.d. entries, and 

each entry of A has a normalized zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution. A = 

LQ is the QR-type decomposition where L = [ly] is an M  x M  lower triangular
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matrix and Q is an M  x N  matrix with orthonormal rows. Then, the random 

variables dx = /,2, ,d2 = l22,...,dM - l 2MM are statistically independent and dt has a 

central chi-square distribution with 2(M  -  i +1) degrees of freedom.

This lemma implies that for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm described above the random variable [R]?. has a central chi-square 

distribution with 2( M  -  i +1) degrees of freedom. Thus, the SNR of y  \ also has a 

central chi-square distribution with 2(M  -  i +1) degrees of freedom. As a result, 

the performance of MS/ is worse than that of MS* if j  > k.

The solution for processing matrices B, F, and G that satisfies (2.12) and 

(2.14) is not unique. However, in [51] and [52], there is no explanation about the 

reason why this particular solution for the processing matrices has been chosen. It 

is only mentioned in [52] that the processing matrices o f the ZF DFD in the V- 

BLAST system [17], [18] are derived using the QR factorization, and the ZF DFD 

also applies a feedforward filter and a feedback filter to eliminate the inter-stream 

interference, so the authors o f [51] and [52] propose to use the QR factorization to 

find the solution for the ZF-based nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. However, 

the feedforward filters in the nonlinear pre-processing structure o f Figure 2.2 and 

in the ZF DFD structure have different functions due to the difference in their 

location. In the ZF DFD, the feedforward filter is at the receiver, so it influences 

the noise the DFD sees. The solution for the feedforward filter in the ZF DFD 

found using the QR factorization ensures that the noise is white and uncorrelated 

[64], [73]. However, in the nonlinear pre-processing structure, since the 

feedforward filter is located at the transmitter, the noise is not influenced by the 

feedforward filter, but the feedforward filter influences the transmitted power. 

Therefore, the design philosophy o f the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm is somewhat questionable.

For the nonlinear pre-processing structure shown in Figure 2.2, the solution 

for the processing matrices that satisfies (2.12) and (2.14) is not unique, so it is 

important to know which solution should be chosen. In the next section, we
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propose a generalized ZF nonlinear pre-pocessing structure, and investigate the 

optimal ZF nonlinear pre-processing solution.

2.4 Generalized ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing Structure

The ZF criterion (2.12) for the nonlinear pre-processing structure shown in Figure

2.2 can be written equivalently as

HF = G-'B. (2.26)

Recalling that G is a diagonal matrix, and B is a unit lower triangular matrix, 

from (2.26) it is clear that if  matrix F is found, matrices B and G will result 

accordingly. Therefore, next, we will discuss how to design the matrix F.

First, it is clear that the ZF criterion (2.26) requires that the matrix F makes 

the product o f HF a lower triangular matrix. Therefore, the Mi column o f F 

should be in the null space [61] o f H t s= [(H)f ,(H )2 ,...,(H)[_j]r , i.e.,

H , [F ] ,= 0 ,_ u . (2.27)

The solution of [F]^ that satisfies (2.27) can be represented as

[ F L = N A ,  (2.28)

where N* is an N x ( N - k  + l) matrix whose columns are the orthonormal basis 

vectors of nul^H*.) and t k can be any ( N - k  + l )x l  vector. The matrix Nt can 

be found by singular value decomposition (SVD) [61] of H*.. Now, we can see

that only t l5t 2,...,tM need to be determined to find F. It is noted that the matrix F 

should be designed under the transmitted power constraint in (2.14). Due to (2.28) 

and since Nt consists of orthonormal columns, then || [F]t ||2=|| t k ||2 , and 

therefore (2.14) becomes
M

£ l | t J 2 = M .  (2.29)
k =1

Consequently, t , , t 2,...,tM should be found under the constraint (2.29). Since 

there is an infinite number of sets t , , t 2,...,tA/ that satisfy (2.29), it is clear that 

there is an infinite number of solutions for the processing matrices that satisfy the 

ZF criterion under the transmitted power constraint (2.14). Now the problem of
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how to choose t ,,t2,...,tM arises. To answer this question, we will first study how 

t , ,t2,...,tM influence the system performance.

From the ZF criterion (2.12), keeping in mind B is unit triangular, one can see

that

[G L (H ),[F ],= 1  (230)

is required. Due to (2.28), (2.30) becomes

[ G U H ^ N ^ l .  (2.31)

From (2.23), (2.24), and (2.31), one can see that the SNR of M Sfs received 

signal is

yk =l/(cr2„ |[G]tt |2H ( H ) t N A  f  / o *. (2.32)

Therefore, the choice of vector t k has direct influence on the performance of 

MS/t, and to optimize the performance of MS*, | (H)ANA:tJfc |2 should be 

maximized. However, the constraint (2.29) should be added when selecting 

t1,t2,...,tM, and this constraint makes the optimization problems for different 

mobiles dependent.

In this thesis, we will solve the design problem of tj,t2,...,tM in two steps. 

First, we give the optimal t ,,t2,...,tM solution under any given transmitted power 

allocation to different data streams. Then, the choice of the power allocation 

scheme will be studied.

2.4.1 The Generalized Structure

Since ||t t ||2=|| [F]  ̂ ||2, one can see that the power o f t*. is the transmitted power

allocated to the Mi transmitted data stream. Lemma 2.2 below gives the optimal 

t ,,t2,...,tM under any given transmitted power allocation to different data 

streams, and it can be easily proven.

Lemma 2.2: If  the transmitted powers allocated to the M  data streams are
M

assumed to be p x, p 2,...,pM ( || t k ||2= p k , ^ Pk = M  ), the vector t̂ . that
k =1

minimizes the BER for MS* is
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‘ t = ^ N “ (H)” /||(H )1N J .  (2.33)

Using this result [F]t becomes

[F], = [F0 L = V ft NX  W f 11! II • (2-34)

It can be shown that matrix F found using (2.34) can be represented 

equivalently as

Fg =QP (2.35)

where Q is the QR factorization result of H;/ in (2.19) and 

P = diag[■s[p^,y[p^,—,'yjp^] ■ Then, matrices B and G can be found to be

Bg = P ' B cP (2.36)

Gg = P -1G c (2.37)

where Bc and Gc are matrices for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm given by (2.21) and (2.20).

The feedforward filter FG given by (2.35) is made up of two terms. The first 

term Q is determined by the channel matrix H (see (2.19)) and it is the same as 

the feedforward filter in the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. 

The second term P is the power allocation matrix for the precoding output a . 

Based on this solution, we propose a generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

structure as shown in Figure 2.3. It is clear that different ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithms can be realized by choosing different power allocation 

factors in this structure. From Lemma 2.2, one can see that the generalized ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing structure achieves minimum BER for each mobile under 

the power allocation p v p 2,...,pM .
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MOD

Figure 2.3 Structure of the generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing.

The power allocation factors o f the generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

structure should be chosen based on different performance requirements. Next, we 

will discuss how to determine the power allocation factors.

2.4.2 Determining the Power Allocation Factors for the 

Generalized ZF Nonlinear Pre-Pocessing Sructure
First, it can be seen that the power allocation factors directly influence the 

performance of different mobiles. Using equations (2.35)-(2.37) for the 

processing matrices, the SNR of MS* can be found as

yk = 1 /K 2[G0£ )  = Pk /(<7„2[GC& ) ■ (2.38)

2.4.2.1 Optimal ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing Algorithm under any Relative 

SNR Requirement

From (2.38), it can be seen that the relative SNR performance of different mobiles 

can be controlled by power allocation, i.e., choosing the values o f p l,p 2,...,pM. 

For example, if  the SNR of MS* (k  = 1,2,..., M )  is required to be yk = aXk, where 

Xk relates to the ratio of different SNRs and a  is a common factor, the power 

allocation factor should be set as
M

(2.39)
k =  1

Interestingly, it can be further shown (see Appendix A) that the formulas (2.35) 

-(2.37) for the processing matrices with power allocation (2.39) achieve
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minimum BER for each mobile for the required relative SNR defined by yk = aXk 

for MS* (£ = 1,2,...,M ).

For a commercial wireless communication system where fair treatment of 

different users is desired, a ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm that can realize 

balanced performance of all mobiles is required. In this special case, the relative 

SNR of all the mobiles is required to be the same, i.e., f x- y 2 ~ — = f M • Using the 

above analysis, it can be seen that the processing matrices of the optimal ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm that achieves minimum BER for each mobile 

under the assumption that all the mobiles have equal SNR should be found using 

(2.35)-(2.37) with the following power allocation
M

A = [ M / £ ( [  C c liM G cS ,. (2.40)
k=\

We will call the ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm using the processing 

matrices given by (2.35)-(2.37) and (2.40) the balanced ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm in this thesis.

2.4.2.2 Optimal ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing Algorithm Satisfying the 

Individual SNR Target at Each Mobile

Another problem which is sometimes o f interest in the wireless communications 

is to achieve minimum average total transmitted power when there is individual 

SNR target at each mobile, i.e., the SNR of MS* is required to be larger than or 

equal to yk . It can be shown that the processing matrices (2.35)-(2.37) of the 

generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure achieve the solution of this 

problem. The power allocation factor should be set to p k = <y2n[G c fkkyk , and the 

minimum average total transmitted energy per symbol interval then becomes
__ M  M

£ , = l A ^ . !Z « Gc]»n). (241)
i t = l

2.4.2.3 Minimum BER ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing Algorithm

From the average system performance point of view, the ZF-based nonlinear pre

processing algorithm that achieves minimum average BER (the minimum BER 

ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm) is of great interest. Since the generalized
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ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure can achieve minimum average BER under 

any power allocation, it is clear that the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm can be realized by designing the power allocation matrix P 

o f the generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure. Next, we will derive the 

minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm based on the generalized 

ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure we have proposed.

Assume the BER of MS* is P(yk) . From (2.38) the average BER of all 

mobiles is
M  M

p ,= (1 / « ) £  P (n) = 0 1 * o £  P(P, K°l [Gc £ ) ) .  (2.42)
*=1 k=\

The problem is to find the values o f p l, p 2,...,pM that minimize Pe. It is seen that

the problem of finding p l, p 2,...,pM that minimize Pe has the same form as the

problem of finding the power allocation factors that minimize the average BER 

for the ZF DFD in the V-BLAST system [75]. Therefore, the method proposed in 

[75] can be used to solve the problem for the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm. For BPSK and QPSK with Gray encoding [74], exact 

expression o f the average BER can be found and then the average BER is 

minimized. For modulations of larger sizes, it is hard to obtain the exact 

expression of the average BER, so an approximate expression for the average 

BER is minimized [75].

2.4.3 Relationship between the Generalized ZF Nonlinear Pre- 

Processing Structure and the Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre- 

Processing Algorithm

Comparing the solutions for the processing matrices of the conventional ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the generalized ZF nonlinear pre

p rocessin g  structure, it can  be seen  clearly  that the con ven tion a l ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm is a special implementation of the generalized ZF nonlinear 

pre-processing structure with P = I, which means the transmitted power is equally 

allocated to the M  data streams. Therefore, from Lemma 2.2, one can see that the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm minimizes the BER for each
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mobile under equal power allocation. To our knowledge, this property of the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm has not been previously 

demonstrated.

It is noted that the processing matrices of the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm are intuitively introduced. The influence o f this algorithm on 

the performance o f different mobiles and on the overall performance of the 

system has not been considered during the design. From the analysis in Section

2.3 one can see that using this algorithm the SNRs of different mobiles are 

decided by the channel matrix. It can be found that there are significant 

differences in the performance of different mobiles, and the gap between the 

worst performance and the best performance o f the mobiles is very large. Also, 

this algorithm is not optimal from the average system performance point of view. 

The generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure we propose provides a 

framework to design different ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithms based on 

different optimization requirements, including optimization under any given 

relative SNR requirement, optimization under the individual SNR target, and 

optimization in the average system BER performance sense, as shown in Sections 

2.4.2.1-2.4.2.3.

It is also interesting to point out that the proposed generalized ZF nonlinear 

pre-processing structure provides a simplified way to achieve power allocation for 

the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. In [76], a nonlinear pre

processing structure that supports power allocation is proposed for single-user 

MIMO systems. This structure can be directly used to perform power allocation in 

the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. With this structure, 

power allocation works on the original data vector a, so data symbols with 

different powers are input into the modulo device. The modulo device therefore 

has to be modified to support different signal amplitudes. Assume the powers of
M

different data symbols are assigned as p x, p 2,... ,pM ( ^ pk = M ) .  From (2.25),
k =1

the SNR of MS* is then yk = p k /(c r[G c] ^ ) . Comparing this result with (2.38), it 

is clear that the generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure can realize the
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same SNRs by choosing P = d i a g I t  can also be proven that 

the same maximum achievable sum rate as in the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm using the structure o f [76] can be achieved using the 

proposed structure. Since power allocation works on a instead o f a in the 

proposed structure, the modulo device needs no change, and hence, the system 

complexity is reduced.

2.4.4 Simulation Results

In this section, we use simulation to show the performance advantage o f the 

balanced ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm proposed in Section 2.4.2.1 in 

improving the worst mobile’s performance compared to the conventional ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, and the performance advantage of the 

minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm proposed in Section 2.4.2.3 

in improving the average BER performance of the system compared to the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm.

In our simulations, BER vs. SNR curves are determined. We assume the 

channel matrix H changes independently from one symbol interval to the next. 

The SNR used in our simulation is defined as

SNR = ----- ^ ------ (2.43)
^ 0log2Me

where Etr =E[ | |x | |2] is the average total transmitted energy per symbol interval, 

N0 is the one-sided noise power spectral density, and M c is the constellation 

size. The transmitted power increase of the TH precoder is accounted for with this 

SNR definition.

2.4.4.1 Performance Comparison of the Balanced ZF Nonlinear Pre- 

Processing Algorithm and the Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing 

A lg o r i th m

From the analysis in Section 2.3, it can be found that when the conventional ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is applied, the performance of MSV is worse 

than that o f MS* if j  > k. It can be shown by simulation that the gap between the 

worst performance and the best performance of the mobiles is very large. This is
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an undesirable feature for a commercial wireless communication system where 

fair treatment of different users is usually required. The balanced ZF nonlinear 

pre-processing algorithm proposed in Section 2.4.2.1 can solve this problem. We 

have shown that this algorithm can achieve minimum BER for each mobile under 

the assumption that all the mobiles have equal SNR. Next, we will use simulation 

to show the advantage of the balanced ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. 

The number of single-antenna mobiles and the number of transmit antennas at the 

base station are chosen as M =  N =  4. BPSK modulation is used.

Figure 2.4 shows the performance comparison of the balanced ZF nonlinear 

pre-processing algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm. When the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is used, 

the BER curves of M Si,...,M S4 are obtained. It can be found that MS4, whose 

signal component is precoded latest, has the worst performance and the 

performance gaps between different mobiles are very large. One can see that at
■3

BER = 10' ,  the performance of MS4 is approximately 21 dB worse than the 

performance o f MSi. When the balanced ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is 

used, all the mobiles have the same performance and it can be clearly seen that the 

worst mobile’s performance is greatly improved. At BER = 10'3, the balanced ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm achieves approximately 5.5 dB gain over the 

worst mobile’s performance. In Figure 2.4, the average mobile performance o f the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the balanced ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm are also compared. It is noted that when the 

balanced ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is used, all the mobiles have the 

same performance, so the average mobile performance is the same as the 

performance o f each mobile. It can be found that although the average mobile 

performance o f the balanced ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm exhibits a 

little degradation as compared to that of the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm, the two algorithms’ average mobile performance is very 

close at high SNR. Considering the remarkable ability of the balanced ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm to improve the worst mobile’s performance, it 

is a very promising algorithm.
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Figure 2.4 Performance comparison of the balanced ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm (BPSK,

M  = N  = 4).

2.4.4.2 Performance Comparison of the Minimum BER ZF Nonlinear Pre- 

Processing Algorithm and the Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing 

Algorithm

The advantage of the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm over 

the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is demonstrated by 

simulation in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6. In Figure 2.5, a multi-user MIMO system 

with 4 transmit antennas at the base station and 4 single-antenna mobiles (M  = 

N =  4) is considered, while in Figure 2.6 M =  N -  8. The average BER over all the 

mobiles vs. SNR curves are determined with BPSK modulation. It is seen that the 

minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm achieves significantly 

better performance than the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. 

At BER = 10'3, the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm gives
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about 5 dB gain over the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm for 

the system with M — N =  4. For the system with M = N =  8, the minimum BER ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm gives about 7.5 dB gain over the conventional 

ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm at BER = 10‘3.

Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing 
Minimum BER ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing

.-2

5 to 15 20 25 30 35
SNR(dB)

Figure 2.5 Performance comparison of the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm

(BPSK, M =  N =  4).
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Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing 
Minimum BER ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing

10

15 20 25 30 355 10
SNRfdB)

Figure 2.6 Performance comparison of the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm

(BPSK, M = N =  8).

2.5 MMSE Nonlinear Pre-Processing Algorithm

For the nonlinear pre-processing structure shown in Figure 2.2, the application of 

the ZF criterion to design the processing matrices has been discussed in Section

2.4. However, although the ZF criterion (2.12) ensures that all the inter-stream 

interference can be pre-eliminated, it does not constrain the noise enhancement. 

To achieve better performance, in this section, the MMSE criterion is used to 

design the processing matrices of the nonlinear pre-processing structure in Figure

2.2. Leaving some residual inter-stream interference, the MMSE criterion based 

algorithm (MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm) minimizes the MSE, 

which includes both the residual inter-stream interference and noise. Thus, it can
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achieve significantly better performance than the ZF-based nonlinear pre

processing algorithm.

Next, we will derive the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm for the 

system structure shown in Figure 2.2. It is assumed that the transmitter has the 

knowledge of the noise variance <y2.

The error vector that needs to be considered for the system in Figure 2.2 is the 

difference between the effective data vector v = a + d and the signal vector y ' 

entering the decision module , i.e.,

The MMSE solution should be able to minimize tr(<Dee) with respect to

processing matrices B, F, and G, where B is a unit lower triangular matrix and G 

is a diagonal matrix.

First, as has been revealed in Section 2.3, the pre-processing matrix F will 

influence the transmitted power. We still use the average transmitted power 

constraint, so matrix F is required to satisfy (2.14), i.e., trfFF^} = M  . To satisfy 

the transmitted power constraint (2.14) and to obtain a closed-from expression for 

the processing matrices, we assume that matrix F has orthonormal columns, i.e., 

F f/F = I . It is noted that the processing matrix F in the conventional ZF nonlinear 

pre-processing algorithm described in Section 2.3 also has orthonormal columns, 

and with this assumption the transmitted power is equally allocated to the multiple 

data streams to be transmitted. As it will be discussed in Section 2.5.1, the benefit 

o f this assumption is that it can avoid the variation of the transmitted power at 

each transmit antenna for systems with M=N.

Invoking the orthogonality principle, the MMSE solution should satisfy

e = y v  = Gy -  Ba = (GHF -  B)a + Gn (2.44)

The error covariance matrix is

<Fee=E[ee"]

= (GHF -  B)R, (GHF -  B)7/ + a 2„GGH
(2.45)

E[ey"] = 0 . (2.46)

Thus, from (2.44)

E[Gyy/ / -B a y " ]  = 0 (2.47)
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G tH F R jF ^H " + a 2nl) = B R jF^H " . (2.48)

Introducing £ = cr2n / cr?, (2.48) becomes

G (H F F "H " + £1) = B F "H " . (2.49)

Our task now is to find matrices B, F, and G that can satisfy (2.49), where B is an 

M  x M  unit lower triangular matrix, F is an TV x M  matrix with orthonormal 

columns, and G is an M x  M  diagonal matrix.

It is found that matrices B, F, and G that satisfy (2.49) can be derived using 

the following equations.

R R " = (H  + |H f" )(H "  + <?Hf) (2.50)

G = d iag [[R ]h \[R ^ ,. J R ] ^ M] (2.51)

B = GR (2.52)

F = (H / / + ^ H t )R _//. (2.53)

Here, (2.50) is the Cholesky factorization of (H + <̂ Ht//)(H// + £ H t ) , and R  is an 

M x M lower triangular matrix.

Equivalently, the above result of B, F, and G can also be obtained through the 

QR factorization o f H ff + £ H t . Assuming the QR factorization o f H w + £ H t 

gives

R '
H " + £ H f = [Q ' Q ’] (2.54)

where Q ' is an N  x M  matrix, Q ' is an TV x (N-M) matrix, and R ' is an M  x M  

upper triangular matrix, matrices B, F, and G are

G=diag[[R X,1, [R £ , . . . ,  [R ] (2.55)

B = G R '"  (2.56)

F = Q '. (2.57)

Proof that matrices B, F, and G given by (2.50)-(2.53) or (2.54)-(2.57) can 

satisfy (2.49) is included in Appendix B.

With the B, F, and G we found above for the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm, the error covariance matrix is
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<Pee = <r„2 G 2 + ^ ( H H ^ r ' G  (2.58)

Appendix C shows how (2.58) is derived.

Finally, let us compare the computational complexity of the proposed MMSE 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm of [51] and [52], From Section 2.3, it can be seen that the 

computational complexity of the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm is mainly determined by the QR factorization of an A x  M matrix, H w. 

From the derivation of the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm in this 

section, it is seen that the computational complexity of the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm is mainly determined by the calculation of the pseudo

inverse of matrix H and the QR factorization of an N  x M  matrix, H w + £H f .

Therefore, although the computational complexity of the proposed MMSE 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is higher than that of the conventional ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, the computational complexity of the former is 

still of the same order as that o f the latter, e.g., in systems with M  -  N, the 

computational complexity of both algorithms is 0 ( N 3).

In Section 2.5.2, we will use simulations to show that the MMSE nonlinear 

pre-processing algorithm we have developed in this section can achieve 

significant performance improvement over the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm.

2.5.1 Comparison of the Proposed MMSE Nonlinear Pre- 

Processing Algorithm and Other MMSE-Criterion-Based Design
The design of the MMSE-criterion-based nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

which minimizes the sum MSE at all the receive branches under a fixed total 

transmitted power has also been studied by some other recent work [66], [77]— 

[80]. The MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm proposed in this thesis is 

different from the work in [66], [77]—[80] and exhibits its unique advantage.
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For simplicity we will call the algorithm of [77]—[79] as the JBU MMSE 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm in the sequel. The difference between the 

proposed MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the JBU MMSE 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is discussed in the following.

The MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm we have proposed is derived 

under the constraint that the processing matrix F has orthonormal columns. With 

this constraint, when M - N ,  F  becomes a unitary matrix, so the transmitted power 

at each transmit antenna is determined only by cr?, i.e.,

E[ I x„|2] = E[ | (F)„a |2] = cr2 n = \ , . . . ,N .  (2.59)

Since cr? = / 2cr2 and the value of y 2p is already known [51], in this case the

required dynamic range of the transmitted power at each antenna is not influenced 

by the pre-processing. The transmitted powers at the multiple transmit antennas 

will all have the same value and this value will not change with the variation of 

the channel. This feature is an important advantage in the design of a practical 

system. If  E[ | xn |2] varies, the linear dynamic range of the power amplifier at 

each antenna must be able to cover the variation of E[ | xn |2] . Otherwise, the 

output signal will be distorted. Because at high SNR the sum capacity of the 

multi-user MIMO downlink grows linearly with min(M,7V) [23]—[26] the systems 

with M  = N  are most efficient from the capacity’s point of view. Therefore, this 

feature of the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is very useful.

The expressions for the processing matrices in the JBU MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm of [77]—[79] are derived based on the assumption that all the 

scaling factors at different mobiles have the same value; this constraint is not used 

in the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing we propose. It is noted that this constraint 

is not necessary for the precoding algorithm to work. Its adoption in [77]—[79] is 

to  facilitate the derivation  o f  a c lo sed -fo rm  exp ression  for p ro cessin g  m atrices. 

The processing matrix F in the JBU MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is 

required to make the total transmitted power constant, while no other constraint is

2 JBU indicates the names of the authors of [77], where the algorithm was originally introduced.
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added on F. Therefore, the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm we have 

proposed and the JBU MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm in fact deal 

with two optimization problems under different constraints, which leads to 

different derivation and different solutions for the processing matrices B, F, and 

G. The processing matrix F of the JBU MMSE nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm does not have orthonormal columns. Therefore, when the JBU MMSE 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is applied in systems with M  = N  the 

transmitted power at each transmit antenna is different and varies with the 

variation of the channel. It will be shown by simulation in Section 2.5.2 that the 

transmitted power at each transmit antenna spans a very large range. Therefore, 

when this algorithm is applied, the required dynamic range of the power amplifier 

at each antenna is much higher than that needed with the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm we have proposed.

The MMSE-criterion-based nonlinear pre-processing algorithm proposed in 

[66] is derived based on the duality of multi-user MIMO downlink with dirty- 

paper coding and multi-user MIMO uplink with perfect SIC. The processing 

matrices of this algorithm have to be found by exhaustive search. More recently, 

processing matrices for the nonlinear pre-processing based on the MMSE 

criterion have been solved by exploiting the duality between DFD and THP in 

[80], However, an iterative method needs to be used to find the solution, and as 

stated in [80] “the global optimality of the solution” cannot be proved. Since the 

processing matrices of the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm we have 

proposed are defined by closed-form expressions, the computational complexity 

of the proposed algorithm is significantly lower than that of the algorithms of [66] 

and [80],

2.5.2 Simulation Results
In our simulations, BER vs. SNR curves are determined. The BER is the average 

BER over all the mobiles. Two kinds of modulation, QPSK and square 16QAM 

with Gray encoding [74], are used. The channel is assumed to change 

independently from one symbol interval to the next. The SNR used in our 

simulation is defined by (2.43).
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Figure 2.7 shows the performance comparison of the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

when QPSK with Gray encoding [74] is used. The number of single-antenna 

mobiles and the number of transmit antennas at the base station are chosen as M -  

N  = 4. It is clearly seen that the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm can 

achieve significantly better performance than the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm. At BER = 10'3 the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm achieves approximately 7 dB gain over the conventional ZF nonlinear 

pre-processing algorithm.

Figure 2.8 presents the performance comparison of the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

when 16QAM with Gray encoding [74] is used. The number of single-antenna 

mobiles and the number o f transmit antennas at the base station are M -  N =  4. It 

is seen that at BER = 10'3 the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm gives 

about 3.5 dB gain over the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm.

In Figure 2.9, the performance curves of the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm in a multi

user MIMO system with 6 transmit antennas at the base station and 4 single

antenna mobiles are drawn. QPSK with Gray encoding [74] is used. It can be 

observed that at BER = 10'3 the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm gives 

approximately 1.8 dB gain over the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm.

It is well known that the MMSE filter converges to the ZF filter when SNR 

goes to infinity or noise variance goes to zero [74], However, the performance of 

the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear 

pre-processing algorithm does not converge in the high SNR region as shown in 

Figure 2.7, Figure 2.8, and Figure 2.9. It has also been shown in [30] and [44] that 

when working in the MIMO antenna systems the performance of the MMSE 

linear detector does not converge to that of the ZF linear detector at high SNR 

region, and the performance of the MMSE DFD also does not converge to that of 

the ZF DFD at high SNR region. This somewhat puzzling phenomenon has been
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studied in [81] and [82]. It has been shown there that the gap between the post

processing SNRs of the ZF DFD and the MMSE DFD when working in MIMO 

antenna systems does not diminish as SNR goes to infinity, which implies the 

performance gap between these two algorithms does not vanish at high SNR 

region. The MMSE DFD can gain more post-processing signal power than the ZF 

DFD, because instead o f nulling out all the inter-stream interference as the ZF 

filter, the MMSE filter can effectively recover the desired signal’s information 

hidden in the interference space. Using similar approach as that of [81] and [82], 

one can find that the performance gap between the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

also does not diminish in high SNR region.

Finally, the performance o f the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

and the JBU MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm of [77]—[79] is compared. 

A multi-user MIMO system with 4 transmit antennas at the base station and 4 

single-antenna mobiles is considered, and 16QAM is used. Based on the 

discussion in Section 2.5.1, we know that when the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm is applied the transmitted power at each antenna will not 

change with the variation of the channel, but when the JBU MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm is applied the transmitted power at each antenna will vary 

with variations of the channel. Simulation is used to show how large is the 

dynamic range of the transmitted power at each antenna when the JBU MMSE 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is applied. 106 channel realizations have been 

tested. The dynamic range of the transmitted power at each antenna, which is 

denoted by D, is shown in Table 2.1 for different SNRs. It can be seen that the 

dynamic range of the transmitted power at each antenna is quite large when the 

JBU MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is applied. For example, when 

the SNR is 29.2 dB, our simulation shows that the dynamic range of the 

transmitted power at each antenna is as high as 27.6 dB, which implies the 

maximum transmitted power is 575 times the minimum transmitted power at each 

transmit antenna. The BER performance of the two algorithms is compared in 

Figure 2.10. The JBU MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm shows better
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performance than the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm we have 

proposed. However, it should be noted that the JBU MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm has the drawback of requiring large dynamic range of the 

transmitted power at each antenna. Therefore, the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm we have proposed appears to have a greater potential in 

practical applications.

Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing 
MMSE Nonlinear Pre-Processing________

im

15 20 25 30

Figure 2.7 Performance comparison of the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm (QPSK,

M  = N  = 4).
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Conventional ZF Noniinear Pre-Processing 
MMSE Nonlinear Pre-Processing________

,-2

1-3

20 25 30

Figure 2.8 Performance comparison of the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm (16QAM,

M  = N  = 4).
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Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing 
MMSE Nonlinear Pre-Processing________

o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
SNR(dB)

Figure 2.9 Performance comparison of the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm (QPSK,

M  = 4 , andN=  6).
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Table 2.1 The dynamic range of the transmitted power at each antenna when the 

JBU MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is applied.

SNR(dB) 4.2 5.2 6.2 7.2 8.2 9.2 10.2 11.2 12.2

£>(dB) 22.3 17.7 18.5 17.4 20.9 18.1 16.1 18.7 19.9

SNR(dB) 13.2 14.2 15.2 16.2 17.2 18.2 19.2 20.2 21.2

Z)(dB) 17.1 17.9 20.5 19.1 18.3 19.6 19.9 19.9 22.3

SNR(dB) 22.2 23.2 24.2 25.2 26.2 27.2 28.2 29.2 30.2

£>(dB) 22.0 22.5 23.9 23.4 24.7 25.2 26.2 27.6 27.5
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BE
R

MMSE Nonlinear Pre-Processing 
JBU MMSE Nonlinear Pre-Proces

5 to 15 20 25 30
SNR(cfB)

Figure 2.10 Performance comparison of the proposed MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm and the JBU MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm

(16QAM, M ~  N =  4).
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Chapter 3 Optimal Ordering 

Lemma

In this chapter, we will first show the importance of ordering in the nonlinear pre

processing algorithms described and proposed in the last chapter. The change of 

the system structure caused by ordering will be revealed. Then, an optimal 

ordering lemma will be introduced. Using this lemma, we will show that the 

“best-first” ordering method can achieve the optimal order in the minimax noise 

variance sense for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the 

optimal order in the minimax error variance sense for the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm we propose. An efficient way to perform the “best-first” 

ordering for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the 

MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm will be presented. The ordering 

problem in the other ZF-based nonlinear pre-processing algorithms proposed in 

Section 2.4 will also be addressed.

The system structure and assumptions described in Section 2.1 will be used in 

this chapter.

3.1 The Importance of Ordering

When the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm described in the 

last chapter is applied, it has been found that the performance of the system is 

decided by the noise variances cr? ,cx? . From (2.19)-(2.22) and (2.24), one

can see that the values of a? ,...,cr? are decided by the QR decomposition of the

conjugate transpose of the channel matrix, WH. It can be easily observed that 

ordering the columns of channel matrix H will not change the noise variances
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cr?,...,cr? . Thus, the system performance will not change due to ordering the 

columns o f H. However, ordering the rows of H will lead to corresponding 

change of <7 ? ,—,o \  . Thus, the system performance will change accordingly. For

example, let us consider a 4 x 4 channel matrix

0.03 - 0.9li 0.82 - 0.51 i -0.83 + 0.30i 0 .51+0.32i'

H
0.26 - 0.89i -1.84 + 0.68i 0.56-0.43i 0.29-0.53i

-0.21 + 0.43i 0.19 + 0.16i 0.34+ 1.44i 0.32-0.22i
-0.21 + O.OOi 0.34 + 0.12i 0.70+0.32i -1.04 - 0.87i

(3.1)

Using (2.19)-(2.22) and (2.24), one can find that the noise variances
2 2 2 2 5 o’* ? p. 9 aretit “  7 n-s5 n*

( * l  , * 1 * 1 * 1 )  = * 2n (0.34,0.22,0.62,1.01). 

If  the rows of H are ordered into

(3.2)

-0 .21+ O.OOi 0.34 + 0.12i 0.70+0.32i
-0.21 + 0.43i 0.19 + 0.16i 0.34+ 1,44i
0.03 - 0.91i 0.82 - 0.5li
0.26 - 0.89i -1.84 + 0.68i

-1.04 - 0.87i 
0.32 - 0.22i 

■0.83 + 0.30i 0.51 + 0.32i 
0.56 - 0.43i 0.29 - 0.53i

(3.3)

using H' instead of H in (2.19)-(2.22), one can get

( * l  , * l  , * l  ,* l2) = rr„2 (0.38,0.57,0.50,0.43) (3.4)

Therefore, it is clear that the performance of the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm might change if the order of the rows of the channel matrix 

changes.

This phenomenon can be explained intuitively as follows. For the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, the pre-processing can be 

seen as an iterative procedure. For the first precoded signal, the inter-stream 

interference from all the other signals is nulled out by linear precoding. Then, for 

the z'th (z = 2, ..., M-1) precoded signal, the spatial interference from the 

(z+l)th, ..., M h  precoded signals is nulled out by linear precoding, and the TH 

precoder is used to pre-eliminate the spatial interference from the 1st, ..., (z'-l)th 

precoded signals. For the last precoded signal, the spatial interference from all the
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other signals is pre-eliminated by the TH precoder. Nulling out the spatial 

interference from other users using linear precoding will lead to corresponding 

noise enhancement at the receiver. Hence, choosing different groups of signals to 

be nulled out will lead to different results of the noise enhancement. Therefore, 

different precoding orders of the signals will result in different noise enhancement 

effects and thus different performance. For the nonlinear pre-processing structure 

shown in Figure 2.2, it can be seen that ordering the rows of the channel matrix 

will directly change the precoding order. Therefore, the rows of the channel 

matrix can be ordered to minimize the negative impact o f the noise enhancement 

on the system performance, or in other words to improve the system performance.

The same phenomenon can also be observed for the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm and the other ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithms based 

on the generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure we have proposed in 

Sections 2.5 and 2.4, i.e., ordering the columns of the channel matrix will not 

change the system performance, but the system performance might change if the 

rows of the channel matrix are ordered in a different way.

Therefore, if  the rows of the channel matrix are suitably ordered, better 

performance can be achieved for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm, the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, and the generalized ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing structure based algorithms. In this chapter, we intend to 

find ordering methods on the rows of H which can lead to performance 

improvement for these algorithms.

3.2 Change of the System Structure Due to Ordering

First, let us study how the ordering of the rows of H will influence the system 

structure.

The rows o f channel matrix H = [(H)f, (H)2,..., (H )^ ]r are indexed by 

1,2,..., M  where represents the channel gains from the Anti, Ant2,...,Anfvto

MS,. We use L = {/,, /2,..., lM) to represent an order of the rows of H, and it is one 

permutation of the row indices, 1,2,...,M  It should be noted that in order to use 

the optimal ordering lemma introduced later, /,,/2,...,/M denote the Mth row, the
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(M-l)th row, the 1st row of the ordered H, respectively, i.e., if  the order of the 

rows of H is L = {/,, /2,..., lM) , H  should be ordered into

H (I)E [ ( H t ( H ) ^ .....( H ) [ f .  (3.5)

We assume that the data symbol at is destined for the MS,. For the nonlinear 

pre-processing structure shown in Figure 2.2, if  no ordering is applied, 

a = {av a2,...,aM)T is the data vector at the input of the precoding device. Since 

processing matrix B is a lower triangular matrix, precoding is processed from a ,, 

a2 to aM. x = ( x v x 2 , . . . , x n ) t  = FB”'(a + d) is the signal vector to be transmitted 

by the N transmit antennas. This structure is shown in Figure 3.1.

If H is ordered into H (i) as in (3.5), processing matrices B, F, and G should 

be generated using H (i) instead of H, and they are denoted as B(i), F(i), and 

G (i). Now, the received signal vector is represented as y(£) = H (i)x + n(i), where

y (L) = { y , M, y i MA, - , y h f , n ( i )  =  , V i » - >  I n  t h i s  s i t u a t l o n ’ t 0  t r a n s m i t

at to MS,-, a(i) should be a(i) =  (alu,a, x, —,ah Y ,  so precoding is processed from

a,M, alui to ah as shown in Figure 3.2. x = (x1,x2,...,xA,)r = F (i)B(i)"'(a(i)+ d (i)) 

is the signal vector to be transmitted by the N  transmit antennas.

v w ----------
x  MS,

vyM\-------
Y  MS^

Figure 3.1 Nonlinear pre-processing structure for the downlink of a multi-user 

MIMO system without ordering.
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Antt

\ | /

Precoding 
Using B(i)

MS,

MS,

Figure 3.2 Nonlinear pre-processing structure for the downlink of a multi-user 

MIMO system if order L  is used.

3.3 Optimal Ordering Lemma

A “best-first” ordering method has been used in the ZF DFD and MMSE DFD for 

single-user MIMO systems in [18] and [28]. A proof of the “best-first” ordering 

achieving the optimal order in the minimax noise variance sense for the ZF DFD 

was given in [27], However, a proof o f the optimum of the “best-first” ordering in 

the MMSE DFD was not given. In the following, an optimal ordering lemma will 

be proposed. This lemma gives the conditions under which the “best-first” 

ordering method is optimal. We have used this lemma to show that the “best-first” 

ordering achieves the optimal order in the minimax error variance sense for the 

MMSE DFD [44]. In this chapter, we will use this lemma to show that the “best- 

first” ordering method can achieve the optimal order in the minimax noise 

variance sense for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the 

optimal order in the minimax error variance sense for the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm we have proposed in Section 2.5.

To introduce the optimal ordering lemma, first let us assume there is a set of 

components indexed by 1 , 2 that need to be ordered. We define the 

performance parameters p l,p 2,...,pM as the parameters that relate to the M

components and directly reflect the performance of the order. The values of these 

performance parameters vary with the change of the order of these components, 

so better performance can be achieved by ordering these components. For 

example, for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the 

MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm the components that need to be
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ordered are the rows of the channel matrix H. The performance parameters are the 

noise variances (E[|Wj|2], E[| h2 12 E[|  hM |2]) for the conventional ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, and the error variances

(£ v£2,...,£M) ^ ( E[K  I2], E [|e2 12], .. . ,E [ |eM |2]) = diag(<DJ (3.6) 

for the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. The optimal ordering lemma 

is as follows.

Optimal Ordering Lemma: For the components indexed by 1,2,.,.,M  that 

need to be ordered, if  the performance parameters of these components, 

p 1,p 2,...,pM, obey the Condition 1 and Condition 2 described below, the order

L = {/,,/2,...,/M} found by the “best-first” ordering is the optimal “best-worst” 

order with regard to the performance parameters. This means that the worst 

performance parameter p t when order L  is used is better than or the same as the

worst performance parameter p qj when any other order Q s  {qv q2,...,qM} is 

used.

“Best” and “worst” in the above lemma should be decided according to 

particular application. For example, if  the components need to be ordered are 

rows of the channel matrix H for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm, the performance parameters are the noise variances (E[|w,|2], 

E[| n2 12],..., E[| nM |2] ) , so “best” means minimum and “worst” means maximum.

In this case, the optimal “best-worst” order with regard to the performance 

parameters means the optimal order in the minimax noise variance sense.

The two conditions of the optimal ordering lemma are:

Condition 1: For any two orders, A = { v f , ,^ , . . . ,^ }  and B = {Bl,B2,...,BM},

of the indices of the M  components to be ordered, if  Ak = Bk and their constraint

sets CA and are made up o f the same elements (regardless o f the order of

these elements, e.g., {2,3,1} and {2,1,3} are made up of the same elements), then

PAk =PBt •
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Condition 2: For any two orders, A = {Ax,A2,...,AMj and B  = {BVB2,...,BM}, 

if Ak -  Bp and the constraint set CAt c  CB , then p Ak is better than or the same as 

Pbp '

The definition of the constraint set is: For an order L = {/15/2,...,/M} , the 

constraint set Q  of /,- is C, = . A similar definition can be found in

[IB].

For the components indexed by 1,2,...,M  to be ordered, the “best-first” 

ordering finds the final order L = {/,,/2,...,/M} from /,, l2, to lM iteratively. To 

find /,., all the unordered components (the components whose indices have not 

been chosen as are tested. The index of the component with the best

performance parameter if  it is chosen as I  will be ordered into the first available 

position being ordered, i.e., the position I . For this reason it is called the “best- 

first” ordering method. The procedure o f its operation is described as follows:

Initialization:

1 . # = l ,

2. Create a set: U  = {1,2,...,M} .

Iteration until i > M:

1. From all the components whose indices belong to U , find the component 

that has the best p, if  it is put in the position i of the order L,

2. Put the index of the component found in 1 (assume it is a )  in position i of 

the orderL, i.e., lt - a ,

3. Delete a  from U ,

4. i = i+1.

A p p en d ix  D  g iv e s  the p r o o f o f  th is lem m a.
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3.4 Ordering in the Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre- 

Processing Algorithm and the MMSE Nonlinear Pre- 

Processing Algorithm

For the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, it has been revealed 

in Section 2.3 that the performance of MS, is determined by the variance o f the 

noise nr Therefore, the system performance will be dominated by the largest 

noise variance, and hence we intend to find the optimal order in the minimax 

noise variance sense. That means, if  L = {/,,/2,...,/M} is the optimal order, the

maximal noise variance in (E[| nh |2], E[| nh |2],..., E[| n,u |2]) when order L is used

must be smaller than or the same as the maximal noise variance when any other 

order is used. Similarly, for the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, the 

error variances are considered, and our goal is to achieve the optimal order in the 

minimax error variance sense. That means, if  L = {lv l2,...,lM) is the optimal order,

the maximal error variance in (£,,£, ,...,£, ) when order L is used must be
V l \  l l  M

smaller than or the same as the maximal error variance when any other order is 

used.

For the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, the noise 

variances (E[| |2], E[| |2],..., E[|«/w|2]) are used as the performance

parameters in the ordering. In the same manner, for the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm, the error variances ) are used as the

performance parameters. It can be shown that for both the conventional ZF

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm, the performance parameters obey the following two conditions, i.e., 

Condition 1: For any two orders of the rows of H, A = {At,A2,...,AM} and

B = {Bx, Bm) , if Ak =Bk and the constraint sets CA and CBk are made by 

same elements, then E[| nA |2] = E[| hBt |2] or £A = eb .
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Condition 2: For any two orders of the rows o f H, A = {Al,A2,...,AM) and 

B  = {Bx, B2,..., Bm) , if  Ak =Bp and the constraint sets c C ^ ,  then

E[|«4 I2] < E[| |2] or sAk < sBp.

Employing the optimal ordering lemma, we see that the “best-first” ordering 

can achieve the optimal order in the minimax noise variance sense for the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the optimal order in the 

minimax error variance sense for the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. 

(Here, “best” means minimum and “worst” means maximum, so the “best-worst” 

order is the minimax order.)

3.4.1 An Efficient Way to Perform the “Best-First” Ordering for 

the Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing Algorithm and the 

MMSE Nonlinear Pre-Processing Algorithm

From the description o f the “best-first” ordering in Section 3.3, one can see that 

the optimal order L = {/,,/2,...,/M} is found from /,, l2 to lu . To determine the ith 

element of the optimal order, the performance parameter pL , when each 

unordered component is put in the position , needs to be calculated. In other 

words, assuming U -  {ux,u2,..., up) is made up of the indices of the components 

that have not been ordered yet (P = M-i+1), the performance parameters when 

li - u x,u2,...,up need to be found. We use p l(u) to represent the performance

parameter if  /, -  Uj (j = 1 Since performance parameters vary with the

change of the order, generally, we need to form the order with /. = u . and then 

calculate p i(u) for j  = 1 respectively. In [28], an efficient method has been 

proposed to calculate p,.(u ) (j = 1 when the “best-first” ordering is applied 

to the MMSE DFD. Using this method, instead of forming different orders by 

choosing /,. = w. and then doing the calculation, one can find all the values of

Pi(U) (/ = l v > f )  from one equation. Thus, the computational complexity is 

greatly reduced.
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As we have explained, the noise variances are used as the performance 

parameters in the “best-first” ordering for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm and the error variances are used as the performance 

parameters in the “best-first” ordering for the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm. During the “best-first” ordering of these two algorithms, to determine 

/,. , the value of noise variance E[| n, |2] or error variance e, , when each 

unordered row of H is put in the position , needs to be calculated. We use 

E [|nl(u ) |2] to represent the noise variance if  li =uj (j = 1 for the

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, and s,i( y to represent the 

error variance if I. = Uj (j = l , . . . rP) for the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm. We find that as in the “best-first” ordering for the MMSE DFD in [28], 

the calculation of E[| n,t(u ) |2] or £,i{u ) (j -  can also be simplified. The

following equations are proposed to calculate E[| nl (u ) |2] or e,(u ) (j =

First, we form

where [Hr ]A represents the Mi column of H .

For the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, the values of

For the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, the value of el{u) is

(3.7)

(3.8)

]) = c7„2diag((HtX r 1) (3.9)

(3.10)

where

T = [(Hl /+ ^ D ")(H "+ ^ D  „)]-* 

S = (H H W)_1

(3.11)

(3.12)
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Appendix E shows how (3.9) and (3.10)—(3.12) are derived. Using the above 

equations, the computational complexity of performing the “best-first” ordering 

for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the MMSE 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is significantly reduced.

3.4.2 Simulation Results

In this section, simulations are used to show the advantage of the “best-first” 

ordering in the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the 

MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. BER vs. SNR curves are determined. 

The BER is the average BER over all the mobiles. The number of single-antenna 

mobiles and the number of transmit antennas at the base station are chosen as M =  

N  = 4. The channel is assumed to change independently from one symbol interval 

to the next. The SNR used in our simulation is defined by (2.43).

Figure 3.3 shows the performance comparison o f the conventional ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm when no ordering or the “best-first” ordering is applied. QPSK with 

Gray encoding [74] is used. It is clearly seen that the “best-first” ordering can 

significantly improve the system performance for both algorithms. At BER = 10 ', 

using the “best-first” ordering, approximately 5.5 dB and 3.5 dB gain is obtained 

for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the MMSE 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, respectively.

Figure 3.4 shows the performance improvement achieved by the “best-first” 

ordering for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the 

MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm when 16QAM with Gray encoding 

[74] is used. It is seen that the “best-first” ordering achieves about 5 dB and 6 dB 

gain for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the MMSE 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, respectively, at BER -  10'3.
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- x - - Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing (without ordering) 
— i—  MMSE Nonlinear Pre-Processing (without ordering)
- —©— - Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing (with ordering)
—6— MMSE Nonlinear Pre-Processing (with ordering)___________

ID 10"

SNR(dB)

Figure 3.3 Performance comparison of the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm and the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm when no 

ordering or the “best-first” ordering is applied (QPSK, M = N =  4).
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Conventional ZF 
- + -  MMSE Nonlinear Pre-Processing (without ordering) 
- o -  Conventional ZF

Pre-Processing (without ordering)
„ :  j

Pre-Processing (with ordering) 

.............
.-1

UJ 10

k- 4

Figure 3.4 Performance comparison of the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm and the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm when no 

ordering or the “best-first” ordering is applied (16QAM, M = N =  4).

3.5 Ordering in Other ZF-Based Nonlinear Pre- 

Processing Algorithms

In Section 2.4, a generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure has been 

proposed. This structure can realize ZF-based nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

that achieves minimum BER for each mobile under any given power allocation to 

different data streams. Based on the generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

structure, different ZF-based nonlinear pre-processing algorithms have been 

developed. These algorithms include the optimal ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm under the relative SNR requirement, the balanced ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm, the optimal ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm
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satisfying the individual SNR target at each mobile, and the minimum BER ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. It can be easily found that the performance of 

these algorithms can also be improved if the rows of the channel matrix are 

ordered properly, but the purposes of ordering are different in these algorithms 

due to their different optimization requirements.

For the optimal ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm under the relative SNR 

requirement proposed in Section 2.4.2.1, assume the relative SNR requirement is 

defined by yk = aXk for MS* (k = 1 ,2 ,...,M ). If no ordering is applied, one can 

find that the relative SNR at MS* is
M

n=[M/(<T„2£ ( l t [Gc£ )) ] i»  (3.13)
*=1

where G c is found from (2.15)—(2.18). If the rows of the channel matrix are 

ordered into H (i) = [(H )^ ,(H )^  ,...,(H )[]r and by using H (i) the matrix G c 

becomes G^f}, the relative SNR at MS* is

M

g <«]L))]V  (3.i4)
* = l

Clearly, in this case the optimal order should be the one that can minimize the
M  

*=1

The balanced ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is a special case of the 

optimal ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm under the relative SNR 

requirement with f\  = Y2 ~ •••= Tm • Therefore, the optimal order should be the one

M

that can minimize the ^ ( [ G ^ ] ^ )  where G ^  is found from (2.15)—(2.18) by
*=1

using the ordered channel matrix H (i).

For the optimal ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm satisfying the 

individual SNR target yk at each mobile proposed in Section 2.4.2.2, if  no

ordering is applied, one can find that the minimum average total transmitted 

energy per symbol interval is
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__ M  M

E . = Z p , = ° ! 2 ( l G c t n ) -  (3.15)
*=1 k=1

If the rows of the channel matrix are ordered into H (i) and by using H (i) the 

matrix G c becomes , the minimum average total transmitted energy per 

symbol interval is
__ M  M

(3-16)
k=1 *=1

Clearly, in this case the optimal order should be the one that can minimize the
M

E ([G c 0 ] » r , ) .
k=\

For the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm proposed in 

Section 2.4.2.3, if  no ordering is applied, one can find that the minimum average 

BER of all mobiles is
M

/> ,= ( l/M )2 /> (p 1 / K J[Gc ];t )) (3.17)
k= 1

where p x, p x,... ,pM should be found by using the method in [71]. If the rows of 

the channel matrix are ordered into H (i) and by using H (i) the matrix G c 

becomes G ^ , the average BER of all mobiles becomes

M

P, = ( 1 /M ) £ />(;,, /(<r„![ G “ > £ ) ) . (3.18)
k=1

In this case, to minimize the average BER, the optimal order L  should be found 

jointly with the power allocation factors p l, p 2,...,pM, i.e.,

_ M

{L,p„p„.. . ,pM} -  argmin [ ( l /M )£ /> ( f t  /(<r.! [G ™ £ ))] . (3.19)
L,Pi ,P2,-,Pm k=1

However, for the above algorithms, the optimal order can only be found by 

“exhaustive search” method, i.e., all possible orders need to be tested and the one 

achieving the optimal performance is chosen. Particularly, for the minimum BER 

ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, the optimal order and the optimal power 

allocation factors should be found together by “exhaustive search” method. How 

to design ordering method with reduced complexity for the above algorithms is
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still an open question. For the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm, the iterative method proposed to find the order and power allocation 

factors for the ZF DFD in [71] can be applied and this method can reduce the 

complexity. However, there is no proof of the convergence of this method.

Interestingly, we find by simulation that the “best-first” ordering for the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm introduced in Section 3.4 can 

achieve very satisfactory performance for the balanced ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm and the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm. For the balanced ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, which is a 

special case of the optimal ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm under the 

relative SNR requirement, it has been shown in [83] that the “best-first” ordering 

achieves the optimal order in all 2 x N  systems. For the minimum BER ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, we propose to use first the “best-first” 

ordering to order the channel matrix, and then determine the power allocation 

factors using the ordered channel matrix. Simulation in the next section will show 

that the “best-first” ordering can significantly improve the performance of these 

algorithms, while its complexity is much lower than that o f the “exhaustive 

search” method.

3.5.1 Simulation Results

3.5.1.1 Performance Improvement Achieved by the “Best-First” Ordering for 

the Balanced ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing Algorithm

To show how well the “best-first” ordering can work for the balanced ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, we compare it with the “exhaustive search” 

ordering. It is noted that the “exhaustive search” ordering is optimal, and it can
M

minimize /? = ^ ( [ G ^ ] ^ . ) . Simulation is used, and 106 channel gain matrices are
k =1

tested. For each realization of the channel both the “best-first” ordering and the 

“exhaustive search” ordering are used, and the f i  obtained by the two ordering 

methods are found. Table 3.1 shows the comparison of the results of the two 

ordering methods when M  = N  = 2 ,...,6 . The value of the “Percentage of failure
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(%)” is the percentage of the cases that the “best-first” ordering fails to find the 

optimal order, i.e., f i  obtained by the “best-first” ordering {/3BF) is larger than /? 

obtained by the “exhaustive search” ordering ( fiES). The average values of /3BF 

and J3es , which are represented by fiBF and fiES respectively, are also shown.

From Table 3.1, it can be seen that the “best-first” ordering achieves the optimal 

order for most channel realizations when the M  and N  are small. As it is shown in 

[83], when M  = N  = 2 the “best-first” ordering is optimal. Although as M  and N  

become larger the percentage o f cases such that the “best-first” ordering fails to 

find the optimal order increases, the average value of the /? obtained by the 

“best-first” ordering is still very close to that obtained by the “exhaustive search” 

ordering. Therefore, the “best-first” ordering achieves very satisfactory results. It 

is then justified to expect that the performance when the “best-first” ordering is 

applied is very close to the performance when the optimal order is used. Next, we 

will use simulation to verify this anticipation.

Table 3.1 Comparison of the “best-first” ordering and the “exhaustive search” 

ordering for the balanced ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm.

M and N 2 3 4 5 6

Percentage of failure (%) 0 1.57 4.98 10.05 16.36

P b f 8.3207 6.9741 5.6255 5.3905 5.0942

P e s 8.3207 6.9728 5.6225 5.3856 5.0875

The improved performance attained by the “best-first” ordering in the 

balanced ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm is shown in Figure 3.5. A multi

user MIMO system with 4 transmit antennas at the base station and 4 single

antenna mobiles is considered. BPSK modulation is used. We assume the channel 

matrix H changes independently from one symbol interval to the next. The SNR 

used in our simulation is defined by (2.43). It can be seen that using the “best- 

first” ordering, approximately 5.5 dB gain is obtained for the balanced ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm at BER = 10'3. The performance curve of the 

balanced ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm when the “exhaustive search”
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ordering method is used is also drawn in Figure 3.5. It can be observed that the 

“best-first” ordering achieves nearly the same performance as the optimal 

“exhaustive search” ordering. Hence, it is clear that the “best-first” ordering is 

very beneficial to the system performance.

3.5.1.2 Performance Improvement Achieved by the “Best-First” Ordering for 

the Minimum BER ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing Algorithm

Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 show the performance improvement by the “best- 

first” ordering for the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. A 

multi-user MIMO system with 4 transmit antennas at the base station and 4 

single-antenna mobiles is considered in Figure 3.6, and a multi-user MIMO 

system with 8  transmit antennas at the base station and 8  single-antenna mobiles 

is considered in Figure 3.7. BPSK modulation is used. We assume the channel 

matrix H changes independently from one symbol interval to the next. The SNR 

used in our simulation is defined by (2.43). It can be seen that the “best-first” 

ordering can significantly improve the performance of the minimum BER ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. For the system with M  = N  = 4 ,  using the 

“best-first” ordering, approximately 4.1 dB gain is obtained for the minimum
-j

BER ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm at BER = 10' . For the system with 

M  = N  -  8 , approximately 4.8 dB gain is obtained using the “best-first” ordering 

at BER = 10'3.
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Balanced ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing (without ordering)
Balanced ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing (with "best-first" ordering) 
Balanced ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing (with "exhaustive search" ordering)

.-2

.-3

25 30

Figure 3.5 Performance comparison o f the balanced ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm when no ordering or the “best-first” ordering is used (BPSK,

M  -  N  = 4).
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10°

Minimum BER ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing {without ordering) 
Minimum BER ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing {with "best-first" ordering)

to

SNR(dB)

Figure 3.6 Performance comparison of the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm when no ordering or the “best-first” ordering is used (BPSK,

M  = N  = 4).
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Pre-Processing (without ordering) 
P.re- p.rocessing (Witn-best-ti^ ordering)

Minimum BER ZF 
Minimum BER ZF

,-t10'
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Figure 3.7 Performance comparison of the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm when no ordering or the “best-first” ordering is used (BPSK,

M  = N  = 8 ).
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Chapter 4 Nonlinear Joint 

T ransmitter-Receiver 

Processing Algorithms

In this chapter, the downlink transmission of multi-user MIMO systems where the 

mobiles are equipped with multiple antennas is considered. For this kind of 

systems, since there is more than one antenna deployed at each mobile, although 

the mobiles still cannot process signals cooperatively, each mobile can process the 

multiple signal streams it receives at its own multiple antennas. Therefore, the 

processing capabilities o f the mobiles can be utilized to realize joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithms. If  designed properly, the joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithms can achieve better performance than the Tx pre-processing only 

algorithms.

Linear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms, where linear transmitter processing 

and linear receiver processing are applied at the base station and each mobile, 

have been proposed in [53]—[56] for the downlink of multi-user MIMO systems 

with multiple-antenna mobiles, but the processing matrices there have to be found 

by iterative methods, which leads to high computational complexity. On the other 

hand, a linear multi-user MIMO decomposition (L-DECOM) technique, which 

implements joint Tx-Rx processing and provides closed-form solution, is 

proposed in [57]—[60]. This technique uses linear pre-processing to pre-eliminate 

the MUI, the interference from the data streams of other users, at the transmitter. 

It decomposes the multi-user MIMO channel into parallel independent single-user 

MIMO channels, and then the data streams of each mobile can be seen as passing 

through a decomposed single-user MIMO channel without any MUI. The
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maximum achievable sum rate of multi-user MIMO channel using this L- 

DECOM technique is analyzed in [57]—[59]. The application of different single- 

user MIMO processing algorithms to achieve spatial multiplexing in the 

decomposed single-user MIMO channels is considered in [59] and [60]. With the 

application o f different single-user MIMO spatial layer separation algorithms, 

joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms for the multi-user MIMO downlink with 

multiple-antenna mobiles are realized, and closed-form expressions for processing 

matrices can be derived. However, the performance of these joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithms is limited by the linear pre-processing used by the L- 

DECOM technique.

It has been revealed in Chapter 2 that the nonlinear THP can achieve better 

performance than linear pre-processing. Therefore, in this chapter we propose a 

nonlinear multi-user MIMO decomposition (NL-DECOM) technique for the 

multi-user MIMO downlink. Unlike the L-DECOM technique of [57]—[60], the 

NL-DECOM technique uses nonlinear pre-processing instead of linear pre

processing to pre-eliminate the MUI at the transmitter. The data streams of each 

user can also be seen as passing through an equivalent single-user MIMO channel 

without any MUI, and then the self-interference of each user can be eliminated by 

single-user MIMO layer separation algorithms. The advantages of the NL- 

DECOM technique over the L-DECOM technique are analyzed. It will be shown 

that the NL-DECOM technique can achieve better BER performance and achieve 

much higher maximum sum rate at high SNR than the L-DECOM technique. 

Moreover, the restriction on the number of transmit antennas and the restriction 

on the number of data streams for each mobile in the NL-DECOM technique are 

less strict than those in the L-DECOM technique, which means the NL-DECOM 

technique affords higher flexibility in system design. When the NL-DECOM 

technique is applied, it is found that the mobiles can be ordered properly to further 

improve the system performance, and the “best-first” ordering method is proposed 

to improve the overall system performance in the systems, in which all the 

mobiles have the same number of antennas and use the same self-interference 

cancellation algorithm.
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When the NL-DECOM technique is applied to achieve better performance 

and reduce complexity of the mobiles, it is desirable to combine the single-user 

MIMO spatial layer separation algorithms that use the nonlinear THP and linear 

receiver processing with the NL-DECOM technique. Elowever, since the modulo 

device in the THP changes the transmitted signal [51], the single-user MIMO 

spatial layer separation algorithms that employ the THP cannot be combined with 

the NL-DECOM technique directly. Fortunately, we find that the application of 

the single-user MIMO spatial layer separation algorithms that use the nonlinear 

THP and linear receiver processing together with the NL-DECOM technique can 

be realized by joint design of nonlinear pre-processing for MUI and self

interference suppression. In this regard, we propose the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm and the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm. 

The ZF criterion based algorithm, the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithm, can ensure the complete elimination of the inter-stream interference, 

while it does not require the knowledge of the statistics of the transmitted signal 

and noise. The MMSE criterion based algorithm, the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx- 

Rx processing algorithm, minimizes the MSE, which includes both the residual 

inter-stream interference and noise. Hence, it mitigates noise enhancement, and 

therefore is capable of better performance in comparison to its ZF-based 

counterpart. In these two algorithms, closed-form expressions for the transmitter 

and receiver processing matrices are developed to optimize the performance of 

each mobile. Since the processing capabilities of the mobiles are utilized 

effectively, the proposed ZF/MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm 

achieves significantly better performance than the ZF/MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm in Chapter 2. For these two algorithms, it is found that 

performance can be further improved if the channel matrices of different mobiles 

are ordered properly. A combined optimal diversity and “best-first” (CODBF) 

ordering method, which can achieve the optimal order in the maximal diversity 

order sense, is proposed for the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm. 

For the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm the “best-first” 

ordering method is proposed to perform the ordering.
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4.1 System Model and Assumptions

Since the multi-user MIMO systems with multiple-antenna mobiles are the focus 

of this chapter, we introduce a system model that is different from that in Section 

2 . 1.

We assume the base station has N  antennas and there are K  mobiles, MSi,
K

MS2,...,MSk, active in this system. MS* has mk antennas, and M  = ^ m k is the
*=i

total number of antennas at all the mobiles.

Vectors av a2,...,fiK represent the data vectors for MSi, MS2, ..., MS*, 

respectively. We assume lk ( lk <mk) independent data streams are transmitted to

K

MS^ so ak is an lk x l vector. The L x \  ( L = ^ l k ) vector
k =1

a = (a , , ^ , . . . , ^ ) 7 = (af ,a2,...,a£)r is used to represent the data for all the 

mobiles. It is assumed that all the data symbols are independent and have unit 

power, i.e., Ra == E[aaH] = I .

Since transmitter pre-processing is applied, we assume x = (xi,x2,...,xN)T is 

the pre-processing output of the data vector a, where xv x2,...,xN are the signals 

transmitted from the N  transmit antennas. The received signal vector

yk = ( y ? \ - , y l mk)y  at ms* is

y*=H *x + n* (4.1)

where nk = (nk\... ,n[mt))T is the noise vector made up of the noise samples at 

different receive antennas of MSi, and is the mk x N  channel gain matrix

representing the channel between MS* and the base station. Flat Rayleigh fading 

is assumed. The entries of are assumed to be normalized i.i.d. zero-mean

complex Gaussian random variables. nkl),...,n<kmk) are assumed to be i.i.d. zero- 

mean complex Gaussian random variables with the covariance matrix 

R „* = £ [ « * < ]  = cr„2I .
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Another way to represent this system is to arrange the received signals at all 

the receive branches into one larger vector

y = O riJtv-T v )7 =  (y?">y2 >-,y*)r • (4-2)

y = Hx + n (4.3)

where

n = (nl,n2,...,nMf  = (nf,n£,...,n*)r , (4.4)

and

n ^ [ n l n T2,...,iLTK]T. (4.5)

4.2 Multi-User MIMO Decomposition Techniques

In this section, the L-DECOM technique proposed in [57]—[60] is first briefly 

described. Then, our novel NL-DECOM technique is proposed, the advantages of 

the NL-DECOM technique over the L-DECOM technique are discussed, and then 

the ordering problem for the proposed technique is addressed. Finally, simulation 

is used to show the advantages o f the NL-DECOM technique and the “best-first” 

ordering method applied in the NL-DECOM technique.

4.2.1 Linear Multi-User MIMO Decomposition Technique

The L-DECOM technique proposed in [57]—[60] uses linear pre-processing to 

pre-eliminate the MUI at the transmitter. Assuming T s  [T,,T2,...,T^] is the linear 

pre-processing matrix where Tk is the linear pre-processing matrix for the data of 

MS*, the precoding output is x = T a . To pre-eliminate the MUI at the transmitter, 

the L-DECOM technique requires HJ.Tt = 0 m./t for j  ^  k . In other words, the

pre-processing matrix T should make HT a block diagonal matrix.

Tk in this technique can be represented as Tt = N ^ A ^ , where is a 

matrix whose columns are the orthonormal basis vectors of the null space of H 4 ,

_  _  K

the nul^H *), and H* s[H [,...,H [_ ,,H [+I,...,H ^]r . The N x ( N -  m(.) matrix
i= \,i* k
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N[i} can be found by SVD with respect to [61]. Since with this N ^ ,  H ;Tt is

K
a zero matrix for any j  *1c, A[l> can be any matrix of size (N  -  ^  m ^ x ^ .

i= l,i* k

Applying the L-DECOM technique, it can be found that the received signal 

vector at MS* is y k = H^Ta + n* = H ^N ^A ^a*  + n t . Thus, the data for MS* can

be seen as passing through an equivalent single-user MIMO channel

without any MUI. Matrix A\L) can be seen as the equivalent transmitter-

processing matrix for MS*, and it can be designed following the same rule for the 

single-user MIMO systems. Therefore, all kinds of single-user MIMO layer 

separation algorithms can be adopted to mitigate the self-interference for each 

user.

4.2.2 Nonlinear Multi-User MIMO Decomposition Technique

The NL-DECOM technique we propose uses nonlinear TH precoder and a linear 

transmitter-processing matrix to pre-eliminate the MUI at the transmitter. Its 

structure is shown in Figure 4.1. In this structure, the linear transmitter-processing 

matrix T (size N  x L) is required to make HT a block triangular matrix instead 

of a block diagonal matrix, i.e., H T  = 0m ; for j  > k . In other words,
J  j  ♦ k

h ,t2 h / t*
0 h 2t2

•

0 . . . 0 H*T*

Using this pre-processing matrix T, the data vector ak is not interfered by 

a ,, . . . ,a t_, but still interfered by ak+l , . . . ,aK. The MUI from a. O' > k) to ak is 

eliminated by the nonlinear THP.
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TH precoder

MOD: Modulo device

Equivalent structure of the TH precoder

Figure 4.1 Structure of the NL-DECOM technique in the downlink of a multi-user

MIMO system.

In Figure 4.1, the block outlined by the dashed line at the transmitter is the 

TH precoder whose basic idea of operation is described in Chapter 2. Matrix B 

(size L x L )  works as the feedback filter and it is a strictly upper triangular matrix. 

The equivalent structure of the TH precoder is also shown in Figure 4.1. The 

precoding output is

a = (a [ ,a ^ .. . ,^ )r =(B  + i r 1v = (B + I)-1(a + d) (4.7)

where v = (v^,V2 ,...,v^)r = a + d is the effective data vector and

d s  (d[, d l ,..., d tk )t is the precoding vector.

Now, let us first show how to design the feedback matrix B to pre-equalize

the MUI from a . (j > k) to ak . From (4.3), (4.7), and x = T a , one can get

y = H Ta+n = HT(B + I)_1v + n . (4.8)

In order to pre-eliminate the MUI at transmitter, matrix B should satisfy
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HT(B + I)~' = Dht (4.9)

where DHT = diag[H1T ,,H 2T2,...,H JCTK-] . The diag[X1,X 2,...,X A:] denotes a 

block diagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks are X ,,X 2 ,...,X * .

If the number of data streams transmitted to each mobile is equal to the 

number of antennas at that mobile, i.e., lk - m k for k = 1 the B satisfying 

(4.9) can be found to be 

B = D-‘XH T - I

(4.10)

' 0  (H .T ^ H .T , ■ ( H ^ r 'H / r *
0 (H 2T2) H 2T3 • ( H ^ H ^

1 (H h Tj X t ,
o 0

Therefore, the received signal vector y is

y  =  D HTv + n , ( 4 - i i )

and the received signal vector at MS* is

y  k =  'R kT ^ k + ^ k -  ( 4 - 1 2 )

One can see from (4.11) or (4.12) that all the MUI is pre-eliminated.

If there exists at least one lk <mk for k = 1 both HT and DHT are tall 

matrices3, so the matrix B that satisfies (4.9) cannot be found. In this case, the 

NL-DECOM technique employs an lk x mk linear receiver-processing matrix G k 

at the mobiles with lk < mk to combine the mk signal streams collected from the 

antennas into lk signal streams, i.e., y k ' = G ky k . Here, y k' is used to represent

the signal vector at the output of the linear receiver-processing matrix G t at MS*.

In this case, we represent the feedback matrix B as B == (B f,B 2 ,...,B ^)r , where 

B* is an / , x i  matrix, and B* is found to be

B = f [ 0 (A*(H tT*)",H *Tw » - ( H *T*)"IH*TiC] if h = m k
* |[04 . , ( G t H*Tt )-,G jlH 4Tt+I,...,(G tH tT*)-1G*HtTJC] if /* < i n /  ‘

3 Tall matrix is defined as a matrix whose number of rows is larger than the number of columns.
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where Lk = ^ / ( . Using (4.6)-(4.8) and B given by (4.13), one can find that for
i=1

the mobiles with lk =mk , the received signal vector is

y t = H t Ta + n t

= ^  Ĥ TjSi,. + n k
i= k+1

K
(4.14)

i= k+1

= H *T*V* + n *

which is the same as that in (4.12). Similarly, for the mobiles with lk <mk , it can 

be found that

y t ' = W t vt + G tn ,  (4.15)

Therefore, in both cases, for each mobile, all the MUI is pre-eliminated at the 

transmitter.

In the NL-DECOM technique, that satisfies (4.6) can be represented as 

is a matrix whose columns are the orthonormal basis 

vectors o f nul^H* ) , where = [H [+1,...,H ^ f  . N (kwl) can be found by doing the

SVD on H *, i.e.,

N (N L)H
(4.16)

K

The size o f N^VI) is N x ( N -  ^  . In this manner, (4.12) and (4.15) become
i=k+\

y ^ H X ^ A ^ ’v .+ n ,  (4.17)

and

y»' = W f ’C ' . t e A . (4 -is)

respectively. Therefore, the data of MS* can be seen as passing through an
K

equivalent single-user MIMO channel H jtN '̂vz') , and (size (N -  2  m , )x 4 )
i= k+1

can be seen as the transmitter-processing matrix for MS*. The equivalent single-
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user MIMO channels formed using the NL-DECOM technique are shown in 

Figure 4.2.

(NL)
MSi

Figure 4.2 The equivalent single-user MIMO channels formed using the NL-

DECOM technique.

4.2.3 Advantages of the NL-DECOM Technique over the L-

DECOM Technique

4.2.3.1 Better BER Performance

For both the L-DECOM technique of [57]—[60] and the NL-DECOM technique 

we have proposed in Section 4.2.2, the data for MS* can be seen as passing 

through an equivalent single-user MIMO channel. Since the columns of and

N^Vi) are orthonormal in these two techniques and it is assumed that the entries of 

H k are normalized i.i.d. zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables, the 

entries of the equivalent channels and are still i.i.d. complex

Gaussian random variables with normalized power. For the L-DECOM technique,
K

the size of is mk x ( N -  m;) ,  while for the NL-DECOM technique,
i= \,i* k
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the size o f is mk x ( N  -  ^  m,.) . Therefore, for MS* ( k  > 1 )  the NL-
i=k+\

DECOM technique realizes an equivalent single-user MIMO channel with more 

transmit antennas compared to the L-DECOM technique. This can lead to better 

BER performance, as it will be shown by simulation in Section 4.2.6.1.

4.2.3.2 Higher Maximum Achievable Sum Rate

When the L-DECOM technique is applied, the maximum achievable sum rate of 

the system is given in [57] as

Rl = max log2 11 + (£ (i) A) / <j2n
A

(4.19)

where

_

( i )

0

0

0

0 E (i ’)

(4.20)

and 'Z[l) is found from the SVD of , i.e.,

HtN ^ [ <  V[L)] L! " . (4.21)

Assume the size of is DLx D L, the matrix A in (4.19) is a DL x DL 

diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements /I, decide the power allocated to each

dl
date stream, i.e., ^ 2 ,  = P . The optimal A that achieves the maximum

i=1

achievable sum rate can be found by the well-known water-filling process [85]. 

At high SNR, the transmitted power allocated to different data streams is almost 

the same.

When the NL-DECOM technique is applied, the maximum achievable sum 

rate in the system will be found in the following. First, the SVD of H tN ^ i) is 

found to be

< N L)
-k
0  0

0 s/i.N Ly
y  k 

yk
(4.22)
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Assuming \ {kNL) is used as the linear pre-processing matrix A[NL) and \][NL)H is 

used as the linear receiver-processing matrix for MS*, the received signal vector 

that will go through the modulo and decision devices is

y t ' = E<“ )v * + u r )V  (4.23)

Using the same analysis as in [76] and [84], one can find that the maximum 

achievable sum rate of the system is

RNL=maxY.K{JSp~l2,<rnlcr\N* )  (4.24)
{p , } <=i

where a \NL) represents the z'th diagonal element of £ (M,), and

0  0

£ <j®) _ 0  e 2W )  • .  :

0

0 ... 0 L*(NL)

(4.25)

is a Dnl x Dnl matrix. p i decides the power allocated to the z'th date stream, i.e.,

DNL
I L p ^ P -
1=1

/ < 0  = 2 log, -  *(MOD2 (n / c O )  (4.26)

where h(-) denotes the differential entropy [85], MOD/)( ) denotes the modulo 

operation that constrains its output to the interval \ - A / 2 , A / 2 ) x  \ - j A  / 2, jA  / 2 ), 

and n is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable with variance cr2n . Since 

finding the maximum achievable sum rate from (4.24) is in general a non-convex 

problem, the power allocation factors p i that achieve the maximum achievable

sum rate are not easy to find in closed-form. In this thesis, we only consider the 

maximum achievable sum rate when the SNR is high. In this case, the transmitted 

power is allocated almost equally to all data streams [76], With the high SNR 

assumption, using the same approach as that in [76] and [84] it can be found that 

the maximum achievable sum rate is

dnl «

R hl = E ' o f c t o o T ’ l c l ) - D *L lo g 2 (* e /6 ) (4.27)
1=1
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where p i =-P!DNL.

The maximum achievable sum rate of the multi-user MIMO channel at high 

SNR when the NL-DECOM technique and the L-DECOM technique are used will 

be compared by simulation in Section 4.2.6 (see Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6). It will 

be found that the NL-DECOM technique outperforms the L-DECOM technique 

significantly.

4.2.3.3 Higher Flexibility in System Design

When the L-DECOM technique is applied, it has been found that the number of 

transmit antennas should satisfy [59]
K

jV>max{ m ^k  = . (4.28)
i= \,i* k

Also, the size o f the equivalent single-user MIMO channel decides that the 

number of data streams for each mobile, the lk , should satisfy

K

lk < mm{mk, N -  ^  mt} . (4.29)
i'=l, i* k

When the NL-DECOM technique is applied, it can be found that the number 

of transmit antennas should satisfy
K

N > Y , m i . (4.30)
i=2

Clearly, this constraint is looser than or the same as the constraint in (4.28). From 

(4.30) one can see that when the numbers o f antennas at different mobiles are 

unequal, choosing the mobile with the largest number of antennas as MSi can 

loosen the constraint on N. The size of the equivalent single-user MIMO channel 

and the constraint on N  in (4.30) decide that the number of data streams for each 

mobile should satisfy

lk <mk, k = 2,...,K,
(4.31)

rrii).
i=2
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Therefore, the constraint on lx is the same as that for the L-DECOM technique,

while the constraint on lk(k = 2,...,K) is looser than or the same as that for the L-

DECOM technique.

Based on the above analysis, we can draw the conclusion that the restriction 

on the number of transmit antennas and the restriction on the number of data 

streams for each mobile in the NL-DECOM technique are less strict than those in 

the L-DECOM technique, which means the NL-DECOM technique affords higher 

flexibility in system design. Two examples are given below to show the higher 

flexibility of the NL-DECOM technique.

Example 4.1. Let us consider a multi-user MIMO system, in which N  = 5 

transmit antennas are deployed at the base station and there are 2  mobiles with 2  

antennas each and 1 mobile with 3 antennas that need to communicate with the
3

base station. Since max{ m ^ k - 1,2,3} = 5, from (4.28) one can see that if  the

L-DECOM technique is applied, the 3 mobiles cannot be accommodated 

simultaneously. Only 2 out of the 3 mobiles can be served at the same time. For
3

the same system, if we choose mx =3 and m2 =m 3 = 2  , since ' ^ m i = 4< N  ,
;=2

from (4.30) one can see that the 3 mobiles can be accommodated simultaneously 

using the NL-DECOM technique.

Example 4.2. Let us consider a multi-user MIMO system, in which N  = 5 and 

there are 3 mobiles with 2 antennas each. In this case, the 3 mobiles can be 

accommodated simultaneously by using both the L-DECOM technique and the 

NL-DECOM technique. From (4.29), one can find that when the L-DECOM 

technique is applied, only one stream of data can be transmitted to each mobile, 

i.e., lk = 1 (k = 1,2,3). However, when the NL-DECOM technique is applied, 

from (4.31) one can find that /, = 1, l2 < 2 , and l3 < 2 are required, which means 

that two streams of data can be transmitted to MS2 and MS3.
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4.2.4 Ordering in the NL-DECOM Technique

From Section 4.2.1, one can see that when the L-DECOM technique is applied, 

the size of the equivalent single-user MIMO channel for each mobile does not 

depend on the mobile index k. In other words, choosing which mobile to be MSi, 

MS2, ..., and MSk does not influence the system performance. However, when 

the NL-DECOM technique is applied, it is clear that the mobile’s index influences 

the size of the equivalent single-user MIMO channel for that mobile. Therefore, if 

the mobiles are ordered properly, i.e., MSi, MS2, ..., and MS*: are chosen 

suitably, better performance could be achieved.

An ordering solution for the mobiles in the NL-DECOM technique should 

take account of the number o f antennas at each mobile and the self-interference 

cancellation algorithms applied for each mobile. Moreover, there exist different 

ordering schemes designed to achieve different targets. Therefore, it is hard to 

find a general rule to design the ordering scheme. We assume here that overall 

system performance improvement is our target. We also assume that all the 

mobiles have the same number o f antennas, and the same self-interference 

cancellation algorithm is used for each mobile. In this case, the “best-first” 

ordering method described in Section 3.3 can be used to improve the performance 

of NL-DECOM technique. Its basic operation is described below.

The “best-first” ordering method orders the mobiles by choosing MSi, MS2, 

to MS* iteratively. To find MS„ all the unordered mobiles (the mobiles who have 

not been chosen as MSi,...,MS,.i) are tested. The mobile that has the best 

performance in this position will be chosen as MS,. (The performance can be 

measured by the SNR or SINR depending the self-interference cancellation 

algorithm applied.)

Under our assumptions, one can find that if  k < j ,  the performance of MS* is 

worse than the performance of MS,-, since the equivalent single-user MIMO 

channel o f MS* has smaller size than that of MS/. Therefore, the mobile with 

smaller index affects the overall system performance more significantly. On the 

other hand, the “best-first” ordering method always tries to choose the mobile 

with the best performance to be the mobile with the smallest index. Hence, it can
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improve the overall system performance. Simulation results in Section 4.2.6 will 

show that the “best-first” ordering method can significantly improve the overall 

system performance when the NL-DECOM technique is applied.

4.2.5 Self-Interference Cancellation Algorithms for the NL- 

DECOM Technique

It has been shown that an equivalent single-user MIMO channel is realized for 

each mobile when the NL-DECOM technique is applied (see (4.17) and (4.18)). 

The SVD plus power allocation approach proposed in Section 4.2.3.2 realizes the 

maximum achievable sum rate o f this system. To apply the NL-DECOM 

technique in practical systems, a spatial layer separation algorithm is needed for 

each mobile to cancel the self-interference in its decomposed equivalent single- 

user MIMO channel. Performing SVD on each equivalent single-user MIMO 

channel and then applying the bit-loading algorithms originally developed for the 

digital subscriber line (DSL) systems such as [8 6 ] can be seen as a method to 

approach the maximum achievable sum rate. However, it has been shown in [87] 

that water-filling, the optimal power allocation scheme for single-user MIMO 

channels, does not give appreciable gain in capacity at high SNR region. 

Moreover, the application of bit-loading algorithms designed for DSL systems to 

MIMO systems may be questioned since the uncoded BER regions of these two 

systems that are of interest are different [8 8 ], Additionally, the bit-loading 

algorithms will increase the computational complexity of the transmitter. 

Considering the above factors, we are interested in the spatial layer separation 

algorithms without bit-loading that can be combined with the NL-DECOM 

technique. With this assumption, we find that all the spatial layer separation 

algorithms that do not need statistical properties o f the transmitted data vector, 

such as the ZF criterion based linear/nonlinear detection, pre-processing and joint 

Tx-Rx processing algorithms [18], [30], [40], [43], [89], [90], and the SVD-based 

algorithms used in [59], [91], [92], can be used directly for each mobile when the 

NL-DECOM technique is applied. When using the MMSE-criterion-based layer 

separation algorithms, one must know the covariance matrix of the effective data
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vector \ k , namely, the R v = E[v^v^ ], which is difficult to determine. In this 

thesis, for the purpose of comparison, we assume R Vt =1 and use the MMSE

linear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm [91], [92] as the self-interference 

cancellation algorithm when the NL-DECOM technique is applied. The 

simulation result in Section 4.2.6 (Figure 4.4) will show that even with this 

impractical assumption the NL-DECOM technique still outperforms the L- 

DECOM technique significantly. The MLD [30]-[32] can also be utilized as self

interference cancellation algorithm when the NL-DECOM technique is applied. 

However, one should note that the MLD should operate on the constellation of 

\ k , which can be seen as an extended version of the modulation constellation of 

ak [51], so the computational complexity is increased. The NL-DECOM 

technique uses nonlinear pre-processing to pre-eliminate the MUI, so it is normal 

to consider whether we can apply the single-user MIMO layer separation 

algorithms that employ the THP and linear receiver processing, since such a 

configuration can effectively utilize the processing capabilities of the transmitter 

and receiver and does not need to increase the complexity much. However, due to 

the modulo operation applied, one can find that this type o f single-user MIMO 

layer separation algorithms cannot be applied directly. The application of the 

single-user MIMO layer separation algorithms employing the THP and linear 

receiver processing together with the NL-DECOM technique requires joint design 

of nonlinear pre-processing for MUI and self-interference suppression. We will 

solve this design problem in Section 4.3.

4.2.6 Simulation Results

4.2.6.1 BER Performance Comparison of the NL-DECOM and L-DECOM 

Techniques

First, the BER performance of the NL-DECOM technique and the L-DECOM 

technique is compared. 16QAM with Gray encoding [74] is used, and the BER is 

the average BER of all the mobiles. It is assumed that the base station has 6  

antennas, and there are 3 mobiles each deployed with 2 antennas communicating 

with the base station. The flat Rayleigh fading channel is assumed to change
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independently from one symbol interval to the next. The SNR used in our 

simulation is defined by (2.43).

In Figure 4.3, the ZF linear pre-processing (LP) algorithm [40], [43] and the 

precoded ZF DFD algorithm [89], [90] are used as the self-interference 

cancellation algorithms when the proposed NL-DECOM technique or the L- 

DECOM technique is applied. Also, for the NL-DECOM technique, the “best- 

first” ordering method proposed in Section 4.2.4 is applied to improve the overall 

performance. It is clear that the proposed NL-DECOM technique can achieve 

significantly better performance than the L-DECOM technique and the “best- 

first” ordering method is very beneficial for the system performance. When the 

ZF LP algorithm is used, at BER = 10'3, the NL-DECOM technique achieves 

approximately 3 dB gain over the L-DECOM technique, and the NL-DECOM 

technique with “best-first” ordering achieves approximately 6.5 dB gain over the 

L-DECOM technique. When the precoded ZF DFD algorithm is used, at 

BER = 1(T3, the NL-DECOM technique achieves approximately 1.5 dB gain over 

the L-DECOM technique, while the NL-DECOM technique with “best-first” 

ordering achieves approximately 3.5 dB gain over the L-DECOM technique.

Figure 4.4 shows performance comparison of the proposed NL-DECOM 

technique and the L-DECOM technique when the MMSE linear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm [91], [92] is used as the self-interference cancellation 

algorithm. It is found that the NL-DECOM technique outperforms the L-DECOM 

technique significantly. At BER = 10‘3, the NL-DECOM technique achieves 

approximately 3.5 dB gain over the L-DECOM technique, while the NL-DECOM 

technique with “best-first” ordering achieves approximately 6.5 dB gain over the 

L-DECOM technique.
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Figure 4.3 Performance comparison of the NL-DECOM and the L-DECOM 

techniques when the ZF LP or the precoded ZF DFD is used to cancel self

interference (16QAM, N -  6, K  = 3, and mx = m2 = m3 = 2 ).
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Figure 4.4 Performance comparison of the NL-DECOM and the L-DECOM 

techniques when the MMSE linear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm is used to 

cancel self-interference (16QAM,N =  6 , K  = 3, and ml =m2 =m3 =2) .

4.2.6.2 Comparison of the Maximum Achievable Sum Rate when the NL- 

DECOM and L-DECOM Techniques are Used

Now, the maximum achievable sum rates of a multi-user MIMO system when the 

NL-DECOM and the L-DECOM techniques are used are compared. The 

maximum achievable sum rate o f a multi-user MIMO system when the L- 

DECOM technique is applied is found by the SVD plus water-filling approach as 

described in Section 4.2.3.2. The maximum achievable sum rate achieved by the 

NL-DECOM technique results from the SVD plus power allocation approach as 

shown in Section 4.2.3.2.
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In our simulation, the flat Rayleigh fading channel is assumed to change 

independently from one symbol interval to the next. The SNR used in this section 

is defined as

SNR = Etr/ N 0 (4.32)

where Etr = E [||x ||2] is the average total transmitted energy per symbol interval, 

and N0 is the one-sided noise power spectral density.

Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of the complementary cumulative 

distribution functions (CCDFs) of the maximum achievable sum rate of a multi

user MIMO system when the NL-DECOM technique and the L-DECOM 

technique are used. It is assumed that there are 6  transmit antennas at the base 

station and 3 mobiles each with 2 antennas (N -  6 , K  -  3, and mx = m2 = m3 = 2 ) 

in the multi-user MIMO system. The CCDF of the capacity of a single-user 6 x 6  

MIMO channel is also shown. One thousand random channel realizations are used 

to get the result. The SNR is assumed to be 20 dB in Figure 4.5 (a) and 30 dB in 

Figure 4.5 (b), respectively. The maximum achievable sum rate when the L- 

DECOM technique is used is generated using (4.19), while the maximum 

achievable sum rate when the NL-DECOM technique is used is generated based 

on the high SNR assumption as in (4.24). One can see that the NL-DECOM 

technique outperforms the L-DECOM technique significantly.

Figure 4.6 compares the average maximum achievable sum rate for one 

thousand random channel realizations in multi-user MIMO channels with 

different sizes when the NL-DECOM technique and the L-DECOM technique are 

used. We assume there are two antennas at each mobile, and the number of 

transmit antennas at the base station is equal to the total number of receive 

antennas (N  = M  = 4,6,8,10). The average capacity of the single-user M x N  

MIMO channel is also shown. The SNR is assumed to be 20 dB in Figure 4.6

(a) and 30 dB in Figure 4.6 (b), respectively. The advantage of the NL-DECOM 

technique over the L-DECOM technique can be clearly seen.
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Figure 4.5 Complementary cumulative distribution functions of the maximum 

achievable sum rate of a multi-user MIMO channel with N  = 6 , K  = 3, and 

m\ = m2 = m3 = 2 . SNR = (a) 20 dB and (b) 30 dB.
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Figure 4.6 Average maximum achievable sum rate of different multi-user MIMO 

channels (M = N  = 4, 6 , 8 , 10, and mk =2).  SNR = (a) 20 dB and (b) 30 dB.
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4.3 ZF/MMSE Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx Processing 

Algorithm

In this section, we will study how to design nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithms that employ nonlinear THP at the transmitter and linear receiver 

processing at the mobile for the downlink of multi-user MIMO systems with 

multiple-antenna mobiles. Differently from the NL-DECOM technique in Section 

4.2, in the nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms proposed in this section 

the THP at the transmitter suppresses both the MUI and the self-interference. The 

introduction of these algorithms overcomes the problem that the single-user 

MIMO spatial layer separation algorithms employing the THP and linear receiver 

processing cannot be combined with the NL-DECOM technique as we have 

pointed out in Section 4.2.5.

The ZF and MMSE criteria are used to design the nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithms, and the resulting algorithms are called the ZF nonlinear 

joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm and the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm, respectively. The algorithms in this section effectively 

utilize the processing capabilities of the base station and the mobiles, while the 

complexity o f the mobiles is kept low since linear receiver processing is applied. 

They can achieve better performance than with the ZF/MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm or the NL-DECOM technique based joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithms with similar or even higher computational complexity.

In this section, the structure of the ZF/MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm is first described in Section 4.3.1. Then the ZF nonlinear 

joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm is proposed in Section 4.3.2, and the MMSE 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm is designed in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Structure o f the ZF/M M SE Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx 

Processing Algorithm
The system model and assumptions described in Section 4.1 will still be used in 

this section. For simplicity, here we assume the number of data streams 

transmitted to each mobile is equal to the number of antennas of that mobile, i.e.,
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K

lk =mk . Therefore, the total number of data streams transmitted is M  = ,
k=1

and N > M  is assumed for this system.

The structure of the ZF/MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm 

for the downlink of a multi-user MIMO system with multiple-antenna mobiles is 

shown in Figure 4.7. In this algorithm, nonlinear pre-processing is applied at the 

transmitter, while linear receiver processing is applied at each mobile. The 

principle o f the TH precoder employed at the transmitter has been introduced in 

Section 2.2. The feedback matrix B is assumed to be a unit upper triangular 

matrix and is represented as

B = ( B f X , . . . X ) r , (4.33)

where Bk is an mk x M  matrix, or

B l,l  B l,2

0 b 22 •.
B = .

0 ••• 0

where B j k is an m} x mk matrix and B* k is still a unit upper triangular matrix.

B>,

BK - \ ,K

BX,X

(4.34)
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MS,

MSi

a iN _ v

B-l
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a

MOD: Modulo device

Equivalent structure of the TH precoder

Figure 4.7 Structure of the ZF/MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing

algorithm.

It is noted that transmitter pre-processing structure of Figure 4.7 is the same 

as that of the nonlinear pre-processing algorithms described in Section 2.3. The 

difference is at the receiver that at mobile k, the signal streams collected from the 

multiple antennas are first processed by a linear receiver-processing matrix 

before going into the modulo and decision device. If the receiver-processing 

matrices are all diagonal, this structure is equivalent to the structure of

the nonlinear pre-processing algorithms described in Chapter 2. However, in the 

ZF/MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm, are no longer

diagonal matrices. This change takes into consideration the processing capabilities 

of the mobiles, so the ZF/MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm can 

lead to significantly better performance. However, with this change the design of 

the processing matrices at the transmitter and the receiver becomes a different and 

much more challenging problem.

In order to facilitate the representation, we introduce a block diagonal matrix
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D =

D, 0 ••• 0
0 D2 .
: •. •. o
o 0 D t

(4.35)

K.

whose diagonal blocks are the processing matrices at all the mobiles. One can see 

that the feedforward matrix F can be represented as F = [F,,F2,...,FX] where Ft

is an TV x mk matrix and can be seen as the linear pre-processing matrix for a*,

the precoding output of MS^’s data streams.

For this system, the signal vector that will go into the modulo and decision 

devices at the receiver end can be represented as

y ’ = Dy = DHFB"1 v + Dn = DHFB_1v + n . (4.36)

where n = (nf ,n2 ,...,nTK)T -  D n , and n* = D^n*.

Since the linear pre-processing matrix F influences the transmitted power, 

transmitted power constraint has to be applied. We assume tr{FFw} = M  , so 

from the discussion in Section 2.3, we know that the matrix F will not change the 

power o f the precoder output vector. We also assume that

tr{FtF"} = wt , (4.37)

so the power allocated to each mobile is proportional to the number of data 

streams transmitted. The design of the ZF/MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm according to other power allocation can be realized using 

the same approach discussed in Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3.

4.3.2 ZF Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx Processing Algorithm
In this section, the ZF criterion is used to design processing matrices F, D, and B 

for the structure shown in Figure 4.7. The ZF criterion requires all the inter

stream interference should be completely eliminated. Therefore,

D H FB ‘ = I (4.38)

is required.
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To find the solution for processing matrices F, D, and B, first, let us study 

what kind of matrix F can satisfy (4.38). One can see that the ZF requirement of 

(4.38) can also be written as

HF = D_1B. (4.39)

Since B is assumed to be a unit upper triangular matrix and D is a block diagonal

matrix, clearly, to satisfy (4.39), the linear pre-processing matrix F should be able

to make HF a block upper triangular matrix, and hence

j > k  (4.40)

is required. Therefore,

HF =

H.F, h ,f2 HiF*
0 h 2f2 * •

;

0 . . . 0 H*F*

(4.41)

Equation (4.40) means the columns of Ft should be in the null space of H *, 

where

H ^ [ H [ +1, . . . ,H ^ f .  (4.42)

Therefore, Fk that satisfies (4.40) can be represented as Fk = N*A k . N* is an

K

N x ( N - ' ^ j mi) matrix whose columns are the orthonormal basis vectors of
j=/fc+l

_  K

null(Ht ) . A k can be any matrix of size ( N -  ^  mi) x m k. can be found by
i=k+\

doing the SVD [61] with respect to H t , i.e.,

n ;
n !

(4.43)

Therefore, for Fk = N kA k , only matrix A k is unknown. Moreover, since 

Fa = Nt At and N* is made up of orthonormal columns, one can see that the 

transmitted power constraint in (4.37) becomes

tr{A,A Hk } = mk . (4.44)
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Now, our task is to design processing matrices A l,A 2,...,AJC, D ,,D 2,...,Da: , 

and B. To solve this problem, we introduce the following lemma, which is proved 

in Appendix F.

Lemma 4.1: If  the ZF criterion (4.38) is satisfied, the received signal vector 

at MS* is

y* = +n* = H tN tAtB-‘t vt + n t . (4.45)

After the linear receiver processing this received signal vector becomes

y* ’ = Dt H tFtB J v 4 + Dtn 4 = Dt H 4N4 A 4B ;i v t + n*. (4.46)

From Lemma 4.1 one can see that the nonlinear pre-processing in the 

structure shown in Figure 4.7 effectively decomposes the multi-user MIMO 

channel into parallel independent single-user MIMO channels as in the NL- 

DECOM technique. The data streams of MS* can be seen as passing through an 

equivalent single-user MIMO channel H*Nt without any MUI. It is noted that the

equivalent single-user MIMO channel here is the same as that formed by

the NL-DECOM technique. According to (4.46), matrices D*, A k, and BkJc can

be seen as the linear receiver-processing matrix, the feedforward filter at the 

transmitter, and the feedback filter at the transmitter for MS* in the decomposed 

single-user MIMO channel. One can also see that the performance of MS* is only 

influenced by processing matrices A k, , and Bkk, so  processing matrices A k,

Dt , and Bkk (k = 1 can be designed separately by optimizing the

performance of each mobile. Next, we will discuss how to design these processing 

matrices for each mobile.

For MS*, to satisfy the ZF criterion expressed by (4.39), clearly,

D M = D * H M = B W (4.47)

is required, so from (4.46) y k ' = v k +nk . Therefore, for each data stream, all the 

spatial interference from other data streams is completely eliminated, and the 

performance of MS* will only be determined by the noise h ^ . The covariance 

matrix of nk is
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(4.48)

and the variances of noises are:

(cr2 „ , crj<2), f  = o-„2diag(D ,D f)

Since at high SNR the performance of MS* is dominated by the noise with the 

largest variance, we intend to find the solution for A k , T>k , and B* k which

satisfies (4.47) and is optimal in the minimax noise variance sense, i.e., the 

solution that satisfies (4.50). This solution is optimal in the minimum BER sense 

at high SNR.

where the last equation is the transmitted power constraint for MS* as in (4.44).

It is shown in Appendix G that the solution of (4.50) can be given by the 

following equations.

where H*Nt = Q*R*Pf is the geometric mean decomposition (GMD) [90], [94] 

(or the eq u al-d iagon al Q R  d ecom p osition  [8 9 ]) o f  , and G k is  a d iagonal

matrix that makes B*jJt = a unit triangular matrix.

The GMD of a matrix is defined in [89], [90], and [94]. If X is a rank K r 

matrix of size M  x N, the GMD of X is X = Q R PH , where P (size N x K r ) and Q

min max{cr?(1), cr^2),...,cr^ ,}
n k  ” k n k

subject to (<tJ„ , a 2m ,...,cr2{mk) f  = <7„2diag(DiD f ) ,
n k  n k n k

B k k is a unit upper triangular matrix, 

tr{A*A k } = mk ,

(4.50)

G k = d iag[[R j;

(4.51)
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(size M x K r ) have orthonormal columns, and R is a K r x Kr real upper 

triangular matrix with equal diagonal elements and

[ R l , = c r S ( n  <rj)UK',  1 < i < K r . (4.52)
<Tj>0

Here, the cr. ( j  = l,...,Kr) are the singular values of X and a  is the geometric

mean of the positive singular values of X. The ways to perform the GMD of a 

matrix are described in [89] and [94].

Since it is assumed that the entries o f H t are normalized i.i.d. zero-mean

K

complex Gaussian random variables and N* is found to be an N x ( N - ^ j mj)
i= k+1

matrix with orthonormal columns, the entries o f the decomposed single-user
K

MIMO channel H tNt (size mk x ( N - ^ i mi) )  formed in Lemma 4.1 are still
i=k+\

normalized i.i.d. zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables, so the rank of 

is mk with probability one. Therefore, in the solution o f (4.51) Dt and

K

B kk are of size mk x m k , while A k is of size ( N -  ]jT mi) x m k . Assuming a[j)
i= k+ 1

( j  = l,...,mk) are the singular values of H tN*, from (4.51) and (4.52) it can be 

found that

G k = ° ; X k«mk (4.53)

mk
where a k = ( J ~\crk ))Vmk is the geometric mean o f the singular values of H tN t .

M

From (4.49), (4.51), and (4.53), one can find that the variances of 

nk{),nk2),...,n(kmi) are all equal, i.e.,

o j ,  = =... -  a 2_yk) = a 2na f  . (4.54)

We use one symbol

<  -  t t 2 (4-55)
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to represent this value. Clearly, if  all A k, , and Bkk (k -  1 are found

through (4.51), all the receive branches of one mobile will have the same 

performance.

Now, let us summarize how to find the solution for processing matrices F, D, 

and B in the proposed ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm. First, Nt 

(k = 1,...,K) should be determined using (4.43). Then, (4.51) is used to find 

processing matrices A k and D* (k = When all Nt , Ak , and D* (k =

are found, clearly, processing matrices F = [F,,F2,...,F^] where 

F* = NtAt and D (see (4.35)) are determined. Finally, the processing matrix B 

can be determined through (4.38), i.e., B = DHF.

Finally, we’d like to point out that it can be shown that processing matrix F 

found in the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm satisfies F^F = I , so 

the average transmitted energy per symbol interval for the z'th data stream is 

E[[F], I at |2 [F]f ] = <r? (z = 1 where at denotes the z'th element of a . One

can see that the transmitted power is allocated equally to all the data streams.

To show the advantage of the proposed ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithm, next, we will compare it with the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm described in Section 2.3. It is noted that in the conventional 

ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm the transmitted power is also allocated 

equally to all the data streams.

4.3.2.1 Advantage of the ZF Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx Processing Algorithm 

over the Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing Algorithm

The advantage of the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm proposed in 

this section over the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

described in Section 2.3 can be shown by comparing the diversity order of these 

two algorithms.

When the proposed ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm is applied, 

from y k ' = \ k +nk and (4.54) one can see that the performance of MS* is decided 

by the geometric mean of the singular values of H^N^. Since we have revealed
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K

that H tN* is an mk x ( N - ' ^ i mj) matrix whose entries are normalized i.i.d.
i=k+\

zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables, using the result in [95], it can be 

found the diversity order o f MS* is
K  K

du$k =mk((N-'Emi)+l-mk)=mk(N-'Emi+v>- (4-56)
/=&+! i=k

Since the overall system performance is dominated by the performance of the 

worst mobile, the diversity order of the system is
K

d  = mm{mk (N  -  y ,  m, +1): 1 < k < K} . (4.57)
i=k

Using the same analysis approach as that in [96], it can be found that the diversity 

order of the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm described in 

Section 2.3 is (N  — M  + l).  Since

K

min{mk( N - ^ m j +1): 1 < k < K} > ( N - M  +1) (4.58)
i=k

always holds for multi-user MIMO systems with multiple-antenna mobiles, one

can see that higher system diversity order can be achieved by using the ZF

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm proposed in this section, which 

implies the proposed algorithm can achieve better performance than the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm at high SNR.

Simulation results in Section 4.3.2.4 will show that the ZF nonlinear joint Tx- 

Rx processing algorithm we have proposed in this section can provide significant 

performance improvement as compared to the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm.

4.3.2.2 Maximum Achievable Sum Rate in a System Employing the ZF 

Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx Processing Algorithm

Using the same analysis as in [76] and [84], we can find that the maximum 

achievable sum rate in a system employing the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm is

RZF= m ^ H ^ P ?  I 2 , a „ l a k) (4.59)
{ r f b  *= i 1=1
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K mk
subject to = M

k = 1 i= l

where function $R(v) is defined in (4.26), a k is the geometric mean of the 

singular values of the decomposed single-user MIMO channel for MS*, p ' f  

represents the power allocated to the z'th data stream of MS*, and the constraint
K  tnk

is applied to keep the total transmitted power constant. Since
k= 1 i= l

finding the maximum achievable sum rate from (4.59) is in general a non-convex 

problem, the power allocation factors p k] that achieve the maximum achievable

sum rate are not easy to find in closed-form. In this thesis, we only consider the 

maximum achievable sum rate when the SNR is high. In this case, the transmitted 

power is allocated almost equally to all data streams [76], i.e., p (kl) = 1. With the

high SNR assumption, using the same approach as that in [76] and [84] it can be 

found that the maximum achievable sum rate is

r z f  = T j m k l o § 2 log2 ( n e / 6 ). (4.60)
k =1

Moreover, it can be shown that (4.60) is also the maximum achievable sum rate of 

the decomposed multiple single-user MIMO channels H,N1,H 2N 2,...,H a:Na. at 

high SNR. In other words, the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm 

achieves the maximum achievable sum rate of the decomposed multiple single- 

user MIMO channels H,N1,H 2N 2,...,H^N(r obtained from Lemma 4.1 at high 

SNR.

4.3.2.3 Ordering in the ZF Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx Processing Algorithm

We have shown that the “best-first” ordering method can achieve the optimal 

order in the minimax noise variance sense for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre

processing algorithm in Section 3.4. Ordering should be performed on the rows of 

the channel matrix H. For the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm, due 

to the receiver processing applied at each mobile the rows of the channel matrix H 

cannot be ordered independently. However, the channel matrices of different 

mobiles, i.e., H1,H 2,...,H a: in H, can be ordered to improve the system
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performance. In this section, we will first describe the change of system structure 

caused by ordering the channel matrices of different mobiles and then propose a

combined optimal diversity and “best-first” (CODBF) ordering method.

4.3.2.3.1 Change of System Structure Due to Ordering

The system structure when no ordering is applied has been shown in Figure 4.7. 

In this section, we use L = {lx, lK) to represent an order of the channel 

matrices of different mobiles, and it should be one permutation of the mobile 

indices, If the order of H ,,H 2,...,H a: is found to be L  = {/,, lK) , H

should be ordered into

H (i)S [HAr ,H j , . . . ,H f j r . (4.61)

Then, processing matrices F, D, and B should be generated using H(i) 

instead of H, and they are denoted as F (i), D(i), and B(i). The system structure 

when order L  is used is shown in Figure 4.8. Now, the received signal vector that 

will go into the modulo and decision devices is

y ( i ) ' = D(i)H(i)x(i) + D (X,)n(i)

= D(i)H(¥ ¥ iH v (i) + D(i)n(i), (4.62)

= v(i) + D(£)n(i)

where y(i)' = (y, ',y 7 ',...,y, *)r is made up of the received signal vectors at 

MS, ,M S ,2 ,...,M S,k and n(I) = (n,i ,n,2,...,n,jc)7’ is made up o f the noise vectors 

at MS, ,MS, ,...,M S, . In this ordered system, to ensure the transmission of data 

vector a* to MSi, the data vector applied to the precoding device should also be 

ordered into a (i) = (aA,a,2,..., a/jt f .
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Figure 4.8 Structure of the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm when

order L  is used.

4.3.2.3.2 Combined Optimal Diversity and “Best-First” Ordering Method 

The CODBF ordering method we propose intends to improve the overall system 

performance for the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm. This method 

has two steps described as follows. In the first step, it achieves the optimal order 

in the maximal diversity order sense, which means the system diversity order 

when the optimal order is used must be higher than or the same as the system 

diversity order when any other order is used. Then, based on the result of the first 

step, the “best-first” ordering method is applied to further improve the 

performance.

Step 1: Optimal Diversity Ordering

As we have known, without ordering the diversity order of MS* is (4.56), and 

the diversity order of the system is (4.57). If  order !  = {/,, /2,..., lK} is applied, it 

can be found that the diversity order of MS, is

d MS,k =  m ik (N ~  Z  m h +  ^  ’ ( 4 ‘6 3 )
i=*

and the diversity order o f the system is
K

d (L) = min{m,k +1): 1 < k < K ] . (4.64)
i=k

Clearly, for this system, the order which is optimal in the maximal diversity 

order sense, is preferred. In other words, we’d like to find the order L  which
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ensures d {L) > d (Q) where Q represents any other order, and d (L) and d (Q) 

represent the diversity orders of the system when order L  and Q are used, 

respectively. It is shown in Appendix H that order L = {lx, lK) which

satisfies

ntj > rrij if  i < j  (4.65)

is the optimal order in the maximal diversity order sense. Here, mT and mT areV V

the numbers o f antennas at MSr and MS7 , respectively. This order can be found
' J

by using the method described below.

L is formed from lx,l2, to lK . To find /,, all the mobiles whose indices have 

not been ordered into /,,...,/M will be searched, and the index of the mobile with 

the largest number of antennas will be chosen as /,. When there are more than 

one mobile with the largest number of antennas, any one of them can be ordered 

into the position /; .

Example 4.3 below is used to show how the optimal diversity ordering 

method works.

Example 4.3. Let us consider a multi-user MIMO system, in which there are 

7 transmit antennas at the base station and 3 mobiles. The numbers of antennas at 

the mobiles are ml = 2 for MSi, m2 = 3 for MS2, and m3 = 2 for MS3. Without

ordering the system diversity order can be found from (4.57), and it is d  = 2. If the 

optimal diversity ordering proposed above is used, the order o f the channel 

matrices of different mobiles should be S = {7|, T2 ,T3} = {2,1,3} or S = {2,3,1}. 

With this order m~ = 3 and = m~ = 2 , so one can see that (4.65) is satisfied. 

The system diversity order when this order is used can be found from (4.64), and 

it is increased  to  r/(,s) =  3 .

It is noted that the above optimal diversity ordering only works for the 

systems, in which the mobiles have different numbers of antennas, since from 

(4.64) one can see that ordering the channel matrices of different mobiles will not
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change the system diversity order when all the mobiles have the same number of 

antennas.

Step 2: “Best-First” Ordering

It can be seen that the optimal diversity ordering in Step 1 does not provide an 

ordering rule for the mobiles with the same number of antennas. In the L found 

in Step 1, the indices of the mobiles who have equal number of antennas are 

adjacent, but they are ordered randomly. (For example, in the Example 4.3 given 

above the indices of MSi and MS3 , 1 and 3, are ordered randomly as J2 and s3.) 

These indices can also be ordered properly to achieve better performance.

Assume 1, = { (,/i+1,...,/,+p} is a subset of L which is made up of the indices 

of a group of mobiles with equal number of antennas. From (4.54) and (4.55), it is 

seen that the performance o f MSj- is determined by the noise variance cr^ .

Therefore, the overall performance of this group of mobiles will be dominated by 

the largest noise variance, i.e., max{cr^ : \ < t < p } ,  and hence we intend to findh+t

the optimal order in the minimax noise variance sense. That means, if 

1 = {A,/ . , , . . . , / .} is the optimal order found for I , max {a\  : 1 <t< p)  must be
"  h+t

smaller than or the same as the maximal noise variance when any other order is 

used. It is shown in Appendix I that the “best-first” ordering method can achieve 

the optimal order in the minimax noise variance sense for the group of mobiles 

with equal number of antennas. A detailed explanation of the working mechanism 

of the “best-first” ordering can be found in Section 3.3. In the following a brief 

description of the “best-first” ordering for the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm is given.

Assume 1 (. = {/,.,/(.+1, } is the final order found for ( . Using the “best- 

first” ordering method, !i,ll+l,...,ll+p should be found from /,. , /,.+1 , to lj+p 

iteratively. To find lM , all the unordered mobiles (the mobiles whose indices 

have not been chosen as ) are tested. The index of the mobile that will

lead to the minimum noise variance oj? will be ordered into the position lM .
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All the groups of mobiles with equal number of antennas should be ordered in 

this manner. It is noted that when all the mobiles have the same number of 

antennas, the optimal diversity ordering in Step 1 does not work, so the “best- 

first” ordering method described here is used directly.

Simulation results in the next section will show that the CODBF ordering 

method proposed in this section can greatly improve the performance o f the ZF 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm.

4.3.2.4 Simulation Results

In this section, simulations are used to show the advantages of the ZF nonlinear 

joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm and the CODBF ordering method proposed in 

Section 4.3.2.3.

In our simulation, the flat Rayleigh fading channel is assumed to change 

independently from one symbol interval to the next. The SNR is defined by

(2.43). The BER is the average BER of all the mobiles.

Figure 4.9 presents BER performance comparison of the proposed ZF 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear 

pre-processing algorithm. A multi-user MIMO system, in which there are 6 

transmit antennas at the base station and 2 mobiles each with 3 antennas, i.e., 

N  = 6, K  = 2, and ml =m2 =3, is considered. QPSK with Gray encoding [74] is 

used. The performance of the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm 

without ordering and with the ordering described in Section 4.3.2.3 is shown. It is 

noted that since all the mobiles have the same number of antennas, in the ordered 

case, only the “best-first” ordering described in Section 4.3.2.3.2 Step 2 is used. 

For the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, performance curves 

of this algorithm without ordering and with the “best-first” ordering described in 

Section 3.4 are drawn. It is clearly seen that the proposed ZF nonlinear joint Tx-

R x  p rocessin g  algorithm  can  a ch iev e  sign ifica n tly  better perform ance than the

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. At BER = 10'3 the ZF 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm without ordering achieves 

approximately 10 dB gain over the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm without ordering, and the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing
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algorithm with ordering achieves approximately 4 dB gain over the conventional 

ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm with ordering. From this figure, it can also 

be found that the diversity order of the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithm, which is 3 (see (4.57)), is much higher than the diversity order o f the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, which is only 1 (= N-M+1). 

The improved performance attained by ordering is also shown in this figure. At 

BER = 10'3, using the “best-first” ordering, approximately 1 dB gain and 7 dB 

gain are obtained for the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm and the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, respectively.

Figure 4.10 shows performance comparison of the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

in the downlink of a multi-user MIMO system with 8 transmit antennas at the 

base station and 3 mobiles (N -  8 and K  = 3). It is assumed that there are 2 

antennas at MSi, 3 antennas at MS2 and MS3 (ml = 2 and m2 =m3 = 3). QPSK

with Gray encoding [74] is used. It can be seen that at BER = 10'3 the ZF 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm without ordering achieves about 6 dB 

gain over the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm without 

ordering. For the ordered case, the “best-first” ordering described in Section 3.4 is 

used for the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm and the CODBF 

ordering method described in Section 4.3.2.3.2 is used for the ZF nonlinear joint 

Tx-Rx processing algorithm. It can be found that although the ordered ZF 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm is a little worse than the ordered 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm at low SNR, since the 

diversity order of the former, which is 3 (see (4.64)), is larger than that of the 

latter, which is 1 ( -  N-M+1), the advantage of the ordered ZF nonlinear joint Tx- 

Rx processing algorithm appears at high SNR. At BER = 10'3, the ZF nonlinear 

joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm with ordering achieves about 2 dB gain over the 

conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm with ordering. Using the 

CODBF or “best-first” ordering, approximately 4 dB or 8 dB gain is attained for 

the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm or the conventional ZF 

nonlinear pre-processing algorithm at BER = 10'3. Also, it can be found the
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CODBF ordering method increases the diversity order of the ZF nonlinear joint 

Tx-Rx processing algorithm from 2 (see (4.57)) to 3 (see (4.64)).

In Figure 4.11, we compare the BER performance of the ZF nonlinear joint 

Tx-Rx processing algorithm and the L-DECOM technique combined with 

different single-user MIMO processing algorithms [59], [60]. A multi-user MIMO 

system, in which there are 6 transmit antennas at the base station and 3 mobiles 

each with 2 antennas (N -  6, K  = 3, and mx = m2 = m3 = 2), is considered. QPSK

with Gray encoding [74] is used. In our simulation, the ZF linear detector (LD) 

[30], [44], the ZF DFD with the “best-first” ordering [18], and the MLD [30]-[32] 

are used as the single-user MIMO processing algorithms when the L-DECOM 

technique is used, and their curves are named as L-DECOM (ZF LD), L-DECOM 

(ZF DFD), and L-DECOM (MLD), respectively. It is noted that the L-DECOM 

(ZF LD) is a linear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm, while the L-DECOM (ZF 

DFD) and L-DECOM (MLD) are nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms, 

which are made up of linear transmitter pre-processing and nonlinear receiver 

processing. The ordering method described in Section 4.3.2.3.2 is used for the ZF 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm. From this figure, it is clearly seen 

that the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm can achieve significantly 

better performance than the other algorithms. One should note that the ZF 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm even outperforms the L-DECOM 

(MLD) algorithm, which has much higher computational complexity. At 

BER - 1 0 3 the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm achieves 

approximately 13 dB gain over the L-DECOM (ZF LD) algorithm, 9.5 dB gain 

over the L-DECOM (ZF DFD) algorithm, and 1.5 dB gain over the L-DECOM 

(MLD) algorithm.

Finally, we compare the BER performance o f the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

p ro cessin g  algorithm  and the N L -D E C O M  tech n iq u e com b in ed  w ith  d ifferent 

single-user MIMO processing algorithms in Figure 4.12. A multi-user MIMO 

system, in which there are 9 transmit antennas at the base station and 3 mobiles 

each with 3 antennas ( N = 9 , K = 3 ,  and mx -  m2 = m3 = 3), is considered. 16QAM 

with Gray encoding [74] is used. The ZF linear pre-processing (LP) algorithm
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[40], [43] and the precoded ZF DFD algorithm [89], [90] are used as the self

interference cancellation algorithms when the NL-DECOM technique is applied, 

and their curves are named as NL-DECOM (ZF LP) and NL-DECOM (precoded 

ZF DFD), respectively. The ordering method described in Section 4.3.2.3.2 is 

used for the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm. For the NL-DECOM 

technique, the “best-first” ordering method proposed in Section 4.2.4 is applied. 

The performance advantage of the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm 

over the other two algorithms can be seen clearly from this figure. One can see 

that at BER = 10'3 the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm achieves 

approximately 11.5 dB gain over the NL-DECOM (ZF LP) algorithm and 1 dB 

gain over the NL-DECOM (precoded ZF DFD) algorithm. We know that in the 

ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm the nonlinear pre-processing pre

eliminates both the MUI and the self-interference. In the NL-DECOM (ZF LP) 

algorithm, the nonlinear pre-processing only pre-eliminates the MUI, and the self

interference is pre-equalized by linear pre-processing, which makes the 

performance of this algorithm worse than that of the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm. The NL-DECOM (precoded ZF DFD) algorithm uses 

nonlinear pre-processing to pre-eliminate the MUI and nonlinear receiver 

processing to equalize the self-interference. Its performance is worse than that of 

the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm since the error propagation 

inherent to the DFD. Moreover, the NL-DECOM (precoded ZF DFD) algorithm 

will lead to higher computional complexity of the mobiles compared to the ZF 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm, since nonlinear receiver processing is 

applied in the former, while linear receiver processing is applied in the later.
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—t- Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing (without ordering) 
Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing (with ordering) 

- e -  ZF Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx Processing (without ordering)
ZF Nonlinear Joint T»-Rx Processing (rtm ordering) |----------

net
hiCQ

Figure 4.9 Performance comparison of the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm (QPSK,

N  = 6, K  = 2, and mi =m2 = 3 ).
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—i- Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing (without ordering) 
Conventional ZF Nonlinear Pre-Processing (with ordering) 

- e -  ZF NonKnear Joint Tx-Rx Processing (without ordering)
- y -  ZF Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx Processing (with puttering)_______

: "-uoc.tilto

Figure 4.10 Performance comparison of the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithm and the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm (QPSK, 

N  = S , K = 3 ,  m, = 2 , and m2 = m3 = 3).
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  L-DECOM (MLD)
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SNR(dB)

Figure 4.11 Performance comparison o f the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithm and the L-DECOM technique based algorithms (QPSK, N =  6, K  = 3,

and mx = m2 = w3 = 2).
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NL-DECOM (ZF LP)
NL-DECOM (precoded ZF DFD)
ZF NonMnear Joint Tx-Rx Processing

•1
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SNR(dB)

Figure 4.12 Performance comparison of the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithm and the NL-DECOM technique based algorithms (16QAM, N =  9,

K  = 3 , and ml =m2 =m3 =3).

4.3.2.5 Additional Comments

Although the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm proposed in this 

section is designed for multi-user MIMO system with multiple-antenna mobiles, it 

can be found that this algorithm and the corresponding CODBF ordering method 

also work for the generalized multi-user MIMO system, in which some or even all 

mobiles have only one antenna. It can be found that in the generalized multi-user 

MIMO system any mobile with more than one antenna will have better 

performance using the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm than using 

the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. When used in the multi

user MIMO system with single-antenna mobiles, the proposed ZF nonlinear joint 

Tx-Rx processing algorithm is equivalent to the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-
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processing algorithm, and the CODBF ordering method becomes the “best-first” 

ordering method. Therefore, the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing can be 

seen as a special case of the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm.

4.3.3 MMSE Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx Processing Algorithm

In this section, the MMSE criterion is used to design the processing matrices for

the structure shown in Figure 4.7. It is assumed that the transmitter has the

knowledge of the noise variance a 2n.

First, one can see that the error vector of this system is

e = y ' - v  = D y -B a  = (D H F -B )a  + D n, (4.66)

where

e = (ef,e^,...,e£)r , (4.67)

and

e =/>(!> PV)
} (4.68)

= y * v* = D*y* -  B*5 = (DA F -  b* +D*n*
is the error vector of MS*. The error covariance matrices of e and ek are

® ee = E[ee"] = (D H F -B )R j(D H F -B )"  + a 2nDDH (4.69)

and

® «  -  E[ete " ] = (D .H .F - B ,)R ,(DtH ,F - B k)H + crn2D ,D f . (4.70)

The MMSE-criterion-based solution o f this system should be able to
K

minimize with respect to processing matrices B, F, and D,
k=1

where B is a unit upper triangular matrix and D is a block diagonal matrix. 

Meanwhile, constraint (4.37) is applied to constrain the transmitted power.

From (4.70), it is clear that t r (0  ) is only influenced by Dk, while Dy. (j *

k ) have no in flu en ce on  tr(<I> ) . T herefore, D , , D 2 , . . . ,  that m in im ize

tr(d>ee) can be found by minimizing tr(d>eei) , tr(®e2e2) , ..., tr(O ê )

separately. Dt that minimizes tr (0  ) can be found by differentiation of

tr(® ) with respect to Dk and setting the result to 0. As a result,
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D * = B tF " H f(H ,F F " H  f+ < fl)- ' 

where £, = <r2n I <j\ . With Dk found in (4.71), one can then obtain

(4.71)

(4.72)

It is noted that found in (4.71) and <J>e e in (4.72) are functions of B*. and 

F. Next, matrices B and F should be found by minimizing tr(® ee) . However, a

closed form solution is hard to find. To find a closed form solution, constraint on 

the processing matrix F is applied as follows.

We assume the matrix F can make HF a block upper triangular matrix, i.e.,

With this assumption, it will be found that the minimization of tr(O eA ) depends 

only on B k and Ft . Therefore, the solution o f B and F that minimizes tr(<Dee) 

can be found by minimizing tr(O e ei) with respect to B* and ¥k for k  = \ , . . . ,K , 

separately. The matrix ¥k that satisfies (4.73) can be represented as ¥k = Nt A k .

Here, N k is an N x ( N -  ^  m;) matrix whose columns are the orthonormal basis

It can be found by doing the SVD [61] on . A k can be any matrix of size

(4.73)

K

vectors of nul^H *), where

(4.74)

K

Using this assumption, it can be found that (4.72) is equivalent to

(4.75)

where

(4.76)
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_ i-1

and B k is made up of the (^Tm; +1) th,...,Mth columns of Bt , i.e.,
/=1

,B J .  Now, Bt that minimizes tr(<De e ) can be found using the
M

following equations:

F " H " H tF4 + ^ I = R f R t , (4.77)

B * = G tR 4', (4.78)

G* = diag[[R, ']-‘,[R , R k ^  ], (4.79)

where (4.77) is the Cholesky factorization [61] o f FfHfH^F* + £ I , and R A' is 

made up of the \t\v,...,mk th rows o f R t . The proof o f found by (4.77)-(4.79) 

minimizing tr(® etej) is included in Appendix J. One can see that G* in (4.77) 

-(4.79) can be also found by using the following equations

F*H ?H 4Ft + 0  = R " R 4, (4.80)

G* = d iag [[R J-I, [ R j 2 2 , - , [ R J i J ,  (4.81)

where (4.80) is the Cholesky factorization of + £ I .

With the Bt found from (4.77)-(4.79), <5^ becomes

(4.82)

From (4.80)-(4.82), it can be seen that <l> is only influenced by Fk, while F) 

(j^k) have no influence on <D . Therefore, our final task is to design the pre

processing matrix Ft to minimize tr(® etCi) . Since F4 is assumed to be 

Fk = N kA k and Nt is known, only A k needs to be found. It is noted that A k 

should make Fk satisfy the transmitted power constraint in (4.37). In this thesis,

for simplicity only A k that have orthonormal columns are considered, i.e., A k

should satisfy

A f A , = I .  (4.83)
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(4.83) directly implies that the transmitted power constraint (4.37) is satisfied.

Simulation results in Section 4.3.3.2 will show that A* found under this 

assumption can achieve very good performance.

A* that satisfies (4.83) and minimizes tr(<De e ) is found to be

(4.84)

where V* is found from the SVD of H. N . , i.e.,

H tN4 = U 4 y * 
V"

(4.85)
i=k

and P* is found by the GMD [90], [94] (or the equal-diagonal QR decomposition

[89]) o f J*, i.e.,

J4 = Q tR f l f  (4-86)

where

(4.87)

The GMD of a matrix has been described in Section 4.3.2. Using A k found by

(4.84)-(4.87), the variances o f ek\ e (k2) ,...,e{kmt>, which are the errors of MS* ’s, (m * )

received signals, are

<7„m ~ ~ ■■■ ~  O'(»*) -  a -
Mmk (4.88)

i= i

where cr*0 ( i = \,...,mk) are the singular values of J*. Since cr2m,cr2m ,...,cr\mk)
e k  e k  ek

are all equal, we use one symbol cr* to represent this value. Proof that A* given 

by (4.84)-(4.87) minimizes tr(O etCt) , and proof of (4.88) are included in 

Appendix K.

It is noted that when all A* (k  = ) are found through (4.84)-(4.87), the

matrix F is defined. Then, matrices B and D can be derived from (4.77)-(4.79) 

and (4.71).
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For the above solution found for A k, it is interesting to find that the pre

processing matrix F in the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm 

satisfies F^F  = I (see Appendix L for the proof), which means F has orthonormal 

columns. Therefore, one can see that the transmitted power is allocated equally to 

all the data streams. As we have discussed in Section 2.5.1, due to this feature, 

when applied to the sytems with M  = N, the pre-processing in the MMSE 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm does not influence the required 

dynamic range of the transmitted power at each antenna. The transmitted powers 

at the multiple transmit antennas will all have the same value and this value will 

not change as the channel changes. This feature is a clear advantage in the design 

o f a practical system.

It is noted that when the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm proposed 

in Section 2.5 is used, the transmitted power is also allocated equally to all the 

data streams. Comparing the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm 

and the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, we find that by effectively 

taking into consideration the processing ability o f the mobiles, the MMSE 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm we have introduced above can 

achieve significantly better performance than the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm. The performance comparison o f these two algorithms is included in 

Section 4.3.3.2. In addition, it can be found that although the computational 

complexity of the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm is higher 

than that of the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, the computational 

complexity of the former is still o f the same order as that of the latter.

The design of the MMSE-criterion-based nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithms using the same structure as shown in Figure 4.7 has also been studied 

in some other recent work [80], [97]. The different design and advantage of the 

M M S E  nonlinear jo in t T x -R x  p ro cessin g  algorithm  proposed  in  th is th esis  can  b e  

easily seen. The algorithm of [97] is developed based on the duality of multi-user 

MIMO downlink with dirty-paper coding and multi-user MIMO uplink with 

perfect SIC. It is designed to minimize the total transmitted power while 

satisfying individual MSE (or SINR) target at each mobile. A different design
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goal of minimizing the sum MSE at all the receive branches under a fixed total 

transmitted power is achieved by the proposed MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm and the work in [80]. In the algorithm of [80] only the MUI 

is pre-eliminated by nonlinear pre-processing, while the self-interference of each 

user is processed by linear joint Tx-Rx processing. The proposed MMSE 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm can be seen as using nonlinear pre

processing to pre-eliminate the MUI, while the self-interference is suppressed via 

joint nonlinear pre-processing and linear receiver processing, which makes the 

design of the proposed algorithm different from that of [80]. Moreover, the 

processing matrices in [80] and [97] need to be found by iterative methods, while 

closed-form expressions have been found for the processing matrices in the 

proposed algorithm. This makes the proposed MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm more attractive for practical implementation.

4.3.3.1 Ordering in the MMSE Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx Processing Algorithm 

When the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm is used, it can be 

found that the channel matrices of different mobiles, i.e., H ,,H 2,...,!!*• in H, can

be ordered to achieve better system performance. The change of the system 

structure due to ordering should be the same as that for the ZF nonlinear joint Tx- 

Rx processing algorithm described in Section 4.3.2.3.I. We still use 

L = {/,, /2,..., lK) to represent an order of these channel matrices. If  the order of 

H 1,H 2,...,H /c is found to be L = {lx, /2,..., lK) , H should be ordered into 

H (i) =[H ^,H ,^,...,H ^]r . Then, processing matrices B, F, and D should be

generated using H (i) instead of H, and they are denoted as B(i), F (i), and D(i). 

Next, let us study how to design the ordering method for the MMSE nonlinear 

joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm to improve performance.

For th is algorithm , if  order L = {/,, /2,..., 1K) is u sed , s in ce  B(i) is assu m ed  to 

be a unit upper triangular matrix, the data vectors will be precoded from a, ,a, i , 

to a7]. It can be found that the performance of MS, is better than the performance 

of MS, if j  > k. In other words, the mobile whose data is precoded early has
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better performance than the mobile whose data is precoded late. Since the 

performance of the worse mobile has greater influence on the overall system 

performance, the mobile that is precoded late affects the overall system 

performance more significantly. Therefore, the “best-first” ordering described in 

Section 3.3, which always tries to order the mobile with the best performance 

(smallest error variance) to the latest precoding position, is a reasonable ordering 

method for the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm. The detailed 

explanation of the working mechanism of the “best-first” ordering can be found in 

Section 3.3. In the following a brief description o f the “best-first” ordering for the 

MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm is given.

During the “best-first” ordering, the final order !  = {/,, /2,..., lK} is found 

from /j, l2, to lK iteratively. To find , all the unordered mobiles (the mobiles 

whose indices have not been chosen as are tested. The index of the

mobile that will lead to the minimum error variance e r  will be ordered into the 

position /;.

Simulation results in next section will show that the “best-first” ordering 

method can greatly improve the performance of the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm.

4.3.3.2 Simulation Results

To show the advantage o f the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm 

proposed in this section, we compare it with other pre-processing or joint Tx-Rx 

algorithms. The algorithms we compare include: i) the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm proposed in Section 2.5. ii) MLD [30]—[32], MMSE DFD 

with the “best-first” ordering [28], or MMSE linear detector (LD) [30], combined 

with the L-DECOM technique described in Section 4.2.1, whose corresponding 

curves are denoted as L-DECOM MLD, L-DECOM MMSE DFD, and L- 

DECOM MMSE LD. The L-DECOM MMSE LD is a linear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm for the downlink of multi-user MIMO systems, while the L- 

DECOM MMSE DFD and L-DECOM MLD are nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithms for the downlink of multi-user MIMO systems, which are made up of
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linear pre-processing and nonlinear receiver processing, iii) The ZF nonlinear 

joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm proposed in Section 4.3.2. It can be found that 

all these algorithms (including the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, L- 

DECOM MLD, L-DECOM MMSE DFD, L-DECOM MMSE LD, and the ZF 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm) realize equal transmitted power 

allocation to all the data streams.

In our simulation, BER vs. SNR curves are determined. QPSK with Gray 

encoding [74] is used. The BER is the average BER of all the mobiles. The SNR 

is defined by (2.43). The flat Rayleigh fading channel is assumed to change 

independently from one symbol interval to the next.

Figure 4.13 presents performance comparison in the downlink of a multi-user 

MIMO system with N  = 6, K  = 2, and mx = m2 = 3 . The “best-first” ordering 

method is applied to the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm, the 

ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm, and the MMSE nonlinear pre

processing algorithm. It is clearly seen that the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm can achieve significantly better performance than the other 

algorithms. One should note that the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithm even outperforms the L-DECOM MLD algorithm, which has much 

higher computational complexity. At BER = 10'3 the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx- 

Rx processing algorithm achieves approximately 15 dB gain over the L-DECOM 

MMSE LD algorithm, 5 dB gain over the L-DECOM MMSE DFD algorithm, 

3.4 dB gain over the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, 3 dB gain over 

the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm, and 2.2 dB gain over the L- 

DECOM MLD algorithm. The benefits of the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm over the other algorithms can be explained as follows. The 

advantage of the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm over the 

MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm lies in that it effectively utilizes the 

processing capabilities o f the mobiles. Compared to the MMSE nonlinear joint 

Tx-Rx processing algorithm, the performance of the L-DECOM based algorithms 

is limited by the linear pre-processing applied. The MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm can outperform the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing
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algorithm because the application of the MMSE criterion reduces the noise 

enhancement.

Performance comparison of different algorithms in the downlink of a multi

user MIMO system with N  = 6, K  = 3, and mi =m2 =m2 = 2 is given in Figure

4.14. The “best-first” ordering method is applied to the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx- 

Rx processing algorithm, the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm, and 

the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm. The advantage of the MMSE 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm can also be seen clearly. At 

BER = 1 O'3 the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm achieves 

approximately 15 dB gain over the L-DECOM MMSE LD algorithm, 9 dB gain 

over the L-DECOM MMSE DFD algorithm, 5 dB gain over the L-DECOM MLD 

algorithm, 3.6 dB gain over the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm, 

and 1.5 dB gain over the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm.

Figure 4.15 shows performance comparison of the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx- 

Rx processing algorithm without ordering or with the “best-first” ordering 

described in Section 4.3.3.1 in the downlink of a multi-user MIMO system with 

N  = 6, K  = 3, and m} =m2 =m3= 2 . One can see that the “best-first” ordering

significantly improves the system performance. At BER = 10'3, using the “best- 

first” ordering, approximately 2 dB gain is obtained for the MMSE nonlinear joint 

Tx-Rx processing algorithm.
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- I -  L-DECOM MMSE LD 
- -  L-DECOM MMSE DFD

ZF Nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 
MMSE Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx Processing

Figure 4.13 Performance of the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithm (QPSK, N =  6, K  = 2, and ml =m2 =3).
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Figure 4.14 Performance of the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithm(QPSK,N = 6 ,K = 3 ,  and ml =m2 =m3 = 2).
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Figure 4.15 Performance comparison of the MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithm when no ordering or the “best-first” ordering is used (QPSK, 

N =  6 ,K = 3 ,  and m] =m2 =m3 = 2).
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

5.1 Conclusions

This thesis is focused on the design o f spatial layer separation algorithms for the 

downlink o f multi-user MIMO systems. Due to its abilities of achieving high sum 

capacity and accommodating multiple users, the multi-user MIMO systems have 

attracted a lot research interests recently. One major problem in the multi-user 

MIMO systems is the spatial layer separation for the downlink since the mobiles 

are decentralized and uncoordinated. In this thesis, several nonlinear pre

processing and nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms have been proposed 

to solve this problem, and the proposed algorithms have shown significantly 

better performance than the previous work in this field. The major contributions 

of this thesis are summarized in this section.

In the first chapter, a brief introduction to the MIMO antenna systems and the 

multi-user MIMO systems has been given as background knowledge. The work in 

the literature on the pre-processing and joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms for the 

multi-user MIMO downlink has been summarized. Since the THP can effectively 

constrain the transmitted power increase, nonlinear pre-processing applying the 

THP can achieve significantly better performance than linear pre-processing. 

Therefore, our research has focused on the design of the nonlinear pre-processing 

and nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms for the multi-user MIMO 

downlink. The organization of this thesis has also been introduced in this chapter.

Chapter 2 is focused on the design of the nonlinear pre-processing algorithms 

for the multi-user MIMO downlink. The TH precoder, which is an important part 

of the nonlinear pre-processing algorithms, is first introduced. Then, we propose a 

generalized ZF nonlinear pre-processing structure which can realize ZF-based
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nonlinear pre-processing algorithm that achieves minimum BER for each mobile 

under any given power allocation to different data streams. Based on this 

structure, we have designed the ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, which 

achieves minimum BER at each mobile under any given relative SNR 

requirement, the ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, which achieves 

minimum total transmitted power while satisfying the individual SNR target at 

each mobile, and the minimum BER ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, 

which achieves minimum average BER of the system. Since the MMSE criterion 

can lead to better performance than the ZF criterion due to the avoidance of the 

noise enhancement, we also designed the MMSE criterion based nonlinear pre

processing algorithm for the multi-user MIMO downlink in this chapter. 

Simulation results showed that the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm can 

achieve significantly better performance than the ZF criterion based counterpart. 

It should be noted that the nonlinear pre-processing algorithms proposed in this 

chapter can also be used in other types o f multiple input multiple output systems 

that are made up o f a centralized transmitter and several decentralized receivers, 

such as the downlink of the CDMA systems and the downstream of the “MIMO- 

DSL” systems4 [98], [99],

Since the performance of the nonlinear pre-processing algorithms employing 

the THP is influenced by ordering the rows of the channel matrix, there is a 

problem of finding the suitable order to improve the performance of these 

algorithms. The ordering problems of nonlinear pre-processing algorithms were 

studied in Chapter 3. The most important contribution of this chapter is the 

introduction o f the optimal ordering lemma, which gives the conditions under 

which the “best-first” ordering method is optimal. This lemma has then been used 

to solve the ordering problems of the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithm [51], [52], the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm proposed in 

Chapter 2, and the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm proposed in

4 In MIMO-DSL systems, transmission lines o f multiple DSL customers are exclusively controlled 
by a single entity. Thus, pre-processing algorithms or signal detection algorithms can be applied to 
cancel the crosstalk in the downstream or upstream. The detailed introduction of the MIMO-DSL 
systems can be found in [98],
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Chapter 4. The ordering issues for other ZF-based nonlinear pre-processing 

algorithms proposed in Chapter 2 are also studied in this chapter, and it is found 

that the “best-first” ordering method can achieve very satisfactory performance 

for these algorithms.

The spatial layer separation algorithms for the downlink of multi-user MIMO 

systems with multiple-antenna mobiles have been considered in Chapter 4. The 

nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms we propose utilize the benefit of the 

nonlinear pre-processing employing THP to constrain the transmitted power 

increase and the additional degree of freedom provided by the deployment of 

multiple antennas at the mobiles, so better performance than that o f the linear 

joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms and the pre-processing only algorithms can be 

achieved. The first major contribution of this chapter is the introduction of the 

NL-DECOM technique. This technique applies nonlinear pre-processing to 

decompose a multi-user MIMO channel into multiple independent single-user 

MIMO channels, so the data streams of each mobile can be seen as passing 

through the decomposed equivalent single-user MIMO channel without any MUI. 

Operating jointly with different single-user MIMO spatial layer separation 

algorithms, this technique realizes different nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithms for the multi-user MIMO downlink with multiple-antenna mobiles. It 

can achieve significantly better BER performance, higher maximum achievable 

sum rate, and higher system design flexibility than the L-DECOM technique

[57]—[60] known in the literature. In the NL-DECOM technique, the nonlinear 

pre-processing is used to pre-eliminate only the MUI. To achieve better 

performance, the ZF and MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms that 

use nonlinear pre-processing to pre-eliminate both the MUI and the self

interference at the transmitter are proposed. Linear receiver-processing is applied 

in these algorithms to utilize the processing capabilities of the mobiles without 

increasing the complexity of the mobiles too much. The performance advantage 

of these two algorithms has been shown by simulations. It has been found that if 

the channel matrices of different mobiles are ordered suitably, better performance 

can be achieved for the nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms proposed in
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this chapter. The ordering problems of these algorithms have also been studied 

and solved in this chapter.

5.2 Suggestions for Future Work

All the nonlinear pre-processing algorithms and the nonlinear joint Tx-Rx 

processing algorithms proposed in this thesis are designed under the assumption 

that perfect CSI is known at the transmitter. The CSIT can be obtained by channel 

estimation in reciprocal TDD systems or by feedback from the receivers. 

However, in practical systems, sometimes it is difficult for the transmitter to know 

the complete CSIT. For the TDD transmission, the CSIT estimated from the 

previous frame may be not precise for the current frame, if  the radio channel 

changes sufficiently fast. If  feedback channel is used, the feedback of the CSI 

may lead to CSI errors or make the CSI outdated. In addition, the limitation on the 

bandwidth of the feedback channel also constrains the precision of the CSIT. 

Hence, one direction of the future work can be the design of nonlinear pre

processing algorithms and nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms using 

partial CSIT. There are two types o f models for the partial CSIT, which have been 

generally used in the literature and are of interest. The first type of model assumes 

that the second order statistics of the channel (long term CSI) are available at the 

transmitter [100]—[102]. The second type of model assumes that the partial CSIT 

is the quantized value of the real CSIT [103], [104]. This model covers the 

scenario that the partial CSIT is provided by feedback channel with limited 

bandwidth. If this model is used, beside the design of the layer separation 

algorithms, the design of the vector quantization that could cooperate well with 

the layer separation algorithms is also an important problem.

The nonlinear pre-processing algorithms proposed in Chapter 2 and the 

ZF/MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm proposed in Chapter 4 are 

designed under the assumption that the number of antennas at the base station is 

no less than the total number of antennas at the mobiles simultaneously 

communicating with the base station. The NL-DECOM technique proposed in
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K

Section 4.2 requires that N  > m(. , where N  is the number of antennas at the
i= 2

base station, mi is the number of antennas at mobile i, and there are K  mobiles

simultaneously communicating with the base station. In systems where there are a 

large number of mobiles, the above assumption can be satisfied by mobile subset 

selection (scheduling) schemes, which select a subset of mobiles for 

communication with the base station simultaneously. The mobile subset selection 

schemes are another direction of possible future research work. If designed 

properly, mobile scheduling schemes are very beneficial for the system 

performance since the multi-user diversity in wireless communication systems 

can be utilized. For example, the maximum achievable sum rate of the multi-user 

MIMO downlink when the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm 

with mobile scheduling is applied has been analyzed in [105], It has been shown 

there that if  the multi-user diversity is utilized properly the maximum achievable 

sum rate of the multi-user MIMO downlink using the conventional ZF nonlinear 

pre-processing algorithm is higher than the theoretical capacity of the 

corresponding point-to-point MIMO antenna system and the maximum achievable 

sum rate of the V-BLAST system using the ZF DFD, as long as the number of 

mobiles in the system is sufficiently large [105]. However, it should be noted that 

the scheduling method of [105] is very complex. Design of the mobile scheduling 

schemes for the nonlinear pre-processing algorithms proposed in Chapter 2 and 

the nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms proposed in Chapter 4 may be of 

interest in the future. Fairness as well as the performance/complexity tradeoff are 

important factors that should be considered in the design of a practical mobile 

scheduling scheme.

The ZF and MMSE nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithms proposed for 

the downlink of multi-user MIMO systems with multiple-antenna mobiles in 

Chapter 4 have been developed based on the assumption that the number o f data 

streams transmitted to each scheduled mobile is equal to the number of antennas 

at that mobile. Thus, the number of scheduled mobiles, K, simultaneously
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communicating with the base station is restricted by N'>'^£j mi . Also, sometimes
1=1

it may be desirable that the number of data streams transmitted to each scheduled 

mobile is less than the number of antennas at that mobile. Such a configuration 

can allow a larger number of mobiles simultaneously communicating with the 

base station. For example, at most N  mobiles can be accommodated 

simultaneously by the base station with N  antennas. Linear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithms under the assumption that the number o f data streams transmitted to 

each mobile can be less than the number of antennas have been proposed in the 

literature, e.g. in [53]—[56]. The design of the nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing 

algorithms under the same assumption is still an open question and is one possible 

direction of future work.
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Appendix A Optimal ZF Nonlinear Pre- 

Processing under the Relative SNR

Requirement

It is clear that the optimal processing matrices that minimize a  achieve minimum 

BER for each mobile for the required relative SNR. From (2.32) and the SNR 

requirement of MS*, a =\ ( H) k^ kt k f  l{<r2nl k) . Therefore, the solution of

M
t ,,t2,...,tM should be the one that minimizes ^ ][|(H )4Nttjt f  / ( c t^ ) ]  under the

k =1

constraint (2.29). Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, it can be shown that 

the optimal solution for the processing matrices should be in the form of (2.35)- 

(2.37) while using the power allocation factors defined in (2.39).

It is noted that the problem of designing processing matrices optimal under 

different relative SNR requirements has been considered in [106], The approaches 

used in this thesis and in [106] are different, but yield the same result.
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Appendix B MMSE Nonlinear Pre- 

Processing Algorithm

First, we consider the case when M  = N. In this case, H 1 = H 1. Also, due to our 

assumption F WF = I , F should be a unitary matrix, i.e., F"1 = F H . Therefore,

(2.49) becomes

G (H H h + P )  = BF//H / / . (B .l)

As a result,

F "  = B 'G (H  + £H " ) .  (B.2)

Through F WF = I , we get

G 'BB^G ^ = (H + %WH )(H " + £H 1). (B.3)

Let R = G _1B ,

R R h = (H + ̂ W H)(H H + £H~') . (B.4)

Thus, R  can be obtained from the Cholesky factorization of 

(H + £H _" X H " + £ H -1) and is an M  x M  lower triangular matrix. G and B can 

be found by

G=diag[[R]-1,[R g ,. . . , [R ]4 ]  (B.5)

B = GR. (B.6)

Then, from (B.2), we get

F = (H tf + £H"’)R - / / . (B.7)

It can  b e seen  that the ab ove result o f  B, F , and G  can a lso  b e obtained

through the QR factorization of H + . If

H + £ H h = Q 'R ’ (B.8)

where R ' is an M  x M  upper triangular matrix,
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G=diag[[R , [R ' j ^, [R Tmm ] (B.9)

B=GR 'H (B.10)

F = Q '. (B .ll)

Without loss of generality, assuming the matrix G has positive diagonal 

elements, it is clear that matrices B, F, and G derived by the above equations are

unique. Also, it can be seen that the result in (B .4)-(B.l 1) is just the special case

of (2.50)-(2.57) when M = N .  Therefore, when M — N, the B, F, and G found by

(2.50)—(2.53) or (2.54)—(2.57) are the unique solution that satisfies (2.49).

Next, let us consider the case when AfeN. Since we have assumed that N>M, 

in this case N  > M. Therefore, H f = H //(H H //)"1. Since the results from (2.50)-

(2.53) and (2.54)-(2.57) are equivalent, in the following, we only prove that the 

results from (2.54)-(2.57) satisfy (2.49).

From (2.54)-(2.57), we get

H w + £ H f = Q 'R '
= F R ' (B.12)

=  F B ^ G "

so

and

F = (H " + ^ H t )R '-‘ = H " ( I  + ^(H H W)-1)R '-1 (B.13)

F "  = R '~ "(H  + £H tH)

= R '~H (I + £(H H W )_1 )H (B.14)

= B_,G(H + ̂ H t" )

Using the F /; given by (B.14), the r.h.s. of (2.49) is

B F^H " = G (H H / / + ^ I ) . (B.15)

Since we have assumed that F has orthonormal columns,

F "F  = I .  (B.16)

Using the F and F w given by (B.13) and (B.14), it can be found that

R  '~H (I + £(H H W )_1 )H H h (I + ^(H H W )_1 )R ,_1 = 1 , (B.17)

so
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R'h R' = (I + £(HH ")-’)HH"(I + £ ( H H " , (B. 18)

R'-iR ,-// = (I + ^(HH")-])-'(HH//)"1(I + ^(HHw)‘1)_1. (B.19)

Also, using F and ¥ H given by (B.13) and (B.14), HFF^H^ in the l.h.s. of

(2.49) becomes

HFF^H" =H H "(I + ̂ (HH")"I)R'"1R ,""(I + ̂ (HH")“I)HH ". (B.20) 

Using the result for R ,_1 R'~H given by (B.19), (B.20) becomes

H F F"H "=H H ". (B.21)

Therefore, the l.h.s. o f (2.49) is

G(HFF//H// + £1) = G(HH" + £1) . (B.22)

From (B.22) and (B.15), we see that the l.h.s. of (2.49) equals the r.h.s. of

(2.49). Therefore, (2.49) holds. We can draw the conclusion that processing 

matrices B, F, and G given by (2.50)-(2.53) or (2.54)-(2.57), satisfy (2.49).
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A p p e n d i x  C  Derivation of the Error 

Covariance Matrix for the MMSE Nonlinear 

Pre-Processing Algorithm

The error covariance matrix for the nonlinear pre-processing structure shown in 

Figure 2.2 is in the form of (2.45). With B, F, and G given by (2.50)-(2.53) or

(2.54)-(2.57), we get

GHF -  B = G H H " (I + £(H H " )* )R '~ '-G R  'H. (C .l)

Here, the expression of F in (B.13) is used. Then, from (B.19), we get

R  = (I + ^(H H h )_1 )_1 (H H " )-' (I + £(H H " )_1 )_1 R , (C.2)

and

GHF -  B = G (I + £(H H " ) ')"’ R -  GR 'H

= -^ G (H H " )_1 (I + £(H H " )_1)"' R 'H

From (2.45)

<Dee = crl (GHF -  B)(GHF -  B)7/ + rx;GG

= ct„2£G (H H " )_I (I + £ (H H ")"' )_1 R ,H R  '(I + £(H H " )" ')_1 (HH")~1 G (C.4)

+<7„2GG

Using the result of R 'H R ' given by (B.18),

® ee = ^ ( H H ^ r ' G  + a-2G 2. (C.5)
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Appendix D Proof of the Optimal 

Ordering Lemma

First, we assume the order generated by the “best-first” ordering method is 

L = . Lemma D .l, which is straightforward from the concept of “best-

worst” order, is needed in the proof.

Lemma D .l: Assume the worst performance parameter when order L used is 

p, . Order L is the “best-worst” order, if: for any other order Q = {qi,q1,...,qM} ,

there is an performance parameter p q that is the same as or worse than p, .

For any element /, (/ = 1 o f order L, we define a Before Set

B, = {/j,/2,...,/M} that includes all the elements located before /,. in L and an. After

Set At = {/i+1,/i+2,...,/M} that includes all the elements located after in L. Note

that B, or A, can be null set if  i = 1 or i = M.

Then, find the element in L that is associated with the worst performance 

parameter. We assume this element is lr and the worst performance parameter is

P ir ■

Case 1: Let’s consider any other order Q, in which lr is still in its rth position 

( qr =lr ) and the Before Set Bq and After Set Aq are permutations of B, and A, 

respectively, i.e.,

Q = {perm(5/r),/r,p e rm (4 )}  = (penn(/1,/2,...,/r_1),/r ,penn(/r+1,/r+2,„.,/A,)}

where perm( S ) represents one permutation of the set S .

Through Condition 1, it is obvious that p q ~ p, .
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Case 2: Let’s consider any other order Q, in which lr is still located before all 

the elements o f its After Set A, , but one or some elements from the Before Set

B, are moved after I .ir r

gives a simple example of this case.

If qd = lr in this new order Q, then d  < r and the constraint set Cq d C ; .

Apparently, from Condition 2, p  must be worse than or the same as p, .

Case 3: Let’s consider any other order Q, in which the elements of the 

constraint set C, of lr are distributed in Q (these elements are not needed to be 

located next to each other) and lr is not located before all the other elements of

C, .Two simple examples o f this case are:

Q  =  ’—’Qm } = {h ’" ' ’h - i ’h+i>h>h+2

Assuming lk (k  > r) is the first element of C, in Q, we assume it is the dth 

element of Q, i.e., qd =lk (d  ^  r). First, we form a new order

V = {...,vr,vr+1,...vM} = ,

where vr =lk = qd and {vr+1,...vM} = {lr,...,lk_x,lk+v...,lM} . It is apparent that 

3  Cv . Since vr -  qd and through the Condition 2, p q̂  must be worse than or 

the same as p„ . Next, we see that the constraint set C, = C, . Since the “best-
v r  lr  *r

first” ordering ensures that lr is the best one for the constraint set C, , p v must 

be worse than or the same as p, . As a result, p q< must be worse than or the same 

as p lr.

Since all the other orders can be covered by cases 1, 2, and 3, from Lemma

D,l we can draw the conclusion that order L is optimal in the “best-worst” sense.
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Appendix E Reduced Complexity 

Method Used in the Ordering of the 

Nonlinear Pre-Processing Algorithms

When l i -U j  (j = 1 lM lM should be a permutation of

. Through Condition 1 of the optimal ordering lemma, we 

know different order of ul,...,uj_l,u j+l,...,up does not influence the value of 

Etl”/,(«,.) I2] or £il(ui) , so we only consider the order { /,. , /,+l lM } =

{ U j , U p , . . . , U j +l , U y_] ,..., W| }.

For the conventional ZF nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, we create a 

matrix

Hc,(B, ) = [ ( H ) ; , . . . , (H )^ ,( H )^ , . . . , (H > ; ,( H ) i : /  (E l)

and do the Cholesky factorization with respect to }Hy( }, i.e.,

(E-2>

Hence

(E.3)

Here, R u(u) is a lower triangular matrix with diagonal elements 

[R u(»y)]u»[R u(»,)]22»-,[Ry(Hy)]w , so Ry(u,} is also a lower triangular matrix with 

diagonal elements ■ From (2.15)-(2.18) and

(2.24), we know

E [|« ,(Hy)|2] = ^ 2[ R ^ , ] ^  (E-4)
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, 2 1  2 |VXJ i t / /  \ - 1 -iIpp
(E.5)

By (E.3) and (E.4) and using the feature that R j {u} is a lower triangular matrix, it 

can be found that

= a 2nm uu ^ y %

where Hy is defined by (3.7). Thus,

(E[\nIM) |2],E [|nh(Ui) |2]...... E [|nh(up) |2]) = ^ d ia g tfH y H ")-1) (E.6)

holds as in (3.9).

For the MMSE nonlinear pre-processing algorithm, we create as in

(E.l), as

(E.7)

and S as

S = (HH^)'1. (E.8)

Then, we generate , Ry(„ } , and ) through the Cholesky

factorization, i.e.,

= * m Uj)K Uj) OE-9)
_ p - l  D

Here, GU(u ) is a diagonal matrix that makes Bu(u} a unit lower triangular matrix, 

i.e.,

E>t/(«,) = diag[[Gy( )]n,[Gy( sJjjj.-.jfGyj
(E.10)

-  diag[[Ry(Ĥ ]n ,[Ry(Hj)]22J”-j[Ru(Hj )]/>/>] 

where [R c ^  j ]„, [RU(W>) ]»»—»[Rcr(Wj) Itv* are the diagonal elements of R u(„ }. 

Through (2.54)-(2.58), it can be found that the error variance £,.(u ) is

*«.,) = °n[G u{Uj)TPP+a 2J [ G mUj)fPP[S]UjUj . (E.l 1)

Assuming

T„, = W u (Uj) + ^ v (Uj)\ K (U]) + & V , ) ) r ' , (E.l 2)
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through (E.9)

T.J = G „ (,()B ^ /)B ^ )G m./) (E.13)

[G„(„ ,,fc= [T „ > ,. (E.14)

Here the feature that B[/(u ) is a unit lower triangular matrix has been used. 

Therefore, (E.l 1) becomes

],P+ US]„,„, (E-:15)

Also, let

T = [(Ha + )(Hy + & ) u ) T l (E.l 6)

where H„ and Da are defined in (3.7) and (3.8). It can be found that

r e , > = m ,  (E-i7)

As a result,

*« .,>=a l m . + r t m m , , ,  ■ (e -18)

Hence the result in (3.10)-(3.12) is given.
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Appendix F Proof that the ZF Nonlinear 

Joint Tx-Rx Processing Algorithm Achieves 

the Multi-user MIMO Decomposition

First, we represent the matrix B in (4.34) as B = BflBy and the product HF in 

(4.41) as HF = (HF)Z)(H F)[/, where B ,̂ and (H F)D are block diagonal matrices 

defined as

(F .l)

B, 1 0 . . . 0
0 B2 2

B »  =
j 0 9

0 . . . 0 B ^

HjF, 0 0
0 h 2f2 :

(HF),3 = :
2 . L

0
0 0 H A

(F.2)

From (4.38), one can see that the ZF criterion requires DHF = B . Since D is a 

block diagonal matrix defined in (4.35), it is clear that D(HF)d = Bfl and

(HF)y = By . The received signal vector y is then found to be

y = HFB 1v + n = HFB'1Bo'v + n (F.3)

where B = BDBy is used. Since (HF)y = B y,

y = H F(H F)-1B DIv + n .  (F.4)

Finally, using HF = (HF)fl(HF)y ,

y = (HF)z,B-1v + n . (F.5)
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Therefore, (4.45) and (4.46) can be obtained using the definitions of B ,̂ 

(HF)* in (F .l) and (F.2), so Lemma 4.1 is proved.
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Appendix G ZF Nonlinear Joint Tx- 

Rx Processing Algorithm

The following lemma from [90] and [94] is used in finding the solution of (4.50). 

Lemma G .l: Given a rank K r matrix X whose size is M x N, the solution of 

maxmin{| [Ul. 1:1 < i < K \F g  rJ

subject to U = G WXF ,

U is an upper triangular matrix, (G. 1)

tr{ G "G } < * „

tr{FwF} < K r ,

is given by G = Q , U = R , and F = P , where Q RPW is the GMD of X.

To prove that (4.51) achieves the solution of (4.50), first, let us introduce 

matrices Tk and Dt ' as

Tt = diagl^ ,2 / a_ (G.2)

and

From (4.49), (G.2), and (G.3), it can be found that 

d ia g (D /D /w) = ( l,l,...,lf ,

(G.3)

(G.4)

so

t r ( D / D  k 'H )  =  m k .

Using (G.3), one can see that (4.47) can be written as 

D4 'H*NtA *= T tBti4,

(G.5)

(G.6)
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where TkBkk is an upper triangular matrix and we use \Jk to represent it. The 

diagonal elements of Ut should be diag(Tt ) .

Clearly, (4.50) can be written equivalently as 

max min{| [UA]„ |: 1 < / < mk}

subject to Dt 'H , N A = U t , (G.7)

Ut is an upper triangular matrix, 

tr{A*A k } = mk , 

t r (D /D  k 'H) = mk .

Finally, from Lemma G .l, it can be seen that the solution o f (G.7) is given by

(4.51). Therefore, the solution of (4.50) is given by (4.51).
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Appendix H Optimal Order in the 

Maximal Diversity Order Sense for the ZF 

Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx Processing Algorithm

If  the L satisfying (4.65) is used, we assume mobile lr is the mobile with the 

minimum diversity order, so the diversity order of the system is

rf,r'=rf (H.l)V

It can be easily found that > mT for any k < r .

For any other order Q = {ql,q2,...,qK} , let us consider the diversity order of 

the mobile qr . Since order L satisfies (4.65), one can see that

K K

i=r i=r

must hold.

If mqr < m-j, from (4.63) and (H.2), it is clear that

^Msqr — dMsJr • (H-3)

If m9r > n tj , it can be found that there must be a mobile qt whose number of

antennas is smaller than or equal to that of mobile lr , i.e.,

mq/ < mx , (H.4)

and with t < r. In this case, since t <r
K  K  K

{ N - ^ m q + \ ) < { N - Y j mq + \ ) < ( N - Y Jm% + \). (H.5)
i - t  i~ r  i~ r

From (4.63), (H.4), and (H.5), it is clear that

dusqi <  d msTr ■ (H-6)
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Therefore, when any other order Q is used, there is a mobile whose diversity 

order is smaller than or the same as the system diversity order when order L  is 

used. Since the system diversity order is the minimum diversity order o f all the 

mobiles, the system diversity order when any other order Q is used must be 

smaller than or the same as the system diversity order when order L is used. As a 

conclusion the order L is optimal in the maximal diversity order sense.
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Appendix I Application of the “Best- 

First” Ordering for the ZF Nonlinear Joint 

Tx-Rx Processing Algorithm

In this part, we will prove that the “best-first” ordering can achieve the optimal 

order in the minimax noise variance sense for the group of mobiles with equal 

number of antennas when the ZF nonlinear joint Tx-Rx processing algorithm is 

used.

In Section 3.3, an optimal ordering lemma is introduced. According to this 

lemma, if the following two conditions are satisfied, the “best-first” ordering can 

achieve the optimal order in the minimax noise variance sense for

\ = {7JM,..J i+p).

Condition 1: For any two orders A = {A1,A2,...,Apj and B = {Bv B2,...,Bpj of 

I, = {li,lM,—,li+p} , if  A, = Bt and the constraint sets CA< and CB are made up of 

the same elements, then a~ = .
7 n A, n B,

Condition 2: For any two orders A and B  of 1;, if  At = B} and the constraint 

set C, czCR , then <j\ < a 1- .
A  -----  B j  9 n A< n B j

The definition of the constraint set can be found in Section 3.3.

Since the mobiles ( have the same number of antennas, we use b

to represent this number. From (4.55), one can find that

(i.i)
j=i

where a ^  ( j  = 1 are the singular values of , so
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7=1

(1.2)

can be found from the SVD o f H . , i.e.,

0] N H
A

N j
(1.3)

where is

(1.4)

For any two orders A and B, if  A, = Bt , and C4 and Cfi are made up of the 

same elements, from (1.3) and (1.4), one can see that ran(N^ ) = ran(N s ). Also, 

since A, =Bt , H A = H s . Thus,

d e t f H ^ N j H j ) = d e t C H ^ N j H j ) = d e t(H ,N ,N * H " ). (1.5)

From (1.1), (1.2), and (1.5), a \  = cr~ . Therefore, the Condition 1 is satisfied.
Af Bi

For any two orders A and B, if  A, = B j , and C4 cz CB , from (1.3) and (1.4)

one can see that ran(Nfl ) is a subspace of ran(N^ ). Since = I ,

h 4 n 4 n J h J  = h 4 n 4n J n 4 n £ h J .

Since ran( ) is a subspace of ran(N 4 ), N4 N4 NB = , so

H .N ,N " H "  = h 4 n 4 n ; n , n " n 4 n j h ;

(1.6)

(1.7)

where H s = H 4 is used. Using T to represent H 4 N 4 N4 , i.e., T = H 4 N 4N 4 ,

H 4 N 4 N " h J = T T w, (1.8)

H a N a N " H j = T N ,N " T " -  (1.9)

Assuming the SVD of T is

T = Ur [Dr 0] yT

one can have

det(H4 N 4N J H J ) = det(TT") = dct(D^),

(1.10)

(1.11)
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det(Hfi. Ng; N " H " ) = det(TNfl; N " T H) = det(D^) det(V"N^ N " Vr ). (1.12) 

Using the Hadamard’s inequality [85], one get
b

r= l

Since for any r =

(1.14)

>0

(1.15)

Therefore,

det(V"N*.N" Vr ) < 1. (1.16)

From (1.11), (1.12), and (1.16)

det(H4 N4 N j H j ) > det(H , N , N ? H " ). (1.17)

From (1.1), (1.2), and (1.17), cr^ < cr^ . Thus, the Condition 2 is satisfied.

Since the two conditions are satisfied, it is clear that the “best-first” ordering 

can achieve the optimal order in the minimax noise variance sense for any group 

of mobiles with equal number of antennas.
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Appendix J Design of the Feedback Filter 

for the MMSE Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx 

Processing Algorithm

A similar method as that in deriving the feedback filter of the synchronous 

MMSE DFD in [63] is used in this proof.

From the definitions of B, B*, and B*, it can be found that

[ B J ,= 0  i> j , (J.l)

[B*]«=1 i = (J-2)

  K

and Bt is a matrix of size mk x .
i=k

Since R t generated from (4.77) is an upper triangular matrix, R , is also an 

upper triangular matrix with diagonal elements [R*']„- = [R J^1.

We form a matrix

Uk = B kR k'.  (J-3)

For this matrix, it can be found that

[U*],y = 0  i > j ,  (J.4)

[UJ,i =[R*1]ii = [ R J ^  i = U . ,m k , (J.5)

K
and is also of size mk x mi

Using the U* in (J.3), the d>eet in (4.75) can be represented as

U f .  (J.6)

Therefore,
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- k  t= k

i= l  j= i

^ 2I i [ i u i 2
(j.7)

mk

=<7,2£ i m ' i2i=l
mk

= < ^ S [ R * x '  i2
i= l

where we have assumed that R *1 is made up of the lth ,... ,m kth rows o f R*.

— ™k —
Clearly, if  B k found by (4.77)-(4.79) is used, tr(® ert) = rrn2 ]£ |[R *  %' |2 .

1=1

Therefore, B k found by (4.77)-(4.79) can minimize tr(<De e ).
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Appendix K Design of the 

Feedforward Filter and Derivation of the 

Noise Variance for the MMSE Nonlinear 

Joint Tx-Rx Processing Algorithm

Since A k is assumed to have orthonormal columns, (4.80) can be written as

A " (N ? H fH 4N t + £I)A t = R " R t .

From (K .l), one can get

1=1

Using the SVD result of H tNt in (4.85), we have 

A "(N "H "H tNt + £ ) A t = A "V 4 

It can be shown that

_

/=1
m k

< Y l ( [ A kf y t

i  o 
0 £1 

S ^ + £ I 0

0 £1
m k

sri([£.E+«=riCT;'B

V,"At )

1=1

mk

/=! i=i

(K.1)

»>*
= det(A f (N f H f  H ,N , + £ ) A t ) . (K.2)

V "A t . (K.3)

(K.4)

where <rk)2 (i  = 1 ,...,mk) are the singular values of J k and J* is defined in (4.87).

From (4.80)-(4.82), one can get
mk

i=l
(K.5)
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Since (K.4), (K.5), and

mk mk
2 [R ,] :2> mt( n [ R j : J),' - 1 (K.6)
i= l i=l

one can see that

mk
tr(® ,(,( )>  • (K.7)

i= \

Therefore,

m k

min{tr(®eA)} = £ 7 > , ( n c r r 2)-1/'”‘ . (K.8)
1=1

Finally, from the definition o f the GMD in Section 4.3.2, it can be shown that 

the A k found by (4.84)-(4.87) can make tr (0  ) achieve its minimum value, so

it minimizes tr(® eA). In this case, R t will have equal diagonal elements, and

one can get

mk
[ R , r f = . . .= [ r , ] ^  = ( n ^ ,)2r ' ' " ' -  (k .9)

i=i

From (4.80)-(4.82) and (K.9), one can see that (4.88) holds.
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A p p e n d i x  LProof that the Transmitted 

Power is Allocated Equally in the MMSE 

Nonlinear Joint Tx-Rx Processing Algorithm

Since F* = N tA t ,

F /F 4 = A X N * A t - (L-l)

First, let us consider the case j  -  k. Since the columns of Nt are the

orthonormal basis vectors o f nul^H *), one can see that

N ? N * = I .  (L.2)

Therefore,

F f F ^ A f A * .  (L.3)

From (4.83), we know

F "F t = I .  (L.4)

Next, let us consider the case j  > k. From (4.84), we know

F*=N*V4P4, (L.5)

so

Fy"F4 = P "V yX N 4V4P4. (L.6)

Using (4.85) the V "  can be represented as

V f (L.7)

so (L.6) becomes

F f  F, = . (L.8)

From the definition of H t in (4.74), one can see that
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null(Hjt)c n u ll(H ;.) i f  j > k  (L.9)

Since the columns of Nt are the orthonormal basis vectors of null(Ht ) and the

columns of N . are the orthonormal basis vectors of nul^H^), it can be easily 

seen that

NyN f N t =N*.  (L.10)

Therefore, (L.8) becomes

F / F ^ P ^ U ^ . N ^ P , .  (L. 11)

Since the columns of N t are the orthonormal basis vectors of null(Ht ) and j  > k, 

it is clear that

H ,N t = 0 .  (L.12)

Therefore,

F / F t = 0 .  (L.13)

For the case j  < k, based on the above proof we know that F^F,. = 0 , so

F " F * = 0 .  (L.14)

Finally, from (L.4), (L.13), and (L.14), one can find that

F "F  = I .  (L.15)

As a result, one can see that the transmitted power is allocated equally to all the 

data streams.
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